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This dissertation sets out to investigate the making and implementation of pass laws 
in Natal between 1845 and 1910. It begins with a brief examination of how and why 
control of movement of people was exercised by homestead heads. chiefs and 
kings during the pre-colonial era. It argues that African people were accustomed to 
control of movement before the colonial era. It shows that control of movement 
during the pre-colonial era was exercised by those in authority, among other things, 
for orderly and peaceful living and in line with certain taboos and avoidances. 
During the period of colonial rule pass laws were implemented by the Natal 
administration as a means of regulating and controlling labour supply (particularly 
African labour supply) and also as a means of maintaining control over the African 
population for reasons of security and stability. Furthermore, passes were also used 
in an attempt to check drunkenness among Africans and to check cattle-stealing. 
It also shows that although the pass system h\d no racial exclusivity and it applied 
to all the racial groups in Natal, Africans were. however, the most affected by it. The 
first pass law was passed in 1855 and by the first decade of the 20th century a 
number of pass laws were in operation in Natal. Each of these pass laws was 
designed for a specific purpose. The dissertation ends with an analysis of how 
Africans of different background and outlook responded to the pass system. Some 
had reason to support it, especially some of the elders and chiefs in the 
countryside, when those who were subject to their authority deserted them to live 
and work in the towns. Others were opposed to it, among other things, because of 
the inconvenience and costs it involved on their part. 
(ii)
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PREFACE 
This study focuses on control of movement of the people through a pass system 
during the colonial era in Natal. This subject has not been researched before by 
academic historians. D. Hindson's Ph.D. thesis is the only major work on the pass 
system but his work focuses on the period after the formation of the Union of South 
Africa in 1910. It looks at the pass system in a broader context and gives an 
analysis of how and why it was implemented nationally rather than provincially. This 
study therefore looks at the origins and development of the pass system in Natal 
before the formation of the Union of South Africa in 1910. lt gives an analysis of the 
development of the pass system from the embryonic stages in the early years of 
British rule, to its becoming the cornerstone of the government's policy towards 
Africans early in the first decade of the 20th century. 
An attempt will be made to answer the question: What was the meaning or definition 
of a pass during the period under discussion? In the sources consulted, the 
evidence suggests that each group (i.e. Africans and whites) had its own perception 
of the meaning of a pass which differed, though not to a large degree, from that of 
the other. However, it would be incorrect to conclude that the word 'pass' as it was 
used during the period under discussion, lacked definitional precision. What is clear 
though as Kahn points out is that "Statistics, proclamations, regulations and bye­
laws avoid definitions". 1 Thus while, on the one hand, whites would narrowly 
"equate a pass with a document controlling movement".2 on the other, Africans 
perceived the word 'pass' more broadly. To them, any document, which could be 
a poll tax receipt or a dog tax receipt, which they were required to produce on 
1. E. Kahn, 'The pass laws', in Handbook on Race Re/a/ions in South Africa, ed. E. Hellmann {London,
Oxford University Press, 1949}, p.275.
2. Ibid.
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demand by a police officer, or else face summary arrest, was perceived to be a 
pass. Marquard has the following simple and precise definition of a pass: "A pass 
is a piece of paper on which a man's employer or a Government official states that 
he has permission to go from one place to another."3 Kahn's criterion in defining 
a pass is as follows: "The test as to whether a document is a pass, it is suggested, 
is whether it ... is required for lawful movement into, out of, or within a specified 
area."4 
Thus a document that an African was required to carry in terms of, amongst others, 
the Togt Regulations of 1874, Law 48 of 1884 and Law 3 of 1904, laws that were 
passed primarily to control the movement of African people, may correctly be 
defined as a pass. There were other laws, such as Law 22 of 1878 (the liquor law), 
Law 27 of 18 75 (the dog tax law) and Law 1 of 1899 (the cattle-stealing law), which 
had the effect of controlling the movement of people. A pass therefore, had a broad 
meaning which encompassed any document which the people, particularly Africans, 
were required to carry and which had the effect of controlling their movements. 
This dissertation covers a rather lengthy period from 1845 to 1910. I have followed 
a chronological-thematic framework. Pass laws that were designed to serve the 
same purpose have been grouped together and discussed accordingly. The 
introductory chapter discusses control of movement of the people during the pre­
colonial period and during the Voortrekker period. This is followed by a series of 
chapters structured around the making and implementation of particular laws within 
four successive phases. 
The dissertation has uncovered several areas in this field which need more 
investigation. One of these is the use by government officials of African customary 
3. L. Marquard, The Native in South Africa (Johannesburg, Witwatersrand University Press, 1948),
p.63.
4. Kahn, The pass laws', p.275.
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law to exert their authority over African people. As this study shows in certain 
instances, the government relied on unwritten law to govern African people, which 
it formulated on the basis of its interpretation of African customary law. 
(viii)
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION: CONTROL OF MOVEMENT DURING THE PERIOD 
BEFORE 1845 
1. 1 Control of movement during the pre-Voortrekker period
The historical and ethnographic literature of the pre-Voortrekker period suggests 
that before the establishment of Zulu domination south of the Thukela river. 
inhabitants of the chiefdoms in the region were accustomed to controls over their 
movements, as were people in other African societies. Evidence indicates that 
control of movement was exercised at different levels of authority, ex1ending from 
the head of the homestead at the bottom of the socio-political hierarchy to the chief 
of the chiefdom at the highest level of authority.
1 
The sources consulted include 
accounts given by traders and missionaries of their experiences in Natal during the 
middle and late 19th century. These sources are not specific, though, on control of 
movement of the people as sanctioned by customary law. The ethnographic 
literature by authors Bryant and Krige was consulted as well as more recent ones 
by various authors.2 There are very few sources on African life and history in Natal 
before the 18th century. The evidence suggests, however, that the system of 
government as practised during the 19th century dates back to unspecified times 
and some of its elements have been preserved up to the present day, as can be 
observed in the areas where there are traditional chiefs. 
The evidence indicates that the concept of private ownership of land was unknown 
to African communities. They believed in communal ownership of land, and there 
1. L. Grout, Rev, Zulu-Land; or Life Among the Zulu Ka'firs of Natal and Zulu-land, South Africa
(London, African Publication Society, 1861 ), p.116. Grout, whose book was published in the mid-
19th century, must have relied on his personal experiences and ora! testimony given by the African
generation of the early 19th century.
2. See references below.
2 
were no privately owned estates, nor land titles, fences or rents.
3 
The chiefs 
administered the land occupied by the people and regulated its distribution and 
use.
4 
Grazing land and hunting areas were accessible to everyone in the chiefdom. 
The household head could, with the approval of his chief and his advisers, allocate 
part of his arable land to a relative but could never sell it.
5 
Occupation of land 
without prior approval of the chief and his advisers was not permitted. Refugees 
were given permission to settle as long as they offered the chief allegiance.
6 
The household head had to be informed by every member of the household of his 
or her movements, to which, he had a prerogative to object. This included his 
married sons, who as long as they still lived in his homestead, were subject to the 
same kind of family rules.7 Like all other inmates, they were bound to inform him 
of all their movements and responsibilities. 
"It used to be the universal custom that from birth till puberty, with the 
boys, and with the girls till marriage, the Zulu children never left the 
parental kraal or its immediate neighbourhood, save perhaps, for a very 
rare journey with their father or their mother. "
8 
The husband was the executive head of the household in much the same way as 
the chief was of the chiefdom. Nothing of any importance could be done without his 
knowledge and authority.9 
3. A.T. Bryant, The Zulu People: As They Were before the While Man Came (Pietermaritzburg,
Shuter and Shooter, 194 9), p.464.
4. I. Schapera and A.J.H. Goodwin, 'Work and wealth', in The Bantu-Speaking Tribes of South
Africa: An Ethnographical Survey, ed. I. Schapera (Cape Town, Maskew Miller, 1966, first
published London, 1937), p.156.
5. Ibid., p.157.
6. I. Schapera, 'Political institutions', in The Bantu-Speaking Tribes of South Africa: An
Ethnographical Survey, ed. 1. Schapera (Cape Town, Maskew Miller, 1966, first published
London, 1937), p.192.
7. Ibid.
8. Bryant, The Zulu People, pp. 184-185.
9. Schapera, 'Political institutions', p.178.
3 
Restrictions on the mobility offemales were applied more strictly, and adult females 
and girls could not make a journey alone.
10 
Women's subservience to men in the 
household was characteristic of the African social order, and was impressed upon 
them from an early age. Females, married or unmarried, were regarded literally as 
children by men and a very important asset for producing food and generating 
wealth.
11 
It followed therefore that this important asset was carefully guarded and 
controlled. That young girls were not allowed to roam about unattended and could 
not travel alone to visit friends and relatives is a clear illustration of the importance 
which men attached to women.
12 
However, the evidence indicates that women 
could travel alone within their neighbourhood either to draw water from the spring 
or stream or to collect wood from the forest.
13 
Although there is no direct evidence 
on this, it is likely that married and unmarried women could not go off to visit friends 
and family without the permission of the household head_ This practice is still being 
followed even today, especially in rural areas, and probably goes back to 
precolonial times. 
Furthermore, women had to observe certain taboos and avoidances which were 
inculcated in them from an early age and to which they adapted as they grew older. 
Some of these taboos and avoidances had to do with control of their movements. 
For example, " ... certain spots in all the village settlements, such as the public 
courtyard, and under various conditions the cattle-kraal, are reserved for men, and 
normally inaccessible to women."
14 
Women were regarded as unclean when 
10. Bryant, The Zulu People, p.240.
11. J.B. Wright, 'Control of women's labour in the Zulu kingdom', in Before and After Shaka: Papers in
NguniHistory, ed. J.B. Peires (Rhodes University, Institute of Social and Economic Research, 1981 ),
pp.82-84.
12. H.C. Lugg, Life under a Zulu Shie/d(Pietermaritzburg, Shuter and Shooter, 1975), p.37.
13. T.Z. Masondo, AmasikoEsiZulu(Pietermaritzburg, Shuter and Shooter,1940) pp.27-30.
14. Schapera, ;Political institutions', p 191.
4 
menstruating and as a result had to observe a wide range of avoidances. 15 Girls 
were not permitted to walk through a herd of cattle in case one of them was 
menstruating and so caused milk production to fail. 16 They had to avoid cattle 
enclosures to which their access was in any case controlled by men, and could not 
pass through fields where indlubu groundnuts or tobacco were being grown_il A 
woman who had given birth was isolated from the other members of the homestead 
because she was regarded as unclean. 18 
Let us now turn our attention to the labour practices of African society and try to find 
out if there were any restrictions on the movement of people in this sphere. The 
labour practices of pre-col9nial African society differed, to a large extent, from those 
of white colonial society. In African society there were no 'employers' in the strict 
sense of the word and therefore no remuneration for labour. Labour was organized 
along kinship lines, and the economy was essentially a subsistence one. In this 
context, the concept of labour control, a recurrent theme in the colonial era, was not 
entirely non-existent. The sources consulted indicate that there was a form of labour 
control that was exercised by elders over juniors, particularly by the father as head 
of the family. 19 Each homestead was relatively self-sufficient, and there was no 
need for one to labour outside one's homestead except when called upon by the 
chief to perform tribute labour. Labour was divided between males and females 
according to a clearly defined system.20 The elders and chiefs, therefore, did 




19. J. Guy, 'Analysing pre-capitalist societies in southern Africa', Journal of Southern African Studies,
vol. 14 (1987-88), p.21.
20. E.J. Krige, The Social System of !he Zulus, 2nd ed. (Pietermaritzburg, Shuter and Shooter, 1950,
first published by Longmans in 1936), pp. 184-212: Bryant, The Zulu People, pp. 177-180; J.
Shooter, The Kafirs of Natal and the Zulu Country {London, Stanford, 1857), pp. 16-19.
5 
exercise a degree of control over the movements of people for labour purposes in 
pre-colonial African society. 
There were also restrictions on movements of individuals across the landscape that 
were enforced by chiefs with the assistance of abanumzane or homestead heads. 
Chiefs had to be kept informed of movement of the people in and out of villages and 
local neighbourhoods. "All strangers visiting the tribe must be reported to him, while 
none of his own people may go away without his knowledge."2
1 
Traders who 
wished to enter a village for trading purposes were also subject to the same kind 
of customary rules that were followed for controlling the movement of people. They 
were required first to obtain permission from the chief by making him a payment in 
the form of a present.
22 It is not clear in the sources consulted whether the same 
customary law was strictly enforced by chiefs in all the chiefdoms south of the 
Thukela river. What is clear though, is that movement of individuals across the 
landscape was subject to control by chiefs with the assistance of abanumzane or 
homestead heads who acted as chiefs' advisers. 
When Shaka became chief of the Zulu chiefdom north of the Thukela river in the 
late 1810s, the Zulus established indirect domination of Natal south of the Thukela 
river. The evidence suggests that the form of indirect rule which Shaka introduced 
did not to any significant degree alter the underlying principles of the system of 
government. Admittedly, the authority that was exercised by the chiefs over their 
people was, to a certain degree diminished, but the customary law which 
governed African life remained, in the main, the same. In the sources consulted, 
there is nothing to suggest that during the Shakan period any important major 
changes were made to the customary laws which governed control of movement of 
people. The customary law which required a stranger first to report himself to the 
21. Schapera, 'Political institutions', p.178.
22. Schapera and Goodwin, 'Work and wealth', p.154.
6 
chief of a chiefdom and state the purpose of his visit may perhaps have been 
observed more strictly during the Shakan period. 
During the Shakan period the chiefs and their advisers were still involved in the 
control of movement of the people as they had been before. The important change 
in regard to control of movement which Shaka introduced was when young men and 
women were enrolled in age-regiments or amabutho. Full-time service for all young 
men was introduced for the first time during the Shakan period.23 The male age­
regiments lived in specially built barracks, or amakhanda, until they were allowed 
to �arry.24 They did most of the work for the king, building military settlements, 
hunting, planting, reaping and making gardens,25 and were physically separated 
from their own homesteads. ln this situation therefore, the movement of the young 
men and women in the age-regiments was strictly controlled. There is no evidence, 
however, that when the Zulus established indirect domination of Natal, the 
amabutho system was extended to the chiefdoms south of the Thukela river. This 
implies that full-time service in amabutho, did not apply to chiefdoms south of the 
Thukela river.26 Evidence from the sources consulted suggests that semi­
autonomous chiefs in this region continued to organize their fighting men as 
territorial rather than age-based units, as had been the case before.27 In these 
circumstances therefore, control of movement of people in Natal remained, to a 
great degree, the same as before the Shakan period. 
23. J.B. Wright, 'Pre-Shakan age-group formation among the northern Nguni', Natalia, no. 8 (1978),
pp.22-23.
24. Ibid.
25. J.J. Guy, 'The political structure of the Zulu kingdom during the reign of Cetshwayo kaMpande', in
Before and After Shaka: Papers in Nguni History, ed. J.B. Peires (Rhodes University, Institute of
Social and Economic Research, 1981 }, p.57.
26. J.B. Wright, The dynamics of power and conflict in the Thukela-Mzimkhulu region in the late 18th
and early 19th centuries: A critical reconstruction' (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of
Witwatersrand, 1989), pp.293-294.
27. Wright, 'Pre-Shakan age-group formation among the northern Nguni', p.26.
7 
British traders from the Cape Colony were the first whites to come to Natal with the 
aim of establishing a permanent settlement. They arrived in 1824 at the time when 
a number of chiefdoms, previously separate autonomous entities, had been 
conquered and incorporated into the Zulu kingdom, and their chiefs reduced to the 
status of subordinate tributary chiefs who owed their allegiance to the king of the 
Zulus.28 Gradually they started gathering around them groups of African adherents 
whom they needed as retainers. Prospects of a more secure life and better 
livelihood attracted the people to the traders.
29 
The settlers settled a little distance 
from one another and organized their adherents along African political lines, 
separating them into villages which acknowledged individual traders as chiefs. They 
appointed their captains or izinduna in line with the African system of 
government.
30 
The sources on the history of British traders in Natal are not specific on how trader­
chiefs exercised control over the movements of their adherents. In these sources 
the evidence suggests that their adherents listened to them because they respected 
rather than feared them. One can only speculate that it is likely that they exercised 
a degree of control over the movements of their adherents in the same way as other 
African chiefs did. 
European missionaries came to Natal from 1835 onwards with Captain Allen 
Gardiner, an Anglican missionary, as the first to arrive. Like trader-chiefs, the 
missionaries had a number of adherents who stayed with them on mission stations. 
The sources consulted are not specific on how the missionaries exercised control 
28. C. Ballard, 'The role of trade and hunter-traders in the political economy of Natal and Zululand,
1824-1880', African Economic History, vol. 10 (1981), p.4.
29. Wright, 'The dynamics of power and conflict in the Thuk:ela-Mzimk:hulu region in the late 18th
and early 19th centuries', p.337.
30. Dinya kaZokozwayo's evidence, 1 March 1905, in The James Stuart Archive of Recorded Oral 
Evidence Relating to the History of the Zulu and Neighbouring Peoples, vol. 1, eds. C.de B.
Webb and J.B. Wright (Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 1976), p.99
8 
over the movements of their adherents. The evidence suggests that the degree of 
control that was exercised was considerably lighter than that exercised by African 
chiefs, who probably relied principally on cohesion in enforcing discipline. Rev 
Owen relates how one of his adherents simply left him after a quarrel with his 
driver. 
"Having sworn by his chief it was impossible for him to retract, tho' I 
remonstrated with him on the sinfulness of his conduct and its 
inconsistency with the religion he had professed ... He drew with him the 
other Zooloo [siq, his companion and friend and they both set off with their 
wives and children to walk to Port Natal, leaving me without proper leaders 
t 
n31 o my waggons ...
The above incident provides a clear illustration of how difficult it sometimes was for 
the missionaries to enforce restrictions on the movements of their adherents. But 
as indicated above, there is little evidence in the sources consulted regarding this 
issue. 
1.2 Control of movement during the Voortrekker period. 1838-1843 
The Voortrekkers came to Natal in 1837, and with the defeat of Dingane, the Zulu 
king, in 1840, the area between the Mfolozi and Mzimvubu rivers was declared 
Voortrekker territory. A Voortrekker government, the Volksraad, was set up which 
met in Pietermaritzburg. These Voortrekkers were essentially stock-keepers or 
pastoral farmers, and when they settled down they needed more servants. The 
Coloured people they had brought with them from the Cape proved to be insufficient 
in number.
32 
The refugees from the Zulu kingdom who were continually flowing into 
Natal were at first not regarded as a threat to the security of the Voortrekkers. To 
them (the Voortrekkers) these refugees were a suitable source of cheap labour. 
31. G.E. Cory, ed, The Diary of the Rev. Frances Owen (Cape Town, Van Riebeeck Society,
1926), pp.12-13.
32. L. Thompson, 'Co-operation and conflict: The Zulu kingdom and Natal', in The Oxford History
of South Africa: South Africa to 1870, vol. i, eds. M. Wilson and L. Thompson
(Oxford.Clarendon Press, 1969), p.367.
9 
Some of these refugees had been displaced during Shaka's wars of conquest and 
were returning to their former homelands. Others were fleeing the political instability 
which resulted from the defeat of Dingane.
33 
From 1839 there was a ·massive 
flood' of refugees into Natal, and when the labour supply far exceeded their labour 
needs, as the evidence suggests, the Voortrekkers began to express serious 
concerns about their security.
34 
It was indeed too early for the Voortrekkers to rule 
out the possibility of Zulu reprisals, as nearly 60 000 refugees moved into Natal 
between 1839 and 1842.
35 
Control of movement of people in Dutch colonial society dated back to the time of 
the first settlement in the Cape. They exercised control over the movements of the 
slaves, the Khoikhoi and the Xhosa. The evidence indicates that in Cape Town the 
movement of slaves was strictly checked and the Company Lodge was locked at 
8 p.m.
36 This was done to prevent desertion from work, as it was not unusual for 
slaves to run away if their movements i.,yere not strictly checked. In 1760 the first 
pass law was passed, which provided for slaves to carry a pass, a letter signed and 
dated by their masters, when moving between rural and urban areas.
37 
In 1780 the 
Swellendam officials suggested that the pass system should be extended to the 
Khoikhoi. The reason for their suggestion is not hard to find as the basic grievances 
of the Dutch about the Khoikhoi were vagrancy, theft and security as violent 
conflicts between the two over land and cattle continued intermittently from 1659.
38 
33. C. Ballard, 'Traders, trekkers and colonists', in Natal and Zululand from Earliest Times to 1910: A
New History, eds. A. Duminy and B. Guest (Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 1989),
p.118.
34. Thompson, 'Cooperation and conflict', p.368.
35. Ballard, Traders, trekkers and colonists', pp.122-123.
36. J.C. Armstrong and M.A. Worden, 'The staves, 1652-1834', in TheShapingofSouthAfricanSociety,
16S2-1840, 2nd ed., eds. R. Elphick and H. Giliomee(Cape Town, Maskew Miller, Longman. 1989),
p.152.
37. Ibid
38. L. Thompson, A History of South Africa (London, Yale University Press, 1990), pp.37-40.
10 
In 1787 pass regulations were implemented for those Khoikhoi who lived in Cape 
Town. In terms of the regulations, the Khoikhoi were prohibited from changing their 
places of abode and were required to carry passes.
39 
In 1809 the government 
issued the Caledon Code which provided for the Khoikhoi throughout the Cape 
Colony to carry passes.
40 
Hindson states that the Caledon Code was simply the 
government's design to create a supply of forced labour.
41 
In 1828 the pass 
system was extended to all foreign Africans who entered the Cape Colony. The 
evidence suggests that the reason for the extension of the pass system to foreign 
Africans was to regulate the supply of labour and to ensure that every African in the 
colony was employed.
42 
The pass system at the Cape, as the above survey 
shows, provided a precedent on which the Voortrekkers drew when they adopted 
the same system in Natal. 
In 1840 J.P. Zietsman, the Landrost for Pietermaritzburg, wrote a letter to the 
Volksraad in which he suggested that all those refugees who lived on the farmers' 
lands but were not necessarily in their employ, should work for the farmers and 
should they refuse to do so, be forced to vacate the farms.
43 
Consequently in 
March 1840 the Volksraad passed a resolution which provided for each farmer to 
keep a maximum number of five families on his farm.
44 
In August 1841, the 
Volksraad further resolved that all 'surplus' Africans (i.e. all those who were not in 
the employ of whites) be removed from the Republic of Natalia and be settled 
39. G.M. Theal, Records of the Cape Colony, vol. xxxv (London, William Clowes and Sons, 1905),
p.308.
40. Ibid., pp.313-314.
41. D. Hindson, Pass Controls and the Urban African Proletariat in South Africa (Ravan Press,
Johannesburg, 1987), p.16.
42. Ibid, p.17.
43. B.J. Liebenberg, Andries Pretorius in Natal(Pretoria, Academica, 1977), p.118.
44. A.J. Du Plessis, 'Die republiek. Natalia', in Archives Year Book for South African History, Part 1, eds.
C.G. Botha et al (Cape Town, Office of the Chief Archivist, 1942), p.153.
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across the Mzimkhulu river.
45 
The need for security was no doubt the main 
motivation for the adoption of the above resolutions. The large number of Africans 
in their midst was felt by the Voortrekkers to pose a potential threat to the security 
of persons and their property. The above resolutions could not be carried out, as 
the weak Volksraad could not enforce its decisions.
46 
Refugees from the Zulu kingdom continued to settle in Natal and this increased the 
Voortrekkers' concerns about vagrancy, theft and a threat to the security of persons 
and their property. The Volksraad was inundated with complaints from the 
Voortrekkers who felt that a more effective measure had to be adopted in order to 
solve these problems.
47 
Consequently, in February 1842, the Volksraad passed 
another resolution which made provision for pass regulations. These pass 
regulations made provision for every African worker to be issued with a pass which 
showed the following particulars: his name, his apparent age, any distinguishing 
marks, the number of his wives, children and cattle, and his place of residence.
48
Any African who was found without a pass would be punished as a vagrant. 
Furthermore, the pass regulations provided that no African was allowed to travel on 
horseback for more than two hours away from his workplace without a pass from 
his master.
49 
In the special pass for this purpose had to be stated the reasons for 
the journey the African was undertaking.
50 
Moreover, every African servant was 
required to carry, in addition to a pass, an identification disk or plate, "engraved on 
45. Liebenberg, Andries Pretorius in Natal, p. 121
46. Thompson, 'Co-operation and conflict', p. 368.
47. JAi. Agar-Hamilton, TheNativePo/icyofthe Voortrekkers, 1836-1858(Cape Town, MaskewMiller,
1928), pp.42-43.
48. Ibid., pp.43-44.
49. Du Plessis, 'Die republiek Natalia', p. 155.
50. H.J. Simons, 'The origin and functions of the pass laws' {South African Institute of Race Relations,
memo, 1961). p.63.
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the one side with the number of his pass, and on the other with the name of his 
master".
51 
Another provision of the pass regulations extended to all other African 
adult males who were not necessarily in the employ of white farmers. They were 
also required to carry an identification disk or plate showing, among other things, 
the number of the location to which they belonged. 
52 
Possession of an
identification disk was made a condition for employment, which meant that any 
African adult male who was without an identification disk could, in terms of this 
clause, not be employed.
53 
There is reason to doubt whether these pass 
regulations were effectively carried out, as the Volksraad administration was, 
throughout its short lifespan, faced with administrative difficulties which, to a large 
extent, rendered it chaotic and ineffectual.
54 
In the sources consulted, the evidence 
suggests that the above pass regulations were never implemented. They merely 
represented an expression of how the Dutch wished to govern African people. The 
Volksraad needed a large and efficient police force to enforce these pass 
regulations, but such a force did not exist.
55 
There is no evidence of any attempts 
by the Volksraad to implement its pass system. 
The above survey shows that control of movement by the political authorities was 
a feature in Natal even before the establishment of colonial rule in 1845. We have 
seen that during the pre-Voortrekker period control of movement in African society 
was exercised at different levels of authority which involved the homestead heads, 
chiefs and the king. The evidence in regard to the reasons for control of movement 
51. Agar-Hamilton. The Native Policy of the Voortrekkers, p.44. 
52. South African Archival Records: Natal, no. 2: Records of the Natal Executive Council, 1846-1848:
Letter from Cloete to J. Montague, November 1843 (Cape Town, Office of the Director of Archives,
1960), p.81.
53. Ibid.
54. H. Cloete, Five Lectures on the Immigration of the Dutch Farmers from the Colony of the Cape of
Good Hope, and Their Seltlement in the District of Natal( Cape Town, Sau I Solomon and Co., 1856)
pp.111-112.
55. Du Plessis, 'Die republiel<: Natalia', p.155.
13 
being exercised during this time is partly speculative. However, it seems that orderly 
and peaceful living and customary practice were the main reasons why control of 
movement was exercised. As we have seen above, there is no evidence as to how 
trader-chiefs and missionaries exercised control over the movements of their 
adherents. For reasons of security and to enable them to extract labour from 
Africans, the Voortrekkers introduced a pass system in 1842, but the Volksraad was 
unable to implement it. Natal was annexed to Britain in 1843 and up to 1845, there 
is no evidence that the pass regulations of 1842 were ever implemented. During the 
period of transition (1843-1845) the Volksraad was allowed to continue functioning 
and make laws. But Major Smith (British Commandant in Natal) had no executive 
power to implement the laws of the Volksraad.
56 
Control of movement of people 
therefore, would not have been something new to African people as they were 
accustomed to it. What would have been new to them was to be required to carry 
a pass or an identification disk as proof of authorization to move from one area to 
another. 
56. See chapter two below.
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CHAPTER TWO 
LABOUR, SECURITY AND THE FIRST PASS LAWS, 
1845-1855 
2.1 The British settlement and attempts to develop the economy 
The British government at the Cape was compelled by a number of factors to 
intervene in Natal and establish British supremacy in the region, cutting short the 
life of the Voortrekker Republic. Natal generally offered few commercial possibilities, 
and frequent pleas by the traders for the establishment of British authority over the 
territory had been rejected by successive British governments.
1 
The evidence 
iUggests that it was strategic considerations which ultimately convinced the British 
government of the need to establish its authority over Natal. The Voortrekker attack 
on Chief Ngcaphayi of the Bhaca in 1840 was, in the British view, likely to throw the 
Cape eastern frontier into turmoil, which carried the risk of further military 
expenditure that Britain was determined to avoid at all costs.
2 
It was, therefore, the 
fear of instability on the Cape frontier which impelled Britain to intervene in Natal. 
Natal was annexed in May 1843 but formal annexation to the Cape took place only 
in May 1844. The proclamation of annexation was promulgated in August 1845 and 
the first colonial administration was formed in December of the same year.
3 
Between May 1843 and December 1845 there was a period of transition during 
which "the precise status and the constitutional position of the new dependency 
1. C. Ballard, 'Traders, trekkers and colonists', in Natal and Zululand from Earliest Times to 1910: A
New History, eds. A. Duminy and B. Guest (Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 1989),
p.125; B.J.T Leverton, 'Government finance and political development in Natal, 184 3-1893', in
Archives Year Bopk for South African History, vol. i, 1970, eds. J.H. Esterhuyse et al.
(Johannesburg, Office of the Director of Archives, 1971 ), pp.15-16; L Thompson, 'Co-operation and
conflict: The Zulu kingdom and Natal', in The Oxford History of South Africa, vol I, eds. M. Wilson
and L. Thompson (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1969), p.389.
2. Leverton 'Government finance and political development in Natal, 1843-1893', pp.16-17.
3. Ballard, Traders, trekkers and colonists', pp.123-125.
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were ... left undefined".
4 
The Volksraad accepted the Queen's authority in May 
1843, and was allowed to meet and make laws, subject to the undefined veto power 
of Major Smith (British Commandant in Natal).
5 
What was even more confusing was 
that Major Smith had no executive power to implement the laws of the Volksraad, 
nor did the Volksraad itself. As a result, real action in terms of the legislative and 
executive responsibilities of government was to take place only after the formation 
of the first British government in December 1845. The Lieutenant-Governor, who 
was subordinate to the Cape Governor, was assisted by several top-ranking 
officials; together they made up the Executive Council, but the power to legislate 
remained with the Cape Legislature. The inconvenience was so great that a local 
Legislative Council with full executive powers was set up in 1848. 
6 
This Council 
remained the legislative body of Natal until 1856, when a new constitution was 
implemented. 
The establishment of British authority over Natal resulted in a substantial number 
of Voortrekker families removing from Natal and trekking further inland to establish 
their own states. In 1846 the number of Boer families was estimated at 400, but by 
1847 a Grahamstown Journa/correspondent calculated that Natal could not muster 
sixty Boer families.
7 
British immigration into Natal changed the demographic 
structure of the population, and between 1849 and 1851, when about 5000 
immigrants came to Natal, it became predominantly English-speaking.
8 
The 
indigenous inhabitants numbered between 100 000 and 150 000. This figure 
increased considerably over time. The British immigrants, notably those of Byrne's 




7. A.F. Hattersley, The British Setllement ofNatal(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1950),
p.79.
8. C. Bundy, The Rise and Fall of the South African Peasantry, 1st ed. (Cape Town, David Philip,
1979), p.168.
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emigration scheme, "were of various grades in the social scale; but the larger 
portion were peasant farmers".
9 
Some were merchants, artisans and labourers, 
whereas others were of the learned professions. Most of the latter group turned to 
farming for more remunerative work.
10 
They found Natal economically underdeveloped with an economy based principally 
on pastoral farming and on homestead-based agricultural production. The aim of the 
various immigration schemes was for the colonists to become farmers, with twenty 
to fifty acres of land allocated to each family head. They experimented with various 
crops, i.e. coffee, wheat. cotton, indigo, arrowroot, tobacco, tea and sugar.
11 
In 
their attempts to succeed as farmers, the colonists encountered a number of 
insuperable obstacles. The grants of twenty to fifty acres proved to be inadequate. 
Much of the land allocated was unsuited for production and the market was small. 
Most settlers came with little capital.
12 
Another serious problem which confronted 
the colonists was the shortage of labour, which became one of the crucial issues 
in the debate for and against the pass system. 
2.2 First proposals for pass laws 
The prospect of acquiring abundant and cheap African labour had proved to be a 
useful drawcard for emigrants when the potential of Natal as a colony of British 
settlement was advertised.
13 
The colonists needed cheap African labour in every 
branch of the economy: for domestic help, for light industry such as brick-making 
9. J. Bird, ed., 'Nata!: 1846-1851', Natalia, vol i (1971), p.20.
10. R.J. Mann, The Colony of Natal An Account of /he Characteristics and Capabilities of This British
Dependency (London, Jarrold and Sons, 1859), p.191.
11. H. Slater, 'Land, labour and capital in Natal: The Natal Land and Colonisation Company, 1860-1948',
Journal of African History, vol 16 (1915), pp.153-154
12. Hattersley, The British Settlemen/, pp.280-281.
13. Bundy, The Rise and Fall of the South African Peasantry, 1st ed. p.168; Hattersley, The British
Settlement, p.228.
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and lime-burning, and for commercial farming. The government also needed 
plentiful labour for harbour and road works.
14 The evidence suggests that the idea 
of importing British labourers was not even contemplated, presumably because of 
the expense, and the availability of Africans from whom cheap labour could 
potentially be drawn. British emigrants who came to Natal did so mainly as potential 
masters rather than as potential labourers. 15 
The colonists' main demands on the government were for security and labour. 
There was diversity of opinion among the colonists as to how the government could 
best meet these demands. Three strands of thought are clearly discernible: the 
farmers (both stock and commercial farmers) and merchants, the absentee 
landowners, and government officials, all had their own interests. The differences 
of opinion amongst these interest-groups delayed the adoption of a pass system in 
Natal. The commercial farmers were the most vocal of all the interest-groups in so 
far as the shortage of labour was concerned because. unlike pastoral farmers, their 
operations required a regular and continuous supply of labour. 16 Their complaints 
were in most cases accompanied by suggestions as to how to solve the labour 
problem. 
Their standpoint was that voluntary engagement, if not compulsion, was a solution 
to the problem of the shortage of labour. A letter from a writer who identified himself 
only as 'RC' appeared in The Natal Witness of 23 October 1846. 
"They know we have no control over them and this engenders a spirit 
amongst them that ought to be quelled. How can cotton planting or any 
agricultural pursuits be carried on whilst this state of things exists? A 
14. B. Ellis, 'The impact of white settlers on the natural environment of Natal, 1845--1870', in Enterprise
and Exp/01/ation in a Victorian Colony, eds. B. Guest and J.M. Sellers (Pi ete rma ritzbu rg, University
of Natal Press, 1985), p.76.
15. J.E. Methley, The New Colony of Port Natal' With Information for Emigrants (London, Houis ton and
Stoneman, 1850), p.51.
16. Hattersley, The British Set/lement, pp.240-241
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people who have always lived under the pressure of tyrannical 
government; that pressure removed, and nothing in its place to control 
irregularity, must soon become a pest and a scourge to the colony, instead 
of a blessing which, under proper management, they undoubtedly would 
be."17 
The writer of the above letter strongly suggested stricter control over Africans as the 
only solution to the problem of the shortage of labour. Another letter from a writer 
who identified himself as 'N.W.L.', appeared in The Natal Witnessof 11 December 
1846. The writer suggested a system of registration that would provide for every 
African labourer (both on the farms and in the towns) to be issued with a ticket as 
a means of identification. This, he believed, would help to restrict the movements 
of Africans and compel them to work.16 Clearly, the ticket-system that 'M. W. L.' 
suggested above was nothing else but a pass-system, which required every African 
labourer to carry a ticket or pass as a means of identification and confirmation that 
he was in the employ of a white. 
The farmers and merchants suggested that the government should use compulsion 
if necessary in order to ensure that their demands were met. The evidence 
suggests, however, that indirect rather than direct compulsion seems to have been 
the basis of their standpoint. As Atkins states, they harangued the government to 
institute a "gate of misery" and squeeze Africans through it. 19 The ticket-system 
appeared to them to be the best policy through which the government could institute 
such indirect compulsion on Africans to adapt to work habits. Another suggestion 
for a pass was made by J.D. Jackson in a letter to the Editor of The Natal Witness
of 16 February 1849. He suggested that the employer should be supplied: 
'' ... with a printed form, to be filled up by him, and given to the Kaffir at the 
end of his service, stating how long he worked, and his conduct good, bad, 
17. NW, 23 October 1846.
18. Ibid., 11 December 1846.
19. K.E. Atkins, The Moon is Dead/ Give Us Our Money: The Cultural Origins of an African Work Ethic,
Natal, South Africa, 1843-1900 (London, James Currey, 1993), p.2.
19 
or indifferent, as the case may be, to be again endorsed by the future 
master."
20 
A public meeting was held in Durban on 8 March 1849 at which plans for a pass 
system were discussed. Suggestions emanating from the meeting were forwarded 
to the Legislative Council for its consideration. Although it is not clear which 
interest-groups were represented at this meeting, it seems that the advocates of a 
pass system (farmers and merchants) dominated in its deliberations. Their 
suggestions for a pass system, as reported in The Natal Witness of 16 March 1849, 
were as follows: 
"1. That there be a general. particular, and very minute Registration 
( 1) of all the people, their class, sex, age
(2) of livestock of every description
(3) of goods and chattels.
2. That the Natives shall wear (suspended to them) a medal of brass, or
some other metal, upon which shall be stamped each one's number, from
one upwards to the total number of Natives found in the Colony, above 1 O
years of age.
3. The Natives be furnished each one with a passport on leaving the Location
in search of employment, or for any other object beyond that of his or her
daily calling or avocation. The passport to contain a general description of
the person, the number, place of residence, destination, object, ... 
"21 
Examination of labour practices in Britain during this time (i.e. in the middle of the 
19th century) indicate that ideas about control of movement and occupation (i.e. 
distribution of labour), were imported into Natal from Britain.
22 
Control of movement 
and occupation existed in Britain before and during the industrial revolution. It was 
exercised by government in an attempt to channel labour away from agricultural 
production, which was then the main sector of British economy where labour was 
concentrated, into industry. Controls of movement and occupation were abolished 
du ring the first half of the 19th century, but as Ashworth argues, the influence 
20. NW, 16 Februaiy 1849.
21. Ibid.





These influences were imported into Natal by the British settlers. 
The pass system for which they agitated reflected the restrictive labour practices 
that had been in force in Britain prior to the mid-19th century. 
Although cattle-stealing affected mainly stock-farmers. the need for security was a 
common concern of all the colonists, regardless of their occupations. This interest­
group (i.e. farmers and merchants) attributed threats to their security to the liberty 
that was allowed to Africans to move about as and when they wished.
24 
They 
believed that the movements of Africans should be strictly checked. This control, in 
their view, would help address their concerns about the shortage of labour and 
about cattle-stealing and security. Their concerns about security reflected the fears 
of a minority of whites in the midst of an overwhelming number of Africans. The 
whites' preoccupation with a Zulu invasion dominated their minds until after the 
defeat of the Zulus in the Anglo-Zulu war of 1879.
25 
The intermittent wars between 
the Xhosa and Britain on the Eastern Cape frontier seemed to justify these fears of 
a Zulu invasion. 
The second interest-group was that of absentee landowners.
26 
They were opposed 
to restriction on the movements of Africans and to measures that were designed to 
compel them to work for whites. Their standpoint was that "their economic interests 
were best met by the extraction of rent from African peasants on their lands ... "
27 
They obtained the support of some of the white colonists who relied on African 
peasant production, as white commercial farming was not yet on a good footing at 
23. Ibid
24. NW, 11 December 1846.
25. D. Welsh, The Roots of Segregation: Native Policy in Colonial Natal, 1845-1910 !Cape Town,
Oxford University Press, 1971), p.230.
26. Absentee landowners did not live on their lands. Some lived in the towns of Natal while others
lived outside Natal, in the Cape Colony or Britain. For more information, see Slater, 'Land,
labour and capital in Nata!', pp.257-283.




A farmer from the Umvoti District who identified himself only as 'EM' 
was probably expressing the views of absentee landowners when he said about 
Africans who deserted from service:" ... it is natural for them to also feel a longing 
for home sometimes, and a good master will give them permission to visit their 
family occasionally."
29 
Another writer, who identified himself only as 'New Comer', 
shared 'EM's' sentiments and rejected the suggestions for a pass system that had 
been made at the public meeting in Durban in March 1849 as "crude opinions", 
"oppressive" and "cruel".
30 
The third group was that of government officials who regarded the pass system as 
contrary to British liberal ethics of freedom of movement and equality for all, 
regardless of the colour of one's skin. British policy towards Africans was clearly set 
out in the statement of conditions for annexation of Natal to which all government 
officials were expected to subscribe. The statement of conditions (or a proclamation 
declaring the essential conditions under which the new administration would govern) 
maintained that no distinction or disqualification on the basis of colour, origin, 
language or creed would be tolerated.
31 
Theophilus Shepstone, who had been 
appointed as Diplomatic Agent to the Native Tribes of Natal, supported the pass 
system but only in so far as the need for orderly and peaceful living was concerned. 
On the question of labour he believed in voluntary and moderate inducements 
rather than compulsion, which the pass system entailed, albeit indirectly.
32 
28. Bundy, The Rise and Fall of the South African Peasantry, 1st ed., p.174
29. NW, 11 December 1846.
30. Ibid., 23 March 1849.
31. Atkins, The Moon is Dead!, p.16.
32. lbid.,p.17.
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2.3 Government Commissions of Enquiry recommend pass Jaws 
One of the problems which confronted the Colonial government was the influx of 
large numbers of refugees from the Zulu kingdom. The same problem had 
confronted the Volksraad during the Voortrekker period.
33 
In 1846, Lieutenant­
Governor Martin West appointed the Native Locations Commission to investigate 
possible ways of settling the majority of displaced Africans. The composition of the 
Commission largely favoured the interests of Africans in so far as access to land 
ownership and promotion of independent African peasant farmers as against indirect 
forced labour through a pass system were concerned. The five members of the 
Commission included Shepstone, who represented official interests in as far as the 
handling of African affairs was concerned. The official view at this time was 
opposed to indirect forced labour through a pass system.
34 
Two of the other 
members were missionaries, people wh'o were well known for their sympathetic 
attitude towards Africans.
35 
As a result, the outcome of the Commission largely 
favoured official interests. In their report, the Commissioners recommended, among 
other things, the institution of a pass system in the proposed African locations: 
"In addition to his magisterial duties, the Superintendent, assisted by his 
subordinates, should, as soon as it is practicable, complete a registration 
of all natives living within his location, man, woman and child, together with 
the number of cattle possessed and owned by each individual. He should 
also register all removals whether into or out of his location, specifying the 
destination of the parties removing and furnishing such with a passport or 
memorandum to the Superintendent of the location to which they are 
removing."
36 
The evidence suggests that the Commission recommended a pass system mainly 
to promote peaceful and orderly living in the African locations. Its recommendations 
33. See chapter one above.
34. L. Young, 'The native policy of Benjamin Pine in Natal, 1850-1855', in Archives Year Book tor South
African History, vol. ii, ed. C. Beyers (Cape Town, Officer of the Director of Archives, 1951 ). pp.297-
298.
35. Brookes and Webb, A History of Na/al, 1st ed. p.58.
36. NW, 14 January 1848.
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fell far short of the expectations of the employers (i.e. farmers and merchants), 
whose major concern at this time was to obtain an adequate supply of cheap and 
disciplined labour. From the start, they were opposed to the formation of African 
locations which in their view "blocked up" the African labour supply.
37 
They wanted 
the locations to be broken up and reduced to smaller ones.
38 
Although it is not 
clear in the sources consulted how far these recommendations for the 
implementation of a pass system were carried out by the government, there is 
reasonably clear evidence in the records of the Secretary for Native Affairs (called 
the Diplomatic Agent at this stage) to the effect that the control of movement of the 
people through a pass system from one Division to another within Natal was, in fact, 
in line with this recommendation.
39 
The colonists' complaints about Africans wandering about in the country, cattle­
stealing and the establishment of locations which "obstructed the flow of labour" 
became important topics of discussion in the press. The Lands Commission that 
was set up in 1848 by Sir Harry Smith, Governor of the Cape Colony, 1847-1852), 
had dealt specifically with land distribution to and occupation by whites and had 
made no recommendations on pass laws.
40 With the increase in the number of 
Europeans during this time (1849-1852), the government sought to find a more 
satisfactory solution to the problems that were associated with what the colonists 
described as the "wandering and do-no-work Africans". Consequently Lieutenant­
Governor Benjamin Pine appointed a Native Affairs Commission in 1852 "to inquire 
into and investigate the present condition and future government of the native 
37. RL Cope, 'C.W. de Kiewiet, the imperial factor, and South African "Native Policy"', Journal of
Southem African Studies, vol. 15 (3} (1988-89), p.489.
38. MW. Swanson, The urban factor in Natal native policy, 1843-1873', Journal of Natal and Zulu
History, vol. 3 (1980), p.4.
39. See chapter three below.
40. The report of this Commission is taken from the Natal Government Notices and Proclamations,
1848-1849, pp.54-57.
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population of the District".
41 
However, during its proceedings the Commission 
became so preoccupied with the labour question that it was referred to in the 
contemporary press as the "Native Labour Commission".
42 
Undoubtedly, the 
subject of restricting the movements of African people in order to solve the problem 
of the shortage of labour would come under focus. The composition of the 
Commission shows that the colonists were strongly represented, which meant that, 
unlike in the Native Locations Commission (1846-1847), settler interests would carry 
more weight than official interests. Of twenty-three members, only four were 
government officials.
43 
Giving evidence before the Commission, a Mr Wilson, a farmer, stated that it was 
the uncontrolled liberty of Africans roaming at large in the colony that was the major 
cause of cattle-stealing, shortage of labour and insecurity. 
44 
Further evidence that 
was given suggested that these ''wandering Africans" often took some of the 
colonists' cattle in the process.
45 
On completion of their work, the Commissioners 
recommended, among other things, that: "No Kafirs should be allowed to wander 
up and down through the country, and leave their Locations, without a pass from 
the Resident Magistrate ... "
46 The same pass regulation had been recommended 
by the Native Locations Commission of 1846-1847. 
Pine objected to the above recommendation on the grounds that it was 
"impracticable, and ... seemed not to allow mature servants the choice of masters 
41. Young, The native policy of Benjamin Pine in Natal, 1850-1855', p.291
42. Ibid.
43. Proceedings and Report of the Native Affairs Commission, 1852-1853 (Pietermaritzburg ?. Vause,
Slatter & Co.,?, 1853?), p.1.
44. NGG, 8 March 1853.
45. NW, 26 November 1852.
46. Proceedings and Report of the Native Affairs Commission, 1852-53, p.55.
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to which he thought them entitled".
47 
No doubt Pine was quite conscious of the 
latest developments in the labour movement back at home. An unrestricted labour 
market approach seemed to him to be the right policy to follow.
48 
However, Pine 
was not necessarily importing British labour practices into Natal. His views on pass 
laws reflect official opinion at this time as to how to handle African affairs. 
2.4 The first pass laws 
As discussed above, the official view at this time was opposed to the 
implementation of pass laws in order to compel Africans to work for the colonists. 
The government was preoccupied with security, and this must be seen against the 
background of its fears of a Zulu invasion and intermittent wars between Xhosa and 
Britain on the Eastern Cape frontier. Hence, the first pass laws that were passed 
by the Colonial government were designed to stop cattle-stealing and regulate the 
movement of African people in order to promote peaceful and harmonious relations 
between the colonists and Africans. The government's main concern was to ensure 
the security of colonists and their property and to maintain British domination of 
Natal. The colonists, on the other hand, were more concerned with legislation that 
was designed to ensure an adequate supply of cheap African labour. Although they 
made repeated complaints about the shortage of labour in the local press, it is 
difficult to say with certainty how far their complaints were grounded in reality. What 
is clear in the sources is that Africans were, at this time and until some years later, 
reluctant to adapt to the work habits required of them by the colonists. 
As the evidence suggests, during the period under discussion, the government was 
not yet convinced that the shortage of labour in the colony could effectively be 
solved through a pass system. This is attested by the type of legislation that was 
47. Young, 'The native policy of Benjamin Pine, 1850-1855', pp.297-298.
48. See above.
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passed to solve the problem of the shortage of labour. Ordinance 2 of 1850 as 
amended by Ordinance 13 of 1855 (the Master and Servants' Ordinance) served to 
legalise contracts of service between employer (master) and employee (servant).
49 
Ordinance 2 of 1855, (Ordinance to prevent squatting) like the Master and Servants' 
Ordinances, also had no pass regulations. It provided that no land-owner was 
allowed to keep more than three families on his farm.
50 
However, such legislation 
proved to be of little value as a prohibitionary measure on desertion from service 
because nobody would know that a worker had deserted from service unless he 
was compelled to carry a pass with him. 
Legislation that was designed to stop cattle-stealing came as a response by the 
government to frequent complaints by stock farmers about cattle-stealing. The Natal
Witness reported frequently on the subject. The following report is one of many 
similar reports which appeared in this newspaper: 
''On Friday last, while some cattle were grazing on the town lands, 
adjoining the town hill, five maccatee [sic.j Kafirs drove away five young 
oxen belonging to Mr Leathern - some of whose Kafirs, on their way to 
town, from Umngeni, met the fellows driving the oxen, but without taking 
particular notice of them".
51 
A.J. Pretorius, a farmer, in a letter to the Lieutenant-Governor complained bitterly 
about cattle-stealing: 
"It is thus that the two or three Boers who still wish to stay here will be 
driven away because they see that their cattle are left in possession of the 
thieves, and that they are in constant danger."
52 
49. R.L. Hitchins, ed., Statutes of Natal, 1845-1899, vol 11(Pietermaritzburg, P. Davis and Sons, 1901),
pp.1-15.
50. Ibid. pp.1-3.
51. NW, 3 February 1854.
52. South African ArcMval Records, no. 2: Records of the Natal Executive Council, 1846-1848: A.W.
Pretorius to Lieutenant-Governor (Cape Town, Office of the Director of Archives, 1960), p.105.
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Consequently, in 1854 the Legislative Council drafted a bill that was designed to try 
to prevent the stealing of cattle. The bill required Africans to carry passes when 
driving cattle from one area to another.
53 
There was disagreement among the officials on the necessity for and practicability 
of the bill. Some of the officials who were opposed to the pass system saw the bill 
as "absurd".
54 
Henry Cloete, the Senior Recorder
55 
in the government, was 
strongly opposed to the bill, not only because of the inconvenience it would entail 
to both Africans and whites, but also because it undermined the statement of 
conditions for annexation of Natal that the government was expected to abide by.
56 
In contrast to Cloete, Lieutenant-Governor Pine fully supported the bill as necessary 
to stop cattle-stealing. About the supposed inconveniences of the pass provisions 
of the bill, he remarked: 
"No doubt, however, the pass system will be attended with some 
inconvenience, and so must every stringent system of police, and in fact 
almost any other measure devised by man.''
57 
Unlike Cloete, Pine was prepared from expediency to act contrary to the statement 
of conditions for annexation of Natal to support colonist opinion. The bill was 
passed as Ordinance 1 of 1855, the first ordinance to be passed by the Natal 
Legislative Council which contained provisions for the implementation of a pass 
system. Of particular importance here is Clause 1 of this ordinance, which merits 
quotation in full: 
"It shall not be lawful for any native to drive or lead any cattle through any 
part of the District, unless he shall be provided with a pass, in writing, 
53. NW, 8 December 1854.
54. Ibid., 1 December 1854.
55. When a judicial system was established in 1847, Natal was separated from the Cape Colony, and
a District Court was set up. Henry Cloete was appointed Judge, styled Recorder, of the Court. See
BA Flanagan, 'Henry Cloete in Natal, 1848-1855' (unpublished M.A. thesis. University of Natal,
1946), pp.37-38.
56. See above.
57. NW, 8 December 1854.
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signed by the magistrate, Justice of the Peace, Field Cornet or some other 
inhabitant, specifying the number of such cattle, the place from whence the 
native has come, the place to which he is proceeding, and the place of 
abode of the person granting the same."58 
There is no evidence in the sources as to how this cattle•stealing pass ordinance 
was implemented. 
The influx of refugees from the Zulu kingdom was another serious problem which 
the Colonial government inherited from the Voortrekker government. The 
government was besieged with complaints about these refugees, some of whom 
simply occupied other people's property without their authority. It was forced to 
intervene from time to time to resolve disputes between colonists and Africans 
which emanated from land 'invasion' by refugees. 59 It was against this background 
that the Legislative Council passed Ordinance 4 of 1855, "Ordinance to prevent 
natives being brought into this District". 6° Clause 2 of the ordinance contained a 
pass provision which required that a person who wished to bring an African from 
Zululand into Natal had first to obtain written permission from the Lieutenant­
Governor. 61 Ordinance 4 of 1855 therefore, was the first pass law to be passed by 
the Colonial government to regulate and control the entry of refugees into Natal. 
The evidence suggests that Africans in Natal who wished to move into Zululand did 
not fall under the pass provisions of this ordinance. It is not clear in the sources 
how effectively the provisions of this ordinance were enforced by the government. 
No doubt, the stock farmers were happy with the passing of the cattle-stealing pass 
ordinance. However, there is no evidence as to how effectively its provisions were 
58. NGG, 20 February 1855.
59. Records of the Natal Executive Council, 1846-1848: To Diplomatic Agent from Colonial Secretary,
p.281.
60. Hitchins, ed., Statutes of Natal. vol ii, p.4.
61. Ibid.
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enforced by the government. There seems to have been- no easy solution to this 
problem even under representative government (which was granted to the colonists 
in 1856), which had to amend the pass law from time to time to make it more 
effective. The concerns of commercial farmers who strongly advocated a pass 
system for labour purposes were not addressed. The government was still opposed 
to the use of a pass system in order to compel Africans to work for whites. 
30 
CHAPTER THREE 
PASS LAWS AND CONSTITUTIONAL. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC 
CHANGES, 1856-1882 
3. 1 Arguments for and against the pass system
In terms of the Royal Charter of 1856, 
1 
Natal was granted a new constitution which, 
for the first time, provided for an elected Legislative Council. There was no colour 
bar in the new constitution, but the franchise qualifications were of such a character 
that very few Africans could meet them. The franchise was limited to males over the 
age of 21, owning immovable property to the value of £50 or renting such property 
to the yearly value of £10.
2 
The Legislative Council comprised twelve elected 
members and four officials, the latter also being members of the Executive Council. 
The establishment of representative government heralded the beginning of a long 
struggle for power between. some of the settler members of the Legislative Council, 
who represented settler opinion, and the Executive Council, which represented 
official opinion. From the outset, many settler members of the Legislative Council 
agitated for more control over government finance and native affairs, and launched 
scathing attacks on the Charter of 1856 which, they felt. did not go far enough to 
satisfy colonists' aspirations for greater legislative powers.
3 
In the area of native 
affairs, they began to press for the adoption of effective restrictive measures on the 
movements of Africans for labour and security reasons.
4 
As discussed in the 
1. South African Arch/val Records, no. 4: Records of the Natal Executive Council, 1853-1856: Charter
of Natal (Cape Town, Office of the Director of Archives, 1963), pp.305-315.
2. D. Welsh, The Roots of Segregation: Native Policy In Natal, 1845-1910 (Cape Town, Oxford
University Press, 1971), p.51.
3. E.H. Brookes and C. de 8. Webb, A History of Natal, 2nd ed. (Pietermarftzburg, University of Natal
Press, 1987), pp.75-77; Welsh, The Roots of Segregation, pp. 51-52.
4. C.W. de Kiewiet, 'The period of transition in South African policy, 1854-1870', in Cambridge History
of the British Empire, vol. viii, 1 s1 ed. eds. A. Newton and E.H. Benians (Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1936), p.418.
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preceding chapter, the advocates of a pass system believed that the shortage of 
labour and threats to their security, could best be solved through this system. 
There is reasonably clear evidence that concerns about security were widespread 
among whites, including members of the Executive Council.
5 
Settler members of 
the Legislative Council were strongly opposed to the Executive Council's handling 
of native affairs, which they claimed was detrimental both to colonists and Africans. 
They argued that the colonists suffered from insecurity and scarcity of labour, and 
that for Africans there was no advance in real civilization and improvement.
6 
There were three provisions in clause viii of the Charter which the settler members 
wanted revoked. 
7 
Firstly, there was the provision for the reservation of £5000 
annually for native purposes, such as financial assistance to African peasant 
farmers, the building of schools and provision of health services to Africans. 
Secondly, there was the provision which empowered the Lleutenant-Governor to 
refuse his assent to any legislation which subjected non-Europeans to special 
disabilities not affecting Europeans. Thirdly, there was the provision which gave the 
imperial government the power to disallow any legislation which, in its view, was not 
in the best interests of all the people of Natal. The Executive Council, on the other 
hand, held a different view. It supported ideas of economic liberalism which 
embodied the belief that economic progress could occur only if the state interfered 
as little as possible in the affairs of its people.
8 
What enabled the Executive Council 
to maintain its policy towards Africans, at least until the late 1880s, was the fact that 
the colonists were not unanimous in their demands. The coastal farmers who, as 
5. Colony of Natal: Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Council, vol. i, 1857, p.5.
6. Votes and Proceedings of the Leg isl alive Council, vol. iii, 1858: Select Committee Report, pp. 31-32.
7. Records of the Natal Executive Council, 1853-1856: Charter of Natal, pp.313-315. 
8. J. Lambert, Betrayed Trust: Africans and the Slate in Colonial Natal (Pietermaritzburg, University
of Natal Press, 1995), p.55.
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from 1860, benefited most from imported labour (i.e. the Tsonga from southern 
Mozambique, AmaNdawo from Zanzibar, and Indians) began to identify with the 
official view about the pass system. They were against restrictions on the 
movements of Africans, as this, in their view, was likely to affect labour stability, 
which was their greatest concern.
9 
The absentee landowners, who depended on 
African homestead production and on rents derived from Africans, also supported 
the policy of the Executive Council. 10 The group which was opposed to the 
Executive Council's policy towards Africans, and supported the idea that pass 
restrictions should be imposed on Africans, consisted of inland farmers and 
business people in the towns.
11 
As discussed in chapter two, each of the above 
groups was motivated by its own particular interests. 
Between 1856 and 1864, Natal experienced an economic upswing. The prosperity 
which resulted was accompanied by more frequent demands by white employers 
for an adequate supply of labour. The advocates of pass laws believed that an 
adequate supply of labour could be provided only if the government could exercise 
stricter control over the movements of Africans.
12 
They were not satisfied with the 
Lieutenant-Governor's speech to the Legislative Council in 1857 in which he had 
promised to make the African ·an industrious subject'. 
13 
The advocates of pass 
laws insisted on the introduction of visible and practical measures designed to 
discourage 'idle pastoral pursuits' among Africans. In November 1858, early in the 
life of the Legislative Council, a Select Committee was appointed to investigate the 
matter of scarcity of labour and report to the Legislative Council. All five members 
9. NA Etherington, 'Labour supply and the genesis of South African confederation in the 1870s',
Journal of African fiistory, vol. 20 ( 1979), pp.236-237.
10. N. Etherington, The "Shepstone system" in the colony of Natal and beyond the borders', in Natal
and Zululand from Earliest Times to 1910: A New History, eds. A. Duminy and B. Guest
(Pietermaritzburg, University of Nata! Press, 1989), p.176.
11. See chapter two above, pp.17-21
12. Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Council, vol. iii, 1858, p.32.
13. Ibid, vol. i, 1857, p.10.
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of the Committee were elected representatives who supported the idea of full 
control over native affairs being given to the Legislative Council. 
14 
The report of 
the Committee reflects, in its entirety, settler opinions. On the question of the need 
for more effective restrictions on the movements of Africans for labour and security, 
the Committee endorsed, 
" ... the opinion of the Council without any qualification and would further 
state, that every departure from the above principle of governing an 
uncivilized people in these circumstances, will certainly, in the end, be 
attended with danger to the peace of the Colony ... ". 15 
When the government came up with no effective response, the advocates of pass 
laws exerted more pressure on the Legislative Council to have their demands met. 
Lieutenant-Governor Scott (1856-1864) stood firm in defending the Charter of 1856, 
particularly clause viii. which in 1858 the Legislative Council wanted revoked. 
Summing up his objections to the Councils' demand for the repeal of clause viii, 
Lieutenant-Governor Scott stated that 
"A prospect of an unlimited supply of cheap manual labour connects itself
so closely with every individual's self-interest that all schemes, all 
questions bearing upon such are sure to ring pleasantly on the popular 
ear. "
16 
Pass laws at this stage would, in the official view, be in conflict with the policy of the 
Executive Council to encourage some of the African people to be independent 
farmers. 17 Scott was not prepared to deviate from this policy. From the angle of 
security, pass laws were, in the official view. an appropriate measure to adopt, but 
not for compelling Africans to work for whites. Security was of paramount 
importance to the government, as a result of polltlcal instability in the Zulu kingdom 
and intermittent wars on the Eastern Cape frontier. 
14. Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Council, vol. iii, 1858, pp.31-32.
15. Ibid.
16. GH, 1212, no. 88/1858, Scott to Stanley, 30 December 1858.
17. Welsh, The Roots of Segregation, pp.184-187.
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From 1865 the colony sank into an economic depression, and for a time being the 
demand for labour died down.
18 
However, in 1868 when the economy started 
improving, the labour question came to the fore again and further proposals were 
made for pass laws.
19 
At a farmers' meeting held in Pietermaritzburg on 1 March 
1868, speakers made clear their opinion that pass laws were the only remedy to the 
problem of the shortage of labour, and resolved to petition the government to take 
definite steps in this regard.
20 
Some speakers argued that the pass system as an 
instrument to regulate and control labour, was not a new phenomenon in the world 
but had been in vogue in England during feudal times.
21 
It had been applied with 
remarkable success and they could not understand why it could fail to have the 
same results in Natal. 
On 29 July 1865, the Legislative Council debated a petition from the Farmers' Club 
which made recommendations for the adoption of a pass system for Africans, 
among other things. Theophilus Shepstone, Secretary for Native Affairs, was 
opposed to the adoption of such a system for Africans residing in the colony on the 
grounds that it would be "practically inoperative".
22 
It would be difficult to establish 
the machinery that would be necessary to implement it. However, he supported the 
recommendation for the introduction of a pass system for foreign Africans entering 
Natal, though not without reservations. He mentioned the financial burden which 
such a system would entail as the main reason for the government's reluctance to 
take action. 23 
18. Welsh, The Roots of Segregation, p.180.
19. Ibid, p.180.
20. NW, 10 March 1868.
21. Ibid.
22. Ibid, 4 August 1868.
23. Ibid, 4 August 1868.
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The Council proceeded to appoint a Select Committee that would further consider 
the petition. The Committee, which was composed of five members, presented its 
report on 26 August 1868. 24 Although it is not clear what specific interests each 
member represented, the report, to a large degree, reflected official opinion. 
Echoing the views of Shepstone, the Committee stated its view that a pass system 
would entail the extension of administrative machinery and a corresponding 
increase in expenditure.
25 
It supported the recommendation for the adoption of a 
pass system for foreign Africans, though not unreservedly, again highlighting the 
question of increased expenditure.
26 
3.2 Passes for control of movement from one magisterial division to another 
Control of movement of local Africans from one magisterial division to another dates 
back to the late 1850s, and remained government policy right up to the end of 
colonial rule. There is abundance of evidence in the Secretary for Native Affairs' 
records that a pass system was used to control movements of this kind. 2
7 
But the 
question by what law these movements were controlled is difficult to answer. There 
is no evidence of a pass law that was designed for this purpose in the colonial 
statutes researched. As discussed above, Ordinance 4 of 1855 had made provision 
for passes to be issued to Africans from the Zulu kingdom who entered Natal. Local 
Africans who moved out of Natal were exempted from the pass provisions of this 
ordinance. The Native Locations Commission of 1846 and the Native Affairs 
Commission of 1852, had recommended control of movement of Africans from one 
location to another (within the same district) as well as from one magisterial division 
to another by means of a pass law. But there is no evidence in the sources 
24. NPP, 251, Select Committee Report no. 8/1868, presented on 26 August 1868:
25. Ibid.
26. Ibid.
27. SNA, 1/7/9, Reports, memoranda and passes.
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researched that any actual laws were enacted by the government to implement the 
recommendations. 
In 1859, the Secretary for Native Affairs issued a circular to Resident Magistrates 
to the effect that Africans who wished to remove from one magisterial division to 
another were from then onward required first to obtain permission from the 
Lieutenant-Governor.28 There is abundant evidence in the Secretary for Native 
Affairs' records that passes were issued for this purpose.29 
An examination of the circular of 1859 reveals that it covered only those Africans 
who wished to remove from one division to another for the purpose of establishing 
a residence and finding a new home. The circular states clearly 
" ... that all Natives desiring to remove from one country or Division to 
another have applied to the magistrate under whom they reside for a 
permit, which they produce to the magistrate within whom /sic]jurisdiction 
they are desirous of placing themselves ... ". 30 
There is no mention in the circular of control of movements made for business or 
social reasons. What the Secretary for Native Affairs did in this circular was to take 
away from Resident Magistrates the responsibility of issuing passes to Africans who 
wished to remove to another division for the purpose of finding a new home. Such 
movements had supposedly led to disturbances of the peace in the past, and this 
was the main reason for the government's taking over this responsibility.31 But the 
issuing of passes to Africans who wished to move from one division to another for 
other reasons remained the responsibility of Resident Magistrates. However, it must 
be stressed here that this was simply a 'practice' that was sanctioned by unwritten 
law (see appendix 1 ). 
28. SNA, 1/8!7, Secretary for Native Affairs' circular to Resident Magistrates, 28 September 1859.
29. Ibid., 1/7/9, Reports, memoranda and passes.
30. Ibid., 1/8{7, Secretary for Native Affairs' Circular lo Resident Magistrates, 28 September 1859.
31. Ibid., 1 /8!7, Secretary for Native Affairs' circular to Resident Magistrates, 28 September 1859.
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Although there is insufficient evidence to prove legal authorization, the sources 
researched reveal that the practice of controlling the movements of Africans by 
means of a pass system had been in existence for a while before 1859. The circular 
of 1859 simply took away certain powers from the Magistrates. These powers do 
not seem to have been derived from any law enacted by the legislative bodies of 
Natal. The powers seem to have been derived from informal regulations that were 
made by the Secretary for Native Affairs in terms of his interpretation of African 
customary law. An examination of the colonial native policy as it was developed by 
Shepstone reveals that some of the African customary practices which, in one way 
or another, were found to be in harmony with what the government perceived to be 
the best way of governing Africans, were adopted and interwoven with western 
principles of government. There is enough evidence to suggest that some of the 
elements of customary practices were used in combination with western law for 
effective supervision and control of Africans. 
3.3 Passes for togf2 workers in town
The economic depression of 1865-1868 brought about unemployment, especially 
in the towns of Pietermaritzburg and Durban. Poverty in the locations and on the 
farms drove Africans to the towns in search of alternative means of making a living. 
This resulted in overpopulation in the towns which persisted even when the 
economy started improving after 1868. 33 Even in the 1850s the number of Africans 
who came to the towns for alternative means of living had been steadily increasing, 
partly as a result of dissatisfaction with conditions in the locations which were 
congested and in parts barren.
34 
Africans worked in the towns as craftsmen, 
32. The term 'togtmen' refers to day African workers who travelled to and from work in the town every
day. See Atkins, The Moon is Dead!, pp.109-111; K. Atkins,. 'Origins of amaWashcT. The Zulu
washermen's guild in Natal, 1850-1910', Journal of African Histo,y, vol. 27 (1986), pp.43-44.
33. Leverton, 'Government finance and political development in Natal. 1843-1893', p.100.
34. Atkins, The Moon is Dead!, p.47.
38 
brickmakers, dockworkers and 'kitchen men'. Others were self-employed firewood 
collectors, hawkers and washermen.
35 
Although the discovery of diamonds in 1867 
had led to an exodus of Africans to the diggings in Griqualand West, the influx of 
Africans into the towns increased. In the colonists' view, this situation was 
aggravated by the influx of migrant workers from countries like Mozambique who, 
for one reason or another, decided to remain in Pietermaritzburg and Durban, 
though in actual fact their original destination had been Griqualand West.
36 
Another group was made up of unsuccessful African peasant farmers who moved 
to the towns to try other means of livelihood when their farming ventures failed.
37 
The influx of Africans into the towns worsened the colonists' fears about an African 
revolt.
38 
Their concerns about security were confirmed by the Langalibalele affair 
of 1873. Africans bought guns on the diamond fields and returned with them to 
NataJ.
39 Shepstone stated early in the 1870s that the increasingly large numbers 
of Africans in the towns posed a major security risk which the government could no 
longer overlook.
40 
He believed that the solution lay in subjecting them to strict 
control. 
"African workers in the towns came from widely scattered areas, some 
from far beyond the Colony's borders. They were not under the effective 
control of any chief. They mingled with, and sometimes cohabited with, the 
poorer white residents. They were frequently accused of crime. "41 
35. Ibid., pp.109-111.
36. Leverton, 'Government finance and political development in Natal, 1843-1893', p.129
37. Welsh. The Roots of Segregation, p.188.





In 1863 the Town Council of Pietermaritzburg had authorized the issuing of an 
identification badge system for every togt man.
42 
There is no evidence that this 
system was ever implemented. In 1871 the Council passed a bye-law which made 
provision for a 9 o'clock curfew for all Africans in town.
43 
Africans who were found 
in the town after this time were liable to be arrested. The Town Council of Durban 
passed a similar bye-law three years later.
44 
The Natal Witness reported widely on 
whites' objection to the presence of large numbers of Africans in the town. An 
unidentified colonist in an article "Native Problemu, which appeared in The Natal
Witness of January 1873, expressed his strong disapproval of what he called 
"brutes who lounge around the streets. and deafen you with their voices".
45 
The year 1873 marks an important turning point in the history of native policy in 
Natal. Since the establishment of British rule in 1843, the Natal government had 
dealt with Africans with a great deal of sensitivity for fear of provoking them into 
revolt. The colonists were always preoccupied with questions of security in the 
midst of an overwhelming number of Africans.
46 
A number of laws that were 
passed by the Natal Legislative Council had subsequently been disallowed by the 
imperial government on the grounds that they were of such a kind as was likely to 
provoke Africans into revolt. As discussed above, the economic depression of the 
late 1860s had resulted in a large number of Africans moving to the towns for 
alternative means of living. The situation was aggravated by the discovery of 
diamonds in 1867. The guns which the Africans purchased on the diggings were the 
42. Atkins, 'Origins of amaWashti, p.53.
43. K. Atkins, 'Kafir time: Pre-industrial temporal concepts and labour discipline in nineteenth-century
colonial Natal' Journal of African History, vol. 29 (1988), p.243.
44. Ibid.
45. NW, ... January 1873 {the full date is not reflected on the newspaper consulted).
46. See chapter two above.
40 
preponderate issue in the Langalibalele affair of 1873.
47 
The government adopted 
a hard line which set a precedent tor its future policy towards Africans. 
In 1873, the Secretary for Native Affairs drafted regulations that were designed to 
control the movements of togtworkers. Other classes of Afrlcans were exempted 
from these pass regulations, i.e. any African who was either " ... the proprietor or 
renter of any house or land within the borough, or is in monthly or yearly service of 
a proprietor or renter ... ".
48 
Africans who entered the towns of Pietermaritzburg and 
Durban to find employment were allowed a period of five days within which to 
decide whether to take up monthly service or day service. If an African chose the 
latter, he was required to register at a police station, where he was issued with an 
identification badge showing his registration number. He was required to wear the 
badge as long as he was in the town. The Togt Minute (i.e. Shepstone's 
memorandum containing the rules), as it became known, made it clear that only day 
workers were required to register and be issued with an identification badge. A togt 
man who, after some time, elected to enter monthly or yearly service, or quit the 
town, was required to hand back his identification badge.
49 
Shepstone defended 
the Togt Minute from possible criticism on the part of those who were opposed to 
a pass system by referring to African customary law in terms of which strangers 
who arrived at a homestead were required to report to higher authority, giving their 
names and other particulars. 
50 
The rules and regulations under the Togt Minute came into effect in 1874 in the 
towns of Pietermaritzburg and Durban. There is evidence that although the Togt 
Minute was applauded by some advocates of a pass system as a step in the right 
4 7. Welsh, The Roots of Segregation, pp .133-135.
48. NGG,31 March 1874.
49. /b;d.
50. NW, 20 June 1873.
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direction, others felt that it did not go far enough. 
51 
They advocated all-embracing 
pass regulations that would apply to every African who resided or worked in town. 
That the Togt Minute was meant to apply only to a particular category of Africans 
was in itself bound to undermine its effectiveness and feasibility. Shepstone 
appealed to the householders to use their discretion in order to avoid wrongful 
arrest of those African workers who, in terms of the Togt Minute, were not required 
to wear an identification badge.
52 
(See appendix 2). 
3.4 Passes for immigrant workers 
The late 1860s witnessed a significant shift in British imperial policy in southern 
Africa. The policy of non-intervention which had resulted in the recognition of the 
independence of the Transvaal and Orange Free State in 1852 and 1854 
respectively had, in the British view, been a mistake.
53 
The discovery of diamonds 
in the interior was the main reason for the shift. Other reasons related to the 
intermittent wars between Britain and the Xhosa in the Eastern Cape, the Basotho 
wars of 1865-1868 and the Langalibalele affair of 1873, all of which convinced 
Britain of the need to federate the South African states into a single British 
dominion.
54 
As pointed out above, foreign workers were imported into Natal as from 1860. 
However, when diamonds were discovered in Griqualand West in 1867, most of the 
migrant workers were attracted to the diamond fields where wages were higher than 
in Natal. As a result, coastal farmers, who relied mainly on imported labourers, 
51. NW, 20 June 1873.
52. Ibid.
53. T.R.H. Davenport, SouthAfrica:AModernHistory, 1st ed. (Johannesburg, Macmillan, 1977}, p.126.
54. L. Thompson, 'Co-operation and conflict: The high veld', in The Oxford History of South Africa: South
Africa to 1810, vol. i, eds. M. Wilson and L. Thompson (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1969), pp.422-445;
Etherington, 'Labour supply and the genesis of South African confederation in the 1870s',
pp.243-246.
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renewed their pressure on the government to devise ways and means of bringing 
more workers to Natal, and to ensure that they could retain the labour that they 
already had. In 1872 the Legislative Council appointed a Select Committee to look 
into the importation of labourers from the neighbouring countries. The Committee 
was composed of four settler representatives and Shepstone, whose influence over 
the Committee is well attested in its report.
55 
At the suggestion of Shepstone, the 
Committee recommended, among other things, a pass system for foreign labourers. 
This would provide that "a token with his name and number marked upon it, 
corresponding with the register, should be given to each man, to serve as a means 
of personal identification".
56 
Shepstone argued that while a pass system was then 
not necessary for local Africans, who could still be ruled through the tribal system, 
the movements of foreign workers who were in Natal as 'individuals' and not 
·communities', needed to be controlled under a pass system.
57 
These people were
accustomed to rigorous control in their own societies, and their chances of escape 
from their employers were high if they were not subjected to control and 
supervision, he concluded.
58 
The government hoped to help the colonists by 
stopping desertion from service through a pass system, and by directing migrant 
workers away from the diamond fields. Shepstone's views throw some light on the 
thinking of the government in regard to passes for Africans at this stage. The 
evidence suggests that in the 1870s the government still believed that a pass 
system was not necessary for supervision and control of local Africans who, in 
Shepstone's words, could still be ruled by 'tribal arrangement'. The 
recommendations of the Committee were implemented in 1876, and regulations 
were issued by the government which affected Tsonga and Amandawo labourers. 





The first set of regulations that was issued by the government in terms of the 
recommendations of the Committee applied to Tsonga labourers. These regulations 
made provision for the appointment of an Immigration Officer who would be 
stationed in the Lower Tu gel a Division and would be responsible for the registration 
and distribution of Tsonga work-seekers to prospective employers.
59 
A contract of 
service would be entered into which showed, among other things, the duration of 
the period of service with the employer.
60 
Of particular importance for this enquiry 
is that each foreign labourer was to be issued with a ticket or pass, showing "the 
register number and year of Registration".
61 
Every such labourer was required to 
carry his ticket or pass at all times for identification purposes. On the expiration of 
their terms of service, these labourers were free to leave the colony, but first had 
to obtain a discharge certificate from a Resident Magistrate.
62 
There is reason to 
doubt whether the above rules and regulations were actually enforced, in view of 
repeated admission by the government that it lacked effective machinery to 
implement a pass system in Natal.
63
In the same year, the government issued further regulations which were designed 
to apply to liberated African slaves who entered Natal for employment.
64 
These 
were former slaves who had been liberated following the suppression of the slave 
trade along the East Coast of Africa by Britain in the late 1850s. 
65 
They were 
imported to Natal not as slaves but as foreign labourers to try to alleviate the 
problem of the shortage of labour. They were imported under Law 13 of 1859, 





64. NGG, 4 April 1676.
65. NPP, 265, Select Committee Report, presented on 20 August 167 4; EC, 10, meeting No. 12, Minute
Book, 14 July, 1676 -25 February 1680.
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which provided that each liberated African would be issued with a pass by a 
Protector of lmmigrants.
66 
The ticket thus issued to each immigrant would show, 
among other particulars, name of immigrant, number, name of father/mother, sex, 
age, stature, caste, native country and village, and name of vessel and captain by 
which introduced. 
67 
The same provisions were, among others, included in the 
regulations of 1876. 
3.5 Pass laws as attempts to prevent cattle-stealing 
Implementation of a pass system was also seen by settlers and officials as a means 
of putting a check on certain types of crime. Security of persons and property was 
always a major concern of the colonists. Security of property was linked in their 
minds to the need to control the movement of Africans. They attributed crime to 
unemployed Africans who moved about as they wished, under no effective control 
and supervision.68 For many settlers, cattle-stealing was of particular concern. As 
already seen, Ordinance 1 of 1855 was a measure which had been designed to 
check it. It is difficult to assess the effectiveness of this legislation in the absence 
of relevant evidence. What Is clear, however, is that stock farmers' reports of cattle• 
stealing continued in spite of this legislation.
69 
The evidence reveals that the Natal 
government was too weal< to implement some of its laws. Lambert states: 
"The absence of a properly organized police force made the detection of 
crime difficult, and the magistrates were too overworked to pay attention 
to crime in areas remote from their seats. With few policemen and even 
fewer Justices of the Peace to assist them, it was impossible for 
magistrates to combat the spread of crime. 
1170 
66. C.F. Cadiz, ed., Natal Ordinances, Laws and Proclamations, 1843-1870, vol. i (Pietermaritzburg,
Vause, Slatter & Co., 1879), pp.256-261.
67. Ibid
68. See chapter two above.
69. Ibid.
70. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp.132-135.
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The stock farmers also, from time to time, petitioned the government to introduce 
stricter measures to stop cattle-stealing, but to little avail. Although the settlers 
controlled the Legislative Council, their interests were not necessarily 
homogeneous, and this militated against timely response and unanimous action. 
Ordinance 1 of 1855 was amended by Law 4 of 1868 and Law 5 of 1869 which had 
made provision for punishment of offenders, tracing of stolen cattle and the stopping 
of cattle-stabbing. 
71 
These laws were repealed by Law 10 of 1876, the aim of 
which was to extend the pass provisions of Ordinance 1 of 1855 to Coloureds and 
Indians. The Legislative Council was divided on this issue. While some of the 
members supported the inclusion of Coloureds and Indians in the pass provisions 
because of their alleged involvement in cattle-stealing, others opposed the measure, 
putting the blame for cattle-stealing solely on Africans.
72 
In the end those who 
objected to the inclusion of Coloureds and Indians in the bill had their way. When 
the bill was passed into law, it applied only to Africans. According to clause 3 of 
Law 10 of 1876, an African was required to obtain a pass from a Resident 
Magistrate, Justice of the Peace, Field Cornet, or any white person on the llst of 
voters under the Charter of Natal before he could drive cattle from one area to 
another. 
73 
J_6 The implementation of passes as a measure to stop drunkenness among 
Africans 
The pass system was also used by the administration to try to stop drunkenness 
among Africans, which officials felt led to reluctance to work, crime and 
71. C.F. Cadiz, ed., Natal Ordinances, Laws and Proclamations, 1870-1979, vol. ii (Pietermaritzburg,
Vause, Slatter & Co., 1880), pp.1165-1169.
72. NW, 29 August 1676.




Traditionally, beer drinking fell exclusively under the 
authority of the umnumzane or homestead head. He was the one who gave out 
beer for drinking either for entertainment or when certain rituals were performed.
75 
With the growing dependence on wage labour during the colonial period, the 
authority of homestead heads was considerably weakened.
76 
Law 23 of 1863 which had made it illegal for dealers to sell liquor to Africans had 
had no pass provisions. 77 In 1877 an amendment to the law to make provision for 
pass regulations was considered by the Legislative Council. A Select Committee 
was set up to consider the Lieutenant-Governor's message No. 11 of 1877, on the 
subject of "Increased Drunkenness among the Native Population."
78 
The 
Committee consisted of John Shepstone (acting Scretary for Native Affairs, 1876-
1884) and five of the elected members of the Council. Its proceedings reveal clearly 
how seriously the government and magistrates viewed the subject of drunkenness 
among Africans.
79 
In its report, presented in July 1877, the Committee suggested, 
among other things, the implementation of a pass regulation that would help the 
authorities to keep check on illegal purchases of liquor by Africans. 
80 
Consequently, a Bill to "Prohibit the Sale and Disposal of Spirits and other 
Intoxicating Liquor to Persons of the Native Race" was introduced into the 
Legislative Council by the Lieutenant-Governor in July, 1878. It was passed into 
Law in September. Clause 8 read as follows: 
"When any native is supplied, in terms of the provisions of the preceding 
section, with any spirituous liquors, wine, or fermented liquors, it shall be 
74. NW, 13 July 1877.
75. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp.127-128.
76. Ibid.
77. NGG, 1 August 1863.
78. NW, 13 July 1877.
79. NPP, 272, Select Committee Proceedings of Report no. 10, presented on 27 July 1877.
80. Ibid.
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the duty of the licensed dealer to furnish such Native with a pass, on which 
shall be written the name of the European in whose name the said liquor 
has been supplied, the name of the Native to whom it shall have been 
delivered, the description and quantity of the liquor supplied, the date upon 
which it was supplied and the name of the licensed dealer supplying the 
same."81 
The licensed dealer could issue a pass only after he had satisfied himself that the 
letter from the European authorizing an African to purchase liquor for him, was, in 
fact, genuine.
82 Failure on the part of an African in possession of liquor to produce 
a pass when ordered to do so by a police officer rendered him liable to be arrested, 
and, on conviction, to pay a fine of twenty shillings. On default of payment, 
imprisonment of a month could be imposed.
83 
There is little evidence on how far 
the law was implemented. 
3. 7 The Government Commission of Enquiry and its recommendation on pass
laws 
In 1881, the government appointed a Native Affairs Commission to enquire into" ... 
the future government, civilization and moral improvement of the native population 
of this colony_"M This took place against the background of signs of a deep crisis 
that was emerging in the African society at the time. The problems which the 
colonists associated with Africans, viz. drunkenness, cattle-stealing, faction fighting 
and a reluctance to adapt their work habits, became more serious as time went by. 
The measures that were adopted by the government to solve some of the above 
problems seemed to be ineffective. In short, the Commission was expected to come 
up with recommendations as to how the government could best handle native 
affairs. 
81. Cadiz, ed., Na/al Ordinances, Laws and Proclamations, vol. ii, pp.1288-1290.
62. Ibid
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The Commission had difficulty in achieving unanimity on various issues concerning 
African affairs, and had most of the time to rely on majority decisions.85 Although 
little is known about the specific interests represented by the individuals who sat on 
the Commission, it is clear from the report that official opinion dominated in the 
pr'?ceedings of the Commission. Up to the early 1880s the coastal farmers still 
identified with the official view about the undesirability of passes for local African 
workers throughout the colony. As a result, the official view about passes had, to 
a great extent, influenced the Commission's decision on this issue. In its report the 
Commission made recommendations for the registration of all ma!e Africans in the 
colony " ... but such registration should not involve them being obliged to have and 
keep tickets. "86 Such registration, the Commission believed, would be the solution 
to the problems highlighted above that were associated with Africans. 87 
So widely did the commissioners differ on many issues, including the pass system, 
that each commtssioner issued a memorandum to express his individual opinion.88 
Commissioner Otto was of the opinion that registration should involve requiring 
Africans to carry passes on the grounds that the issue of registration and passes 
could not be separated.89 Another Commissioner, Stainbank, shared this opinion, 
because, without passes, " ... Registration would be little more than a census, and 
insufficient for the better working of the Masters and Servants Ordinance, tracing 
of criminals, etc."90 On the question of Africans entering and leaving the colony, 
the Commission seems to have spoken with one voice on the need to maintain the 
pass system, which was not, however, entrenched in law. 








Judging by the purpose which pass legislation was designed to serve during the 
period under discussion, it is clear that the government was stfll opposed to the 
establishment of a general pass system throughout the colony. In regard to the 
security of persons and their property, a pass law had been enacted which applied 
to Africans throughout the colony. The government also had not hesitated to 
establish a pass system for foreign workers in the colony. Concerning local African 
workers, a half-measure (i.e. the Togt Minute) was adopted which imposed a pass 
system only on day-workers in the towns of Pietermaritzburg and Durban. The 
government believed that a pass system for local Africans would "restrict the liberty 
of natives desirous of seeking labour and would in the final analysis lead to the 
conversion of free into indentured labour."
91 
Furthermore, the government took 
great care not to adopt measures that were of such a kind as to provoke Africans 
into revolt.
92 
The overwhelmingly large numbers of Africans in Natal, coupled with 
the fear of a Zulu invasion, was another reason for the government's reluctance to 
impose a general pass system in the face of African opposition. Besides the 
security concerns of the government, its ambivalence regarding the establishment 
of a general pass system in Natal may also be attributed to lack of finances to 
implement the system.
93 
As a result, while, on the one hand, officials were 
concerned to place checks and controls on the African population, on the other 
hand, they felt they did not need to do this beyond a certain point. 
91. EC, 10, meeting no. 12, Minute Book, 14 July 1676 - 25 February 1880.
92. Ibid.
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CHAPTER FOUR 
PASS LAWS AND SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHANGES. 1883-1892 
4.1 Pressures for the adoption of a pass system increase 
In the 1880s a demand on the part of certain colonist interests for more political 
power grew stronger. At the centre of the debate on 'responsible government' was, 
among other things, the demand by the colonists for control over native affairs, a 
demand which they had from time to time made since the 1850s. Although the 
colonists were not unanimously in favour of responsible government, a number of 
factors tipped the scales in favour of it. A growing crisis in African society as 
evinced by an increase in faction-fighting, cattle-stealing, drunkenness and 
insubordination of young men and women to their elders, among other things, 
contributed to the Executive Council's becoming more amenable to settlers' 
demands.
1 
The need by the colonists for control over native affairs, among other 
reasons, for labour and security, could no longer be ignored by the Executive 
Council. The demand for control over native affairs through a pass system must 
therefore be seen against the background of the struggle by the colonists for more 
powers for the Legislative Council, and a diminishing of imperial restraints. 
The Anglo-Zulu war of 1879, the frontier wars in the Eastern Cape and the Anglo­
Boer war of 1881 had led to a change in the thinking of British governments 
regarding the issue of self-government for Natal. The military expenditure that was 
incurred in these struggles entailed a heavy burden on the British taxpayers.
2 
The 
wars had served to encourage the colonists in their demand for responsible 
government in Natal. When independence was granted to the Transvaal in 1881, 
1. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp.105-118.
2. S.T. van der Horst, Native Labour in South Africa (London, Frank Cass & Co., 1971 ), p.64;
J. Lambert, 'Sir John Robinson and responsible government, 1863-1897, The making of the first
Prime Minister of Natal' (unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Natal, 1975), pp.59-60.
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there arose the question, why not Natal.3 The Anglo-Zulu war in particular had 
served to diminish the colonists' sense of insecurity, and therefore the withdrawal 
of Imperial troops, should responsible government be granted, was seen as being 
less important than before.4 Parallel with these developments was the farmers' 
continuing demand for an adequate supply of labour, which remained one of the key 
issues in ·the colonists' demand for control of native affairs. 5 
Members of the merchant class, which was made up of predominantly urbanized 
people, were strong advocates of responsible government, probably because the 
withdrawal of imperial troops, the crucial condition for the granting of responsible 
government, did not matter as much to them as it did to the farmers. 6 Stock farmers 
and coastal farmers (the latter were sugar-cane planters) were concerned with 
security, as they were isolated and surrounded by a large African population. Unlike 
the merchant class therefore, the farmers were opposed to responsible government 
which, in their view, would increase security risks. 7 
When the Charter Amendment Bill was debated in Parliament fn 1883, to pave the 
way for the granting of responsible government, the farmers sent numerous 
petitions to the government requesting that the bill be rejected. The bill was 
subsequently rejected and the responsible government debate was suspended 
during the period of economic depression between 1883 and 1886. 
3. Brookes and Webb, A History of Natal, 1st ed., p.168.
4. B. Guest, 'Towards responsible government', in Natal and Zululand from £artiest Times Jo 1910: A
New tfistory, eds. A. Duminy and B. Guest {Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 1989),
p.237.
5. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp.93-94.
6. Guest 'Towards responsible government', p.24O.
7. Lambert, 'Sir John Robinson and responsible government, 1863-1897', p.180.
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The farmers demanded guarantees from the imperial government that native 
interests would be protected under responsible government. Their argument centred 
on their fears of a possible native rebellion should any measures be adopted which 
were likely to produce dissatisfaction on the part of the natives. They believed that 
this would lead to detrimental consequences, exacerbating labour shortage and 
increasing security risks. 
During the boom years in the late 1880s, a number of developments took place 
which favoured the supporters of responsible government The discovery of gold in 
the Transvaal in 1886 brought about improved economic conditions in Natal.
8 
However, the employers of labour disapproved of the exodus of labourers to the 
gold fields.
9 
Control of native affairs to ensure an adequate supply of labour 
became a favoured idea among coastal farmers in these altered circumstances. 
There was therefore a swing in coastal opinion in favour of responsible 
government. 10 They exerted pressure on the government to introduce more 
effective measures to restrict the movement of Africans out of Natal. Inland farmers, 
who employed labour-tenants on their farms, were more interested in control of 
movement of Africans for security reasons than in the extraction of labour from 
Africans. It should be remembered that while on the one hand stock farmers had 
always been opposed to the implementation of a pass system for the extraction of 
labour from Africans, they had always supported it for security of persons and their 
property on the other hand. 
We have seen in the preceding chapter that coastal farmers had identified with the 
official view that passes were not necessary for control and supervision of local 
Africans. With the discovery of gold in 1886, different classes of settlers - the 
8. Leverton, 'Government finance and political development in Natal, 1843-1893', pp. 253-255.
9. Van der Horst, Native Labour in South Africa, p.145.
10. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp.95-96.
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farmers, merchants and mine-owners in the Transvaal all competed for labourers. 
The Natal government also needed labour for railways, roads and the harbour. All 
these developments necessitated greater control of labour.
11 
The coastal farmers
and urban settlers, pushed together by economic changes at play, pressed for 
tighter control of the movements of Africans that would help divert labour from the 
mines. The climate was indeed favourable for the introduction of tighter controls 
over Africans. However, the government was still ambivalent about passes for local 
African workers in the colony, as will be seen below. 
4.2 Passes for control of movement between Natal and neighbouring 
territories 
The influx of Africans from the Zulu kingdom continued through the period under 
discussion. The colonists had always expressed concern about their security in the 
midst of an overwhelming number of Africans. 12 Ordinance 4 of 1855, which was 
designed to control and restrict entry into Natal of Africans from Zululand, had been 
passed as a response to these concerns. There is no evidence that this ordinance 
was effectively implemented. The Anglo-Zulu war of 1879 was followed by internal 
strife and chaos in Zululand, and as the situation got worse, more and more 
Africans fled to Natal. 
13 
When Cetshwayo (king of the Zulus, 1872-1884) who had 
been exiled to Cape Town in 1879, returned in 1883, war broke out between him 
and his half-brother, Prince Hamu, and Zibhebhu, chief of the Mandlakazi, who had 
been appointed chiefs in terms of Wolseley's settlement. Prince Hamu and 
Zibhebhu were among the thirteen appointed chiefs, through whom Britain had 
11. See above.
12. See chapter two above.
13. J. Guy, TIie Destruction of the Zulu Kingdom: TIie Civil War in Zululand, 1819-1884, 2nd ed.
(Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 1994, first published London, 1979), pp.190-193; LCD,
1883, vol. vi, pp.769-770, 22 October 1883.
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hoped to ensure the destruction of the Zulu monarchy.
14 
When Cetshwayo died in 
1884, the war continued now between Zibhebhu and Cetshwayo's son, Dinuzulu.
15 
Refugees did not, however, come only from Zululand. Africans from the Transvaal 
had also entered Natal before and after the Anglo-Boer war of 1881.
16 
They came 
to Natal as labour migrants. Thousands of Africans had also come from the other 
neighbouring territories to seek employment. In most cases this influx of foreign 
Africans into Natal was aggravated by frequent outbreaks of war and at other times 
by local ecological and political crises.
17 
This holds true of the Basotho from 
Orange Free State, the Mpondo from the Eastern Cape, the Tsonga from 
Mozambique and the Pedi from the Transvaal.
18 
The government felt that this 
migration of Africans had to be controlled both for labour and security reasons.
19 
Although the sources consulted are not specific on why Africans came to Natal in 
particular, two factors seem to have been at play here. Firstly, with the exception 
of the Anglo-Zulu war of 1879, there was relative peace in Natal, when compared 
to the Cape colony where intermittent wars between the Xhosa and Britain had led 
to instability. Secondly, before the discovery of diamonds and gold, coastal farmers 
in Natal probably offered better employment opportunities than were available in the 
other territories. 
14. J. Laband and P. Thompson, 'The reduction of Zululand, 1878-1904', in Natal and Zululand
from Earliest Times to 1910: A New History, eds. A. Duminy and B. Guest (Pietermaritzburg,
University of Natal Press, 1989), pp.193-223.
15. Guy, The Destruction of the Zulu Kingdom, 2nd ed., pp.217-227.
16. P Delius, The Land belongs To Us: The Pedi Polity, the Boers and the British in the
Nineteenth-century Transvaal (Johannesburg, Rav an Press, 1983), p.64.
17. J. Kimble, 'Labour migration in Basutoland, 1870-1885', in Industrialization and Social Change
in South Africa, 1810-1930, eds. S. Marks and R Rathbone (London, Longman, 1982). p.120.
18. Ibid.; Delius, The Land belongs To Us, p.74.
19. NGG, 30 October 1883; P. Harries, 'Kinship, ideology and the nature of pre-colonial labour
migration: labour migration from the Delagoa Bay hinterland to South Africa, up to 1895', in
Industrialization and Social Change in South Africa, 1870-1930, eds. S. Marks and R.
Rathbone (London. Longman, 1982), pp.143-144.
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In 1883 the official members of the Natal Legislative Council introduced the 'Native 
Passes Bill'. It provided for passes to be issued to Africans who travelled between 
Natal and Zululand.20 When the bill was passed into law, it was disallowed by the 
imperial government. The main reason had to do with its scope. The imperial 
government favoured a short bill with provisions which empowered the Natal 
government to make rules from time to time for control of movement of Africans 
between Natal and Zululand.
21 
In 1884 a Native Pass Bill that was similar to the
one of 1883 was introduced into the Legislative Council by the acting Secretary for 
Native Affairs, J.W. Shepstone. General opinion in the House was that the bill was 
needed to maintain peace and stability, but some members felt that it did not go far 
enough. Like the Bill of 1883, it was specifically meant to apply to Africans who 
travelled between Natal and Zululand.
22 
Some of the members of the Council 
objected to the Bill having to apply only to Africans who travelled between Natal and 
Zululand.
23 
Mellersh, member for Klip River, proposed that the word 'Zululand' be 
omitted and instead the words 'neighbouring states' be inserted and the word 'Zulu' 
be also omitted and the word 'Native' alone left. 
24 
The new amendments were 
accordingly made in the title of the bill and it was read a third time and passed on 
11 August 1884 as Law 48 of 1884 (see appendix 3). 
This law provided for two types of passes: an inward pass that was issued to 
Africans who entered Natal from the neighbouring territories, and an outward pass 
that was issued to Africans from Natal who wished to travel to any of the 
neighbouring territories. In 1885, the government set out to frame rules and 
20. NGG, 30 October 1883.
21. GH, 129/84, no. 202, Secretary of State for Colonies to Bulwer, 22 March 1884.




regulations under Sections 1 and 2 for the implementation of the law.
25 
Separate 
passes would be issued to Africans who entered Natal, to those who travelled out 
of Natal, and to those who wished to remove permanently from the colony.
26 
As discussed above, the discovery of gold in the Transvaal in 1886, led to an 
exodus of Africans to the gold fields for better remuneration. The employers of 
labour, particularly the coastal planters who depended on migrant labour, strongly 
protested against the loss of labour to the Transvaal. 27 In 1886 the government 
amended the rules and regulations under the law to restrict further the movement 
of Africans out of Natal.
28
. The amended rules and regulations empowered white 
inhabitants who were electors on the voters' roll and who lived near the border, to 
issue passes to Africans who travelled between Natal and the neighbouring 
territories. 
29 
The government was involving white male citizens in the 
implementation of the law in order to ensure that control of movement of Africans 
out of Natal was done more strictly. 
In 1891 the government issued a modified set of pass rules and regulations. The. 
discovery of diamonds and gold had created new opportunities for African 
entrepreneurs, some of whom periodically travelled to and from Kimberley and the 
Witwatersrand to sell their products. Others were employed by white traders as 
transport riders.
30 
These developments, in the government's view, necessitated the 
amendment of the pass rules and regulations. Another development which 
necessitated the amendment of pass rules and regulations was the annexation of 
25 NGG, 15 September 1885. 
26. Ibid.
27. See above.
28. SNA, 1/1/93, Minute Papers. 1886.
29. Ibid.
30. Van der Horst, Native Labour in South Africa, p.103.
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Zululand to Britain in 1887. According to the amended rules and regulations, 
restrictions on the movement of Africans between Natal and Zululand, were now to 
be applied less strictly. An alternative to a written pass was provided for Africans 
from Zululand and Natal. Resident Magistrates and authorized officers were to 
provide Zululand Africans with a metal badge with the words 'Zululand Pass' printed 
on it, and punched with one, two or three holes denoting that the holder was 
authorized to remain in the colony for one, two or three days respectively.
31 
Africans from Natal were also to be provided with such a badge instead of an 
ordinary pass. For traders, a new form of pass was designed to be used for wagon 
drivers who were in the employ of white traders. It would show the following 
particulars: name of driver of wagon, name of leader, destination, employer and 
place of residence.
32 
For independent African traders, passes were to be issued 
by an authorized officer. They would show the name of the driver, the name of the 
leader, and the destination.33 
4.3 Passes for town workers of all classes in Pietermaritzburg and Durban 
The 1880s saw a rapid increase in the number of migrant workers who entered and 
left Natal. Important developments were taking place in the political economy which 
stimulated labour migrancy throughout southern Africa.
34 
The discoveries of 
diamonds and gold, the resultant improvement of railway construction, the parallel 
success of sugar and maize industries, and the discovery of coal in northern Natal, 
brought about competition for labour.
35 
Political instability an9 ecological factors 
31. NGG, 17 November 1891.
32. Ibid.
33. Ibid.
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(Johannesburg, Witwatersrand University Press, 1990), p.17.
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were also forcing people to the towns for livelihood and safety. The product of these 
developments was an increasingly large number of Africans in the towns, which 
increased whites' concerns about the security of their persons and their property. 
This was the same condition that had led to the passing of the Togt Minute in 1874. 
Young African men began to find life in the towns more attractive\as parental control 
over them became weaker. 36 The towns were found to be convenient halting 
places by migrant workers on their way to the interior.3
7 
These developments in the economy had served to draw colonist interests both 
inside and outside Parliament, previously poles apart on native affairs, closer 
together. Migrants became a more and more unreliable source of labour as higher 
wages attracted them to the diamond and gold fields, with consequent loss of labour 
for the coastal planters.38 The urban white settlers were greatly concerned about 
their security as the number of Africans increased in the towns. The urban 
employers of labour had also to contend with desertions from work, which were 
easy in the absence of a more effective system of control. Stock farmers who 
depended on labour-tenancy were, on the other hand, less affected by the migrant 
labour movement. In the Legislative Council, the coastal planters and urban 
merchants supported the extension of the pass system. The inland farmers who 
employed labour-tenants as workers on their farms were opposed to the 
implementation of a pass system for the extraction of labour from Africans.39 Inland 
farmers supported the implementation of the pass system for security of persons 
and their property and not for the extraction of labour from Africans. But after 1895 
when more and more of their tenant-workers deserted them to seek employment on 
the diamond and gold fields, they were bound to change their views about the need 
36. Van der Horst, Native Labour in South Africa, p.1O0; Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp.134-137.
37. Van der Horst, Native Labour in South Africa, p. 94.
38. See above.
39. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp.96-97.
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for the implementation of a pass system for the extraction of labour from Africans 
and to retain what they already had. The climate was favourable for the 
implementation of a pass system and the government was gravitating more towards 
the advocates of a pass system.
40 
During the period under discussion, the responsible government movement was 
given impetus when the imperial government disallowed five bills passed by the 
Legislative Council. Some of these bills had envisaged the implementation of a pass 
system throughout the colony, while others had focused only on the towns and 
townships.
41 
James Hulett, a successful sugar planter,
42 
and Harry Escombe, a 
lawyer from Durban,
43 
emerged as ardent advocates of a pass system in the 
1880s. Hulett expressed the views of the coastal planters, while Escombe 
represented urban settler interests. The debates on the pass bills provide evidence 
of the colonists' concerns about the inadequate supply of labour, desertion from 
work and security of lives and property.
44 
It should be remembered that the Togt Minute of 1874 did not apply to all categories 
of workers in the boroughs because the government lacked the necessary 
machinery to enforce a comprehensive measure. The Pass Bill, "To facilitate the 
Registration of Natives within Boroughs", introduced by Escombe in 1883, aimed 
at expanding the scope of the Togt Minute to apply to all categories of African 
workers.
45 
When the bill was passed into law, it was disallowed by the imperial 
40. Ibid.
41. LCD, 1883, vol. vi; 1884, vol. vii; 1885, vol. viii; 1886-1887, vol. ix.
42. R.F. Osborn, Valiant Harvest: The Founding of the South African Sugar Industry, 1848-1926
(Durban, The South African Sugar Association, 1964 ), pp.194-195.
43. M.H. Comrie, 'The Ministry of Harry Escombe 1897' (unpublished B.A. (Hons) thesis, University of
Natal, 1965), pp.1-4.
44. LCD, 1883, vol. vi; 1884, vol. vii; 1885, vol. vii; 1886-1887, vol. ix.
45. NW, 16 March 1883; LCD, 1883, vol. vi, p.317, 23 August 1883.
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government which objected to its extended scope which included all the 
municipalities in Natal. The Governor was accordingly advised to propose an 
alternative measure that would apply only to the chief municipalities of 
Pietermaritzburg and Durban.
46 
For three consecutive years, 1884 to 1886, Hulett introduced a bill for the adoption 
of a pass system in the colony. He did this in spite of the reasons which had been 
advanced by the imperial government for its objection to a similar bill in 1883. 
Hulett's persistence in pressing for a pass law is a manifestation of the hardening 
of attitudes on the part of the coastal planters who had suffered substantial labour 
losses during the depression years (1883-1886). The discovery of gold in 1886, 
which had sparked off an exodus of workers to the gold fields, made the situation 
worse for them.
47 
The pass bills of 1884 and 1885 were rejected by 14 to 12, and 
15 to 11 votes respectively.48 The narrow margin of votes by which both bills were 
rejected reflects not indecision but more loss of hope on the part of the Legislative 
Council. The disallowance of a similar bill in 1883 was crucial in the voting patterns 
of the members of the Legislative Council. 'Why should we approve a bill that will 
most certainly be disallowed by the imperial government?' was a reasonable 
question to ask. The voting patterns of the members reflected not the views of the 
majority of the Legislative Council regarding the pass system, but the views of the 
majority regarding the probable decision by the imperial government. At this point, 
the urban representatives, coastal farmers and official members who supported 
greater control over Africans made up the majority in the Legislative Council.
49 
As 
already pointed out above, inland farmers who employed labour-tenants as workers 
on their farms were opposed to the implementation of a pass system for the 
46. GH, 128/83, no. 189, Secretary of State for Colonies to Bulwer, 28 February 1883.
47. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, p.95; LCD, 1886-1887, vol. ix, p.115, 5 October 1886.
48. LCD, 1884, vol. vii, p.362, 6 August 1884; 1885, vol. viii, p.253, 13 August 1885.
49. See the return of members comprising the Legislative Council, NBB, 1994, pp.62-63.
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extraction of labour from Africans. Labour-tenants were more reliable workers than 
migrants and desertion from work was not easy for them because they lived on the 
farms of their employers. 
In 1887, Escombe tabled another bill modelled on the lines of the bill of 1883.50
The bill 1'To facilitate the Registration of Natives within Boroughs and Townships" 
was passed into law but again disallowed by the imperial government. The latter 
once again insisted that the scope of the law should be limited to the towns of 
Pietermaritzburg and Durban, and should apply not only to Africans, but also to all 
other "uncivilized races".51 In 1888, a modified bill modelled on the lines of 
Escombe's bill of 1887, was tabled in Parliament by Henrique Shepstone, Secretary 
for Native Affairs (1884-1893). In line with the recommendation of the imperial 
government, the bill was made applicable only to the boroughs of Pietermaritzburg 
and Durban. It was also made applicable to Indians and Coloureds.52 The bill 
required workers of all categories to register at the office of the Superintendent and 
be issued with a registration ticket (a pass).53 General opinion in the House was 
in favour of the bill, and it became evident in the course of the debate that there 
was strong support for its extension to areas other than the two boroughs. 54 
The debate took another turn when disgruntled members of Parliament challenged 
the right of the imperial government to veto their legislation in terms of clause viii 
of the Charter of 1856. The argument for responsible government was considerably 
strengthened when the 'pro-responsibles', out of frustration, called for the adoption 
50. NW, 11 January 1887.
51. GH, 144/87, no. 82, Secretary of State for Colonies to Havelock, 15 June 1887.
52. NGG, 3 July 1888.
53. Ibid.
54. LCD, 1888, vols. xi and xii, pp.78-79, 6 August 1888.
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of a new constitution that would give more powers to the settlers.
55 
The Select 
Committee which was appointed in 1888 to draft a new constitution recommended 
that the Legislative Council should have full control over all classes of the 
population.
56 
This was the issue in the debate on the pass bill of 1888. In the 
event, the bill which was passed as Law 21 of 1888, applied only to the two 
boroughs of Pietermaritzburg and Durban (see appendix 4). It was duly approved 
by the British government. Pietermaritzbu rg was the first to implement the law when 
its bye-laws were approved by the Governor in 1892. 
57 
4.4 Passes to stop cattle-stealing 
As discussed in chapter three, the pass system was also used as an administrative 
device to try to stop cattle-stealing. Reports from magisterial divisions reveal that 
cattle-stealing by Africans was becoming more frequent during the period under 
discussion.
58 
Lambert attributes the rising rate of crime, including cattle-stealing, 
partly to the problems of serious social dislocation in African society. These 
problems manifested themselves in a rising rate of crime, alcohol abuse, faction­
fighting and insubordination of young men and women as a result of the breakdown 
of tribal restraints.
5
g In addition, there was a growing mood of resistance to white 
rule, to which Lambert attributes some of the cases of cattle-stealing.
60 
African 
frustrations and resistance to white rule found an outlet in various acts of 
insubordinatlon, go-slows by labourers, and refusal to perform certain tasks, and 
55. LCD, 1888, vols. xi and xii, pp.88-89, 7 August 1888.
56. Lambert, 'Sir John Robinson and responsible government, 1863-1897', pp.170-171.
57. SNA, 1/1/66, Bye-laws relating to the r99istration of Native servants and servants belonging to
Uncivilized Races within the borough of Pietermaritzburg, 1893.
58. Supplement to NBB, 1885-1888, magisterial reports.
59. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp. 134-13 7.
60. Ibid
63 
even murder of certain farmers.61 It was against this background that on 13 August 
1883 the Legislative Council appointed a Select Committee to investigate ways and 
means of dealing with the problem of cattle-stealing.62 The Committee, which 
reported on 28 August 1883, recommended that the pass system needed to be 
applied more strictly, and went so far as to draft a bill amending the existing law.63 
A modified version of the bill was presented in Parliament in 1884. 
The social and economic changes that were taking place at this time brought about 
a change in the official view about passes. Not only was the government prepared 
to take the initiative and implement the pass system for the security of persons and 
their property but, as we have seen above, it also took the initiative in implementing 
a pass system to restrict the movement of African workers out of the colony. 
However, it still displayed a certain degree of ambivalence as far as passes for local 
African workers were concerned. 
The Cattle-Stealing Amendment Bill was introduced into the Legislative Council by 
the Governor, Henry Bulwer. The aim of the bill was to amend the Cattle-Stealing 
Law No. 10 of 1876 so as to make its provisions more effective and workable. 64
According to this law, any white person could issue a pass to an African for the 
purpose of driving cattle from one area to another.65 The new bill specified that a 
pass had to be obtained from a Resident Magistrate, Administrator of Native Law, 
Justice of the Peace, Field Cornet, the owner or agent of owner of cattle, or some 
other person authorized by the Resident Magistrate.66 Thus the authority of other 
61. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp.134-137.
62. NPP, 290, Select Committee Report, no. 15, presented on 28 August 1883.
63. Ibid
64. LCD, 1884, vol. vii, p.17, 19 June 1884.
65. See chapter three above.
66. NGG, 20 May 1884.
64 
white persons to issue passes was nullified. The bill was warmly received by almost 
all the members of the Legislative Council,
67 
and was passed as Law 46 of 1884. 
In the same session, the Cattle Removal Bill, which also had pass provisions, was 
introduced into the Legislative Council by Bulwer. The bill was the first to contain 
pass provisions that were applicable specifically to non-Africans.
68 
It should be 
remembered that an attempt to include Indians and Coloureds in the scope of Law 
10 of 1876, which would have required them to carry passes like Africans when 
driving cattle from one area to another, had been unsuccessful in the face of 
opposition from some members of the Legislative Council.
69 
ln moving the second reading of the bill, the Attorney General, M.H. Gallwey, 
indicated that in the light of frequent reports of cattle-stealing by whites, Indians and 
Coloureds, as well as by Africans, it was necessary that regulations relating to the 
driving of cattle which had previously applied only to Africans, should be extended 
to people of other race groups.
70 
The bill was enthusiastically received, which was 
in itself a clear indication that such legislation had long been desired by some of the 
white settlers.
71 
It was passed as Law 30 of 1884. It required Indians, Coloureds 
and whites to obtain a pass from a Resident Magistrate, Justice of the Peace, Field 
Cornet, owner or agent of the owner of cattle before they could remove cattle from 
one area to another. 72 Those whites who were cattle owners or agents of owners 
could thus issue passes to themselves when driving cattle from one area to another, 
67. LCD, 1994, vol. vii, p.17, 19June 1684.
68. NGG, 20 May 1684.
69. See chapter three above.
70. LCD, 1864, 110I. vii, p.22, 19 June 1884.
71. Ibid.
72. W. Broome, ed., The Laws of Natal, vot. iii, 1879-1889 (Pietermaritzburg, W.M. Watson, 1890),
PP- 1530-1533.
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as could Indians and Coloureds who happened to be owners of stock, as well as 
their agents.
73 
4.5 The pass system and Indian people 
As discussed in chapter two, the success of attempts to develop the economy was, 
among other things, largely dependent on the availability of an adequate supply of 
labour. Various crops were experimented with and the failure of some of these 
earlier experiments was, to a certain degree, blamed on lack of an adequate supply 
of labour. One example is the failure of cotton farming during the late 1850s which 
was principally blamed on scarcity of labour. 
74 
Africans had proved to be unreliable 
labourers largely on account of the fact that they were unaccustomed to work habits 
as demanded by western capitalism. In these circumstances, the most affected 
employers were sugar planters, whose farming operations required reliable labour 
rather than just an abundant supply of cheap labour. The first public meeting of 
employers to discuss labour problems was held in 1851 and called for the 
introduction of ·coolies' from the East Indies. 
75 
The first group of Indians arrived 
in Natal in 1860 imported under Law 14 of 1859.
76 
They came in two groups, the 
indentured Indians or contract labourers and non-indentured, free or passenger 
Indians. Indentured Indians were allocated to employers and a five-year contract 
was entered into. After the expiry of the contract of service, they were given the 
option of either returning to India or accepting a piece of crown land of equivalent 
73. Broome, ed., The Laws of Natal, vol. iii, pp.1530-1533.
74. B.J.T. Leverton, 'The Natal cotton industry, 1845-1875: A study in failure' (unpublished BA (Hons)
thesis, University of South Africa, 1963), pp.26-34.
75. Bhan a and Brain, Setting Down Roots, p .25.
76. Cadiz, ed., Natal Ordinances, Laws and Proclamations, vol. i, p.261.
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value to the return passage.
77 
The second option was cancelled in 1874. Although 
the largest group was employed in the sugar industry, others were employed in 
other occupations such as in the railways or as domestic servants.
78 
Free Indians 
were at liberty to become either independent farmers or businessmen or to work in 
the towns where there was better remuneration.
79
Law 14 of 1859 made provision for each indentured Indian to be registered when 
he or she entered Natal for the first time and to be issued with a registration ticket 
that would be kept by the employer.
80 
They were required to obtain a pass from 
their employer if they moved more than two miles from their employer's 
residence.
81 
The law of 1859 was amended on numerous occasions, but its pass 
provisions remained unchanged.
82 
When Indian labourers' terms of indenture 
expired, they were issued with a discharge certificate which they were obliged to 
carry with them when moving about in the colony. This discharge ticket served as 
a pass, and it was unlawful for them to move without one.
83 
Free Indians (i.e. 
those born in the colony and those who came as free or passenger Indians) were 
exempted from the above pass regulation. 
When indentured Indians completed their terms of indenture, most of them joined 
the passenger Indians as market gardeners, hawkers, traders and fishermen.
84 
By 
77. J. Brain, 'Natal's Indians, 1860-1910: Fro m cooperation, through competition, to conflict', in Natal
and Zululand from Earliest Times to 1910: A New History, eds. A. Duminy and B. Guest
(Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 1989}, p.251; Bharia and Brain, Selling Down Roots,
pp.21-22.
78. Brain, 'Natal's Indians, 1860-1910', p.253.
79. Bhana and Brain, Setting Down Roots, pp.47-57.
BO. Natal Almanac and Register, 1885, p.198.
81. Ibid
82. Ibid, pp.196-203.
83. NPP, 246, Select Committee Report, no. 19, presented on 26 July 1865.
84. Brain, 'Natal's Indians, 1860-1910', p.257.
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the early 1890s, Indians were running a network of stores in the hinterland of Natal, 
where they captured much of the black trade.
85 
Their success in this led to 
resentment on the part of white traders who complained of being undersold by their 
Indian counterparts. Consequently, early in the 1890s white traders started agitation 
for restrictions to be placed on Indians, particularly in the area of business.
86 
In the 1890s, the influx of a large number of Indians into Natal was a matter for 
grave concern for the Natal government. In the colonists' view, indentured Indians 
seem not to have caused a problem because they, particularly coastal farmers, still 
needed them. However, the colonists were opposed to free Indians who came to 
Natal with the aim of becoming independent farmers or businessmen. The white 
small businessmen, who feared competition with lndians,
87 
began early in the 
1890s to press for measures to be adopted to restrict Indian immigration to Natal. 
ln 1897, the Prime Minister, Harry Escombe, introduced into Parliament an 
Immigration Restriction Bill, and warned that without restrictions on Indian 
immigration, small businesses in trade and farming, "will pass into Indians' 
hands."8
8 
The bill was passed as Law 1 of 1897 and the imperial government duly 
assented to it.
89 
In the following year, 1898, rules and regulations were framed 
under the law which made provision for an embarkation pass and a visiting pass. 
A visiting pass was issued to a prohibited immigrant for the purpose of a temporary 
stay in Natal whilst the application for entry was still being considered. An 
embarkation pass was granted to an immigrant from another state in South Africa 
who wished to travel through Natal to the harbour.
90 
85. Bhana and Brain, Setting Down Roots, pp.63-66.
B6. Brain, 'Natal's Indians, 1860-1910', p.261; Bhana and Brain, Selling Down Roots, p.63.
87. LAD, 1897, vol. vxxv, pp.64-72, 25 March 1897.
BB. Ibid.
89 GH, 181/97, no. 101, Secretary of State for Colonies to Hely-Hutchinson, 12 November 1897. 
90. NGG, 1 November 1898.
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As discussed above, Indians who lived within the boroughs of Pietermaritzburg and 
Durban were also subject to the pass provisions of Law 21 of 1888 (which 
envisaged a pass system for workers of all categories in Pietermaritzburg and 
Durban.
91 
ln 1897, a bill "To protect uncovenanted Indians from arrest in mistake 
for absconding indentured Indian servants" made provision for a special pass for 
free Indians that would make them clearly distinguishable from indentured Indians 
and thus protected from wrongful arrest.
92 
The bill was passed as Law 28 of 1897. 
Passes issued under it would show the following particulars: name, sex, native of 
(i.e. the village or district from which one came), father's name, mother's name, 
caste, age, height, complexion, marks, marriage particulars, residence and 
employment.
93 
In 1903, Act No. 1 of 1897 was replaced by Act No. 30, "To place 
closer restrictions on Immigration". The pass provisions of the 1897 law were not 
changed but additional provisions were made for the punishment of any person 
found assisting prohibited immigrants and immigrants who resisted any officer in the 
execution of his duties.
94 
Although the immigration law was formulated in such a 
way as to appear non-discriminatory, its major aim was to restrict the immigration 
of free Indians to Natal. The introduction of indentured Indians was not interfered 
with.
95 
We have seen above that, although the main function of a pass was to control 
movement, it was also used for various other administrative functions such as to 
check cattle-stealing and discourage drunkenness among Africans. Furthermore, the 
pass system was also used by the government to generate funds and raise 
revenue. A law "To impose certain Fees on Passes issued under Law 48 of 1884" 
91. See above.
92. NGG, 2 March 1897.
93. Hitchins, ed., Statutes of Natal, vol i, pp.46-47.
94. NGG, 9 June 1903.
95. LAD, 1897, vol. xx.v, pp.70-71.
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was passed by the Legislative Council in January 1887.
96 
This took place against 
the background of a four-year long depression (1883-1886) which had devastating 
consequences on the economy of Natal. 
97 
A fee of one shilling was payable by 
every African who was issued with a pass in terms of Law 48 of 1884 (the law 
which provided for control of movement of people between Natal and the 
neighbouring territories).
98 
Although the main aim of the law was to raise revenue 
for the government, it may also have had the incidental effect of restricting the 
movements of people who could not afford to pay the required fee. 
By 1892, every inhabitant of Natal, regardless of the colour of skin, was affected by 
pass laws in one way or another. The whites, like all the other racial groups, were 
also affected by the cattle-stealing pass law. There is no evidence, however, of how 
the pass law was enforced to check cattle-stealing by whites. The trend that was 
followed by the government was to enact pass legislation on racial lines. Hence 
there were pass laws which were meant to apply to a specific racial group and not 
to the others. There were pass laws that were meant to apply to Indians only, at the 
same time there were those that were meant to apply to all non-Europeans. For 
example, the curfew regulations in the towns of Pietermaritzburg and Durban 
applied similarly to all non-Europeans, as did Law 21 of 1888 (which envisaged a 
pass system for workers of all categories in Pietermaritzburg and Durban) discussed 
above. 
The official view about passes remained basically the same as in the previous 
period. The government was still ambivalent about passes for local African workers. 
While it was prepared to adopt measures that were designed to restrict the 
movement of Africans out of Natal, it still felt that its administrative and financial 
96. NW, 25 January 1887.
97. Leverton, 'Government finance and political development in Natal, 1843-1893', pp. 235-243.
98. Broome, ed., The Laws of Natal, vol. iii pp.1867-1868.
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capabilities were not sufficient for the implementation of a pass system throughout 
the colony for the extraction of labour from Africans. Although in the colonists' view, 
the social and economic changes at play demanded stricter control of the 
movements of Africans, mainly for the benefit of white employers, the government 
still appeared ambivalent in this regard. However, when it came to the security of 
colonists and their property, the government did not hesitate to take the initiative in 
adopting what it saw as suitable measures. Of the colonists, only the up-country 
farmers who employed labour-tenants as workers on their farms remained opposed 
to the implementation of a pass system to compel Africans to work. Merchants and 
sugar planters advocated the implementation of a pass system to extract more 
labour from Africans and to check desertion from work. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
PASS LAWS IN THE ERA OF COLONIST DOMINATION, 
1893-1910 
5.1 The colonists finally achieve control over native affairs 
In 1893, Natal was granted responsible government. In effect the white settlers 
achieved political domination of Natal. During the late 1880s the evidence indicates 
that the colonists (i.e. those were employers of labour) were preoccupied with the 
need to take control over native affairs so as to procure an adequate supply of 
labour from Africans. The annexation of Zululand to Britain in 1887 made the 
possibility of a Zulu invasion even more remote, and the colonists' concerns about 
security had considerably diminished.
1 
Full control over native affairs would enable 
them to solve, among other things, the problem of the shortage of labour through 
the implementation of a pass system. 
In terms of the final responsible government bill of 1893, the Governor retained his 
position as the Supreme Chief over Africans. However, as before, he could not act 
independently and was required to advise and consult his ministers regarding any 
matter affecting Africans before he could take action. The Instructions to the 
Governor from the imperial government had spelt out clearly that his constitutional 
right to reserve legislation, extended to 
"Any Bill whereby persons not of European birth or descent may be 
subjected or made liable to any disabilities or restrictions to which persons 
of European birth or descent are not also subjected or made liable."
2 
1. Leverton, 'Government finance and political development in Natal, 1843-1893', p. 286; Welsh, The
Roots of Segregation, p.230; Guest, 'Towards responsible government', p.237.
2. Legislative Assembly, Sessional Papers, 1st session, 1st Parliament, L.A. no. 3, 23 October 1893,
pp.5-9.
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In theory therefore, the colonists could not exercise unlimited and unchecked control 
over native affairs. 
Responsible government was granted at a time when the colony was on the 
threshold of major economic and social changes. Colonist control over native affairs 
was now a reality and the extent of such control will be assessed in terms of the 
measures that were adopted to solve the problem of the shortage of labour, security 
and other irregularities that were associated with Africans. African society appeared 
to be disintegrating. African producers failed and their operations collapsed, the rate 
of crime increased, faction fighting and violence became more frequent.
3 
Farmers 
were more strongly represented in the Legislative Assembly and when all official 
representatives who had been sympathetic to Africans had left the government, 
disillusioned by the prevailing crisis in the African society,
4 
the government began 
identifying with colonists' interests.
5 
The exodus of Africans to the gold fields 
affected even up-country farmers during the period under discussion. As a result 
they began changing their views about the pass system in order to retain their 
labour-tenants on the land. Thus in this period we find unprecedented unity among 
colonists on the question of the need to implement the pass system. 
5.2 Passes for control of movement between Natal and neighbouring 
territories 
As discussed in chapter four above, the opening of the Witwatersrand gold mines 
in 1886 had resulted in migration of workers throughout southern Africa. In Natal, 
the growing crisis in African society caused by, among other things, the shortage 
of land, rinderpest, drought, locusts, heavy taxes, forced removals and faction 
3. Supplement to NBB, 1885-1892, magisterial reports.
4. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, p.64.
5. Ibid, p.166.
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fighting, was pushing large numbers of Africans into wage labour.
6 
The demand for 
labour rose to higher levels as the production of gold stimulated the development 
of other industries like agriculture, railways, harbours and urban businesses. Every 
sector needed an adequate supply of labour and this resulted in competition for 
labour.
7 
The prospect of higher wages on the mines attracted more migrant 
workers, not only from Mozambique, but also from other areas in southern Africa, 
like Basutholand, Bechuanaland, Swaziland and the Cape Colony.
8 
Consequent 
upon the discovery of gold, the railways were rapidly extended to replace ox-
9 
wagons for the conveyance of goods to the Transvaal. 
In extending the railways and improving the harbour of Durban, an adequate supply 
of labour was essential. As a result, a situation arose where the railways competed 
for labour with the roads, the coal mines and other industries.
10 
Higher wages were 
offered on the railways, and this had an adverse effect on the labour supply to other 
sectors. European farmers in many parts of Natal also required a supply of more 
labour so as to be able to increase their production as the demand for their 
products increased on the gold fields. It was against this background that the new 
government began introducing measures designed to discourage desertion and 
emigration of workers.
11 
In 1894 the government published a new set of amended rules in terms of the 
powers it exercised under Law 48 of 1884 (the law which provided for control of 
6. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp.123-155; Bhana and Brain, Setting Down Roots, p. 17.
7. Van der Horst, Native Labour in South Africa, p. 145; S.E. Katzenellenbogen, South Africa and
Southem Mozambique: Labour, Railways and Trade in the Making of a Relationship (Manchester,
Manchester University Press, 1982}, pp.37-38.
8. Van der Horst, Native Labour in South Africa, p.136.
9. Katzenellenbogen, South Africa and Southern Mozambique, p.16; Van der Horst, Native Labour in
South Africa, p .140.
10. Van der Horst, NativeLabourinSouthAfrica, pp.140-141
11. See below.
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movement of people between Natal and the neighbouring territories). According to 
the new rules, every African who, for one reason or another, wished to leave the 
colony but who was still under contract of service to an employer, would be issued 
a pass only with the written consent of his employer. 12 This was a new condition 
for issuing of outside passes that was designed to discourage desertion by workers 
whose contracts of service had not yet expired. The old rules had allowed for one 
pass to be issued to two or more Africans for the purpose of travelling out of Natal. 
According to the new rules, the principle of "one pass, one person" was adopted. 
The new rules provided for certain categories of Africans to be exempted from Law 
48 of 1884. These included the following: African messengers who were sent by 
their chiefs to the government; Africans who entered Natal for labour purposes 
under schemes arranged in terms of Laws 13 of 1859 and 15 of 1871, under which 
foreign workers were recruited; Africans who were sent beyond the borders by their 
employers; and wagon drivers. 13 These categories of Africans, other than chiefs' 
messengers, were issued with a memorandum (a special pass) which differed from 
the ordinary pass as provided under the law. 14 The memorandum was simply 
another form of a pass, the aim of which was to make these categories of Africans 
easily distinguishable from other Africans. The statistical return of the number of 
Africans who were issued with passes in the year ended 31 December 1895 shows 
that the substantial figure of 26,233 Africans left the colony for labour purposes, 
while 9 099 of whom entered it to find employment. 15 Employers' complaints about 
the exodus of labour to the Transvaal seem to have been justified. 
In 1897 the Government published an additional rule, which provided that in order 
to obtain an outward pass, an African who claimed to be a resident in a location or 
12. SNA, 1/1/189, Rules under Law 48, 1884, 21 December 1894.
13. Ibid
14. Ibid
15. Ibid, 1/1/208, Statistical Return of the Secretary for Native Affairs Office for year ended December
31, 1895.
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on a mission reserve was required to satisfy the local magistrate that there was no 
objection to his leaving by reason of breach of contract of service. 
16 This was 
designed to check desertion from service by workers who,as residents in a location 
or on a mission reserve. could claim not to be covered by the regulations of 1894. 
The regulations of 1894 had provided for passes to be issued to workers under 
contract of service only with the consent of their employers.
17 
Towards the end of the same year, the Under-Secretary for Native Affairs, 
S.O. Samuelson, issued a circular to Resident Magistrates, requiring them to furnish 
a return showing the number of outward passes issued during the months of 
October and November 1897.
18 
No doubt the Native Affairs Department wanted to 
ascertain to what extent the issuing of outward passes contributed to the shortage 
of labour in the colony. The figures indicate that 1,768 left the colony for labour 
purposes. and 1,695 for other purposes in 1896, while 1,705 left for labour purposes 
and 1,734 for other purposes in 1897.
19 
These figures show that of the total 
number of passes that were issued, a few more were issued for labour purposes 
than for other purposes. One would have expected that the difference between 
those who left for labour purposes and those who left for other purposes would have 
been quite substantial in view of the general perception among white employers 
during this time that those Africans who left the colony did so purely to sell their 
labour on the gold fields. There is therefore reason to believe that Africans, who 
were probably aware of the fact that most white employers did not approve of their 
leaving the colony to find work, frequently gave wrong information to the magistrates 
or persons who were authorized to issue passes. 
16. SNA, 1/1/283, Rules under Law 48, 1884, 11 November 1897.
17. See above.
18. SNA, 1/1/267, Under-Secretary for Native Affairs to Resident Magistrates, 3 December 1897.
19. Ibid., 1/1/267, Return of B passes issued during October and November, 1896 and 1897.
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In 1898, the government published a new set of regulations in terms of Law 48 of 
1884. These provided that Africans who moved between Natal and Zululand would 
be exempted from payment of fee for passes.
20 
Zululand had been annexed to 
Natal in December 1897: this is presumably why this measure was implemented. 
Africans who moved between Natal and Zululand would henceforth do so under the 
authority of the new Zululand pass, which was issued for a period of up to six 
months and served the purpose of both an inward and outward pass.
21 
The new regulations also provided that no African would be granted an outward 
pass unless he was accompanied by his chief or a person appointed by his chief 
for that purpose.
22 
An African who lived and worked on private land was required 
to produce the written consent of his employer and to satisfy the magistrate that he 
was not under contract of service before he could be issued with an outward pass. 
African married and unmarried women could not be granted an outward pass unless 
they were accompanied by their husbands, fathers or guardians.
23 
The new 
regulations made leaving the colony more difficult, and indicate the government's 
determination to contain the movement of labour out of Natal. There is little 
evidence to suggest that whole families were moving out to seek employment on 
the gold fields. As evinced by statistical returns showing the number of outward 
passes issued to Africans for the purpose of seeking employment on the gold fields, 
some of the families (including married and unmarried women) might have moved 
out of Natal for reasons other than seeking employment.
24 




24. Ibid., 1/1/267, Return of B passes issued during October and November, 1896 and 1897.
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In 1899 the government published a new set of regulations which repealed all 
existing regulations issued in terms of Law 48 of 1884. 25 The Zululand pass, as 
introduced under the rules of 1898, was repealed and Natal and Zululand Africans 
who moved between the two territories were exempted from having to take out 
passes.26 Africans from the two territories would henceforth require an outward 
pass only if they wished to travel to a neighbouring territory. Africans from Zululand 
who wished to reside permanently in Natal were no longer required to have written 
permission from the authorities in Zululand. As before, applications for that purpose 
had to be forwarded to the Secretary for Native Affairs by the magistrate of the 
division in which the application was made. 27 
In the same year, the Governor, W.F. Hely-Hutchinson, as Supreme Chief over the 
African population, instructed Resident Magistrates to explain to the chiefs their 
responsibilities regarding the implementation of Law 48 of 1884. 28 An African who 
wished to apply for an outward pass was required to have the permission of his 
chief to leave the colony before a pass could be issued. In 1904 a new set of 
amendments to the regulations provided that no outward pass would be issued to 
an African unless he was in possession of an identification pass under Act of 
1901, 29 which is discussed below. 
In 1910 the government published yet another set of revised regulations. 30 While 
most of the old regulations remained unchanged, a number of new ones were 
introduced. The new rules were formulated against the background of moves toward 
25. NGG, 21 February 1899.
26. Ibid
27. Ibid.
28. Ibid., 11 April 1899.
29. Ibid.
30. Ibid., 1 March 1910.
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the formation of the Union of South Africa, the first government of which was 
officially formed on 31 May 1910.
31 
The new rules provided that an African who 
was in possession of an unexpired pass from any of the other South Africa states 
was exempted from the obligation of obtaining an inward pass when he entered 
Natal. 
32
5.3 Passes to check cattle-stealing 
The cattle-stealing pass laws, viz. Laws 10 of 1876, 30 of 1884, 46 of 1884, 17 of 
189.1, 13 of 1895, 21 of 1876 and 23 of 1896, contained pass regulations which the 
government hoped would act as a check on cattle-stealing.
33 
Cattle-stealing had 
continued in spite of the implementation of these regulations. As discussed above, 
the discovery of gold in the Transvaal in 1886, had resulted in a demand for labour 
much greater than that which had followed the discovery of diamonds. 
34 
In 
consequence, the number of people who moved into and out of Natal had increased 
dramatically. Although there are no departmental statistics that distinguish between, 
on the one hand, crime that was committed by foreign Africans and, on the other 
hand, crime that was committed by local inhabitants, it seems incorrect to suggest 
that only the latter were involved in crime. As far back as 1873, Theophilus 
Shepstone, then Secretary for Native Affairs, had expressed great concern about 
the presence in Natal of foreign workers who, he noted, were not under any tribal 
control and came to Natal, not as a community, but as individuals.
35 
31. A. Ouminy, 'Towards union, 1900-10', in Natal and Zululand from Earliest Times to 1910· A New
History, eds. A. Duminy and B. Guest (Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 1989), pp.418-
423.
32. NGG, 1 March 1910.
33. Ibid, 26 April 1895.
34. See chapter four above.
35. See chapter three above.
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Besides losing cattle through theft, many stock farmers also suffered heavy losses 
as a result of drought and rinderpest after 1895.
36 
The government felt it was 
necessary to assist the stock farmers by attempting to check stock theft. Stock 
losses as a result of rinderpest had also affected the homestead economy in the 
reserves. These (i.e. the reserves) were also becoming overcrowded, and frequent 
crop failures had placed the homestead economy on the verge of collapse.
37 
Shortage of land, heavy taxes and forced removals were problems which affected 
Africans of all classes at this time.
38 
As discussed in chapter four, from the 1880s 
in particular, resistance to colonial rule on the part of Africans manifested itself, 
among other things, in increased crime, which included cattle-stealing. It was 
against this background that, during the late 1890s, the government began seriously 
considering introducing a more effective measure that would consolidate all existing 
laws against stock theft into a single piece of legislation. 
In 1898, H. Bale, the Attorney-General, introduced a bill "For the better prevention 
of the crime of cattle-stealing and kindred crimes".
39 
What was new about the bill 
was that it was non-discriminatory in that it applied to all the inhabitants of Natal, 
irrespective of colour. However, a concession was made to Europeans who would 
require a pass only when driving cattle over a distance of more than ten miles.
40 
Another thing that was new about the bill was that it provided for certain chiefs and 
'responsible' Africans (both exempted and unexempted) to issue passes.
41 
There 
is no evidence as to how this particular clause was implemented by the government. 
36. Legislative Assembly, Session al papers, 4th session, 1st Parliament, L.A. no. 2, 20 April 1896, pp.9-
12.
3 7. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp.163-172. 
3B. Welsh, The Roots of Segregation, p.294; S. Marks, Reluctant Rebellion: The 1906-1908 
Disturbances in Natal (London, Oxford University Press, 1970), p.122. 
39. LAD, 1898, vol. xxvii, p.57, 11 May 1898.
40. Ibid., pp.598-601, 7 July 1898.
41. Ibid., p.567, 5 July 1898.
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Punishment for violations in terms of the bill was made much more severe; it varied 
from imprisonment for a term not exceeding three years with hard labour, to 
whipping or forfeiture of property.
42 
The bill was passed as Law 1 of 1899 and 
approved by the British government. A serious effort seems to have been made by 
the government to enforce its provisions. Resident Magistrates were periodically 
instructed by the Secretary tor Native Affairs' office to submit returns showing how 
effectively the law was being implemented.
43 
5.4 Passes for African workers throughout the colony 
The emigration of African workers from the colony became worse as the years went 
by. It was against this background of continual loss of labour to the gold fields in the 
Transvaal that in 1888 H. Fell, member of the Legislative Assembly for Umngeni 
Division, moved a motion for the government to take concrete steps to stop the 
emigration of African workers from the colony.
44 
As discussed above, attempts had 
been made by the government to restrict the issue of outward passes in terms of 
Law 48 of 1884, but with little success. It should be remembered that when Law 21 
of 1888 (which provided for workers of all categories to be registered and carry a 
pass in the towns of Pietermaritzburg and Durban) was passed, both Parliament 
and the government had recognized the fact that this law laid a foundation that 
would ultimately lead to the adoption of a pass system for all categories of workers 
throughout the colony.
45 
When the shortage of labour became worse during and
after the second Anglo-Boer war, farmers pressed for a new measure that would 
provide for every African worker in the colony to carry a pass. By doing so, they 
42. Hitchins, ed., Statutes of Natal, vol. i, pp.38-50.
43. SNA, 1/1/353, Replies to Circular from Under-Secretary for Native Affairs to Resident Magistrates,
23 October 1906.
44. LAD, 1898, vol. xx.vii, pp.555-556, 5 July, 1898.
45. See chapter four above.
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hoped to retain the labour they already had and stop further migration to the gold 
fields. 
The second Anglo-Boer war (1899-1902) caused considerable disruption to the 
economies of Natal and the Boer republics.
46 
The labour supply on which the 
economy was based was also disrupted.
47 
Rural Africans, whose poverty was 
made worse by the war, moved to the towns for alternative means of survival.
48
In the towns, the military presence provided opportunities for, among other things, 
rickshaw pullers, stevedores and washerwomen.
49 
Numbers of African families 
moved permanently to urban areas as migrant labour began replacing agriculture 
as the main means of livelihood.
50 
As discussed above, from the late 1890s 
representatives of white farmers were in the majority in both the Cabinet and the 
Legislative Assembly, and their persistent demands for tighter control over the 
movements of African workers could no longer be ignored. From 1899, when A. 
Hime took over as Prime Minister, "every ministry was dominated by farming 
representatives determined to protect and advance settler agriculture. "
51 
In 1901, the Secretary for Native Affairs, F .R. Moore, introduced a bill "To facilitate 
the identification of Native Servants". The bill was specifically designed to solve the 
problem of the shortage of labour supply in the colony by binding workers to their 
employers through a pass system.52 Accord;ng to the bill, every African· who 
wished to offer his services to a European employer was required first to take out 
46. Van der Horst, Native Labour in South Africa, pp.160-162.
47. Ibid.
48. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, p.178.
49. A. Duminy and B. Guest, 'The Anglo-Boer war and its economic aftermath, 1899-191 O' in Natal and
Zululand from Earlies/ Times to 1910: A New History, eds. A. Duminy and B. Guest
(Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 1989}, p.354.
50. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, p.178.
51. Ibid.
52. NGG, 21 May 1901.
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an identification pass from the pass officer in his magisterial district. 
53 
An African 
employee was liable to punishment if he entered a service contract with an 
employer without having first produced an identification pass.
54 
Africans who lived 
and worked on private farms were exempted from the operations of this bill. Women 
and children could only take out a pass with the consent of the head of the 
family.
55 
Africans who wished to work outside the colony were also exempted from 
the provisions of this bill, and only required to take out an outward pass in terms of 
Law 48 of 1884. Togt labourers in the boroughs were also exempted from the 
operation of the bill. It was passed as Law 49 of 1901 and the imperial 
government's assent to it obtained.
56 
(See appendix 5). 
The post-war boom increased the demand for labour. At the same time competition 
for labour among the various employers also increased. Public works in the towns, 
the macadamizing of streets, the provision of electric lighting, and the construction 
of new railvyay stations, government offices, drill halls, town halls and schools all 
needed an adequate supply of labour. 57 Farmers and merchants also needed more 
labour for their operations.
58 
African workers who were looking for better wages 
were attracted to the gold fields, the towns, the railways and the ports. The 
migration to the towns and other centres of employment was aggravated by an 
agricultural depression which was characterized by recurrent drought and outbreaks 
of livestock disease. 
59 
As a result, in 1903 the Secretary for Native Affairs tabled 
a bill "To amend Act No. 49 of 1901 with a view to finding a more effective solution 
53. LAD, 1901, vol. XXX, pp.460-464.
54. NGG, 21 May 1901.
55. Ibid.
56. GH, 210/01, no. 52, Secretary of State for Colonies to McCallum, 15 November 1901.
57. Duminy and Guest, 'The Anglo-Boer war and its economic aftermath', p.354.
58. Ibid.
59. Van der Horst, Native Labour in South Africa, p.168.
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to the labour problems of the colony".60 The bill applied to African workers who 
lived and worked on private lands. They were required to obtain their landlord's 
permission before they could apply for an identification pass. Passes had to be 
endorsed by the landlord, to show the duration of the service contract.
61 
Togt
labourers in towns were also included in the scope of the bill. It also made provision 
for the punishment of employers who employed an African without an identification 
pass.62 ln the past the law had provided for the punishment only of Africans if they 
entered a contract of service without having first produced an identification pass. 
This applied only to a contract of service that was entered in terms of Law 49 of 
1901. By making employers also liable for punishment for employing an African who 
was not in possession of an identification pass, the legislators hoped to make the 
law more effective.
63 
The bill was passed as Law 3 of 1904 (see appendix 6). 
5.5 Were exempted Africans subject to native pass laws? 
As mentioned in chapter two above, the Royal Charter of 1856 allowed the 
franchise to the people of Natal without racial qualifications, but with high property­
owning requirements. 
54 
In 1865 Africans were disenfranchised in terms of the 
Franchise Law no. 11.
65 
In the same year, an exemption law. no. 28 of 1865, 
which was ltnked to the franchise law, was passed. This law provided for every 
African who satisfied all the requirements for exemption from the operation of 
customary law as laid down in the law to petition the Governor for exemption.
66 
The exemption requirements included proof of one's ability to read and write, 
60. LAD, 1903, vol. xx.xiii, pp.366-369, 11 June 1903.
61. Ibid., pp.31-32, 20 August 1903.
62. Ibid., pp.394-396, 29 July 1903.
63. Ibid., pp.366-369, 29 July, 1903.
64. Welsh, The Roots of Segregation, p.52.
65. Ibid., p.60; Brookes and Webb, A History of Natal, 1st ed., p.76.
66. Cadiz, ed., Natal Ordinances, Laws and Proclamations, vol. i, pp. 533-539.
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particulars of one's property, and the adoption of a western style of life.
67 In 
addition, an unmarried woman had to produce a European of good standing who 
was willing to act as her guardian. Only an exempted African could petition for the 
franchise after furnishing proof of seven years exemption, being resident in Natal 
for twelve years, living a civilized way of life, and having the required property 
qualifications.
68 
When a married man was granted exemption from the operation 
of native law, his wife and children under the age of 16 were also exempted and 
their names listed in his exemption letter. Children over the age of 16, and those 
born after letters of exemption had been granted, remained unexempted.
59 
A question which caused considerable and endless confusion on the part of 
Africans and government officials alike was whether Africans exempted from the 
operation of native law in terms of the exemption law were exempted from pass 
laws. Some government officials gave their own interpretation of what they 
perceived to be the actual status of exempted Africans in relation to native pass 
laws.
70 
To them, exemption from native law, did not necessarily imply exemption 
from pass taws.
71 
Exempted Africans understood the exemption law to imply: 
" ... that exemption from native law put the individual obtaining it, in the 
position of the European, subject to the laws and practices ruling the latter, 
,.12 
It is not clear in the sources consulted whether all exempted Africans held the same 
view. There is insufficient evidence on the subject to suggest conclusive statements. 
68. Marks, Reluctant Rebellion, p.58; Brooks and Webb, A History of Natal, 1st ed., pp.76-77.
69. W.S. Dhupelia, 'Frederick Robert Moor and native affairs in the colony of Natal, 1893-1903'
(unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Durban-Westville, 1980), p.48; Marks, Reluclanl Rebellion,
p.58.
70. Marks, Reluclanl Rebellion, p.58; Welsh, The Roots of Segregation, p.240.
71. lnkany;so YaseNatal, 29 December 1893.
72. Ibid.
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What is clear is that the number of applications for exemption from native law 
increased as the laws which discriminated against Africans multiplied in the statute 
book. In the 1870s there were only 31 exempted Africans. Their number had 
increased to 396 in the early 1890s. 73 This trend suggests that, among other 
things, it was the desire to escape discriminatory laws which made exemption 
increasingly desirable among Africans. 
There was hardly a meeting of the Executive Council in the 1880s and 1890s in 
which one or two petitions for exemption form native law were not considered.
74 
The evidence indicates that an exempted African had to carry his exemption letter 
all the time to avoid arrest under native pass laws and under curfew regulations in 
the towns which prohibited Africans from being out in the streets between 9 p.m. 
and 5 a.m. Exempted Africans were stopped by police with demands for passes, in 
the same way as happened to unexempted Africans. An unidentified African, in a 
letter to the editor of Jnkanyiso YaseNatal dated 5 May 1893, told how his 
exemption letter saved him from being found without a pass. 
" ... what he did, he rushed at me with his sticks and a lantern in one hand, 
he seized me with the collar and pulled me away before he said a word. 
I could not believe myself until he told me to go to a white Constable. What 
for, I did not know until he came himself and told me they wanted a pass 
from me. Having satisfied himself that I do not carry a pass, he left me; 
,.75 
The evidence indicates that from the early 1890s passes, and not only exemption 
letters, were also being demanded from exempted Africans, as will be seen below. 
The government came up with a definition of a native in Law 14 of 1888 which 
excluded exempted Africans. The law defined natives as: " ... all members of the 
73. SNA, 1/1/236, Government Notice no. 172, 1895, List of Natives exempted from the operation of
native law.
74. See the minutes of the Executive Council, EC, nos 10, 11, 12, 13, 1660-1698.
75. lnkanyiso YaseNatal, 5 May 1693.
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Aboriginal Races and Tribes of African, south of the Equator, including liberated 
Africans commonly called Amandawo. "76 It is not clear how this definition excluded 
exempted Africans. However, in 1891 the law was amended and the definition of a 
native extended to exempted natives. The amendment extended the definition of a 
native in terms of Law 14 of 1888 to persons exempted from the operation of native 
law in terms of Law No. 28 of 1865.n 
In an article entitled 'Native thoughts' of 19 March 1891, lnkanyiso YaseNata/ 
commented on how Law 1 O of 1891 (which amended Law 14 of 1888) was in 
conflict with the exemption law, which raised further questions as to what exactly 
the status of exempted Africans was. 78 In their resistance to subjection to pass 
regulations, some exempted Africans refused to recognize Law 10 of 1891 and 
continued to consider themselves to be exempted from the operation of native laws, 
particularly pass laws. 
In March 1891, exempted Africans petitioned the government through the 
Legislative Council, asking for provision to be made for some badge to be worn by 
all exempted Africans to distinguish them from those who were still under native 
law.79 This was probably in consequence of the inconvenience caused to 
exempted Africans by the police enforcing curfew and pass regulations. Such 
incidents were widely reported in lnkanyiso YaseNatal. In 1892 the government 
introduced a medal too big and too expensive to be acceptable to exempted 
Africans, who would have been satisfied with a "small and light badge".80 There 
is abundant evidence to the effect that those who were entrusted with the duty of 
76. Hitch ins, ed., Statutes of Natal, vol. i;;, p.3.
77. Ibid.
78. lnkanyiso YaseNatal, 30 April 1891.
79. Ibid, 19 March 1891.
BO. Ibid., 4 August 1892. 
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implementing the laws of the colony, particularly the magistrates and the police, 
interpreted the exemption law, not in terms of its letter, but in terms of what they 
thought was the right policy in dealing with exempted Africans. In 1893 Lutuli, an 
exempted African, was arrested in Durban for being out in the street after 9 p.m. 
without a pass. He challenged the legality of the arrest in the Native High Court. 
The judge who presided over the case was reported to have ruled that exemption 
from the operation of native law did not entitle a native to be out after 9 p.m. without 
a pass. 
81 
Giving his interpretation of the actual status of exempted Africans, he 
argued that, " ... because a leopard cannot change its spots, so the native cannot 
change his condition",
82 
and ruled against Lutuli. In a letter to the editor of 
/nkanyiso YaseNatal, an exempted African, who was not named. quoted from the 
exemption law to the effect that exempted Africans were considered to be 
"withdrawn" from the operation of native laws. He added, "How the above quoted 
words agree with the recent ruling is for a better brain than mine to ask. "
83 
In 1888, exempted Africans had formed the Funamalungelo Society to fight for their 
rights and to exert pressure on the government to recognize their actual status in 
terms of the exemption law.
84 
After the formation of this organization the colonists 
began to see exempted Africans as a threat to their political domination. The 
original aim of the government had been to create a loyal class of exempted 
Africans at a time (i.e. before the Anglo-Zulu war of 1879) when the traditionalists 
or tribal Africans were perceived to be the main threat to the existence of white 
people in the colony. As part of its campaign for the rights of exempted Africans, 
Funamalungelo constantly protested against the subjection of Africans to pass 
81. Ibid., 29 December 1893.
82. Ibid.
83. Ibid.
84. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, p.125.
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regulations. These protests were made at the meetings of Funamalungelo that were 
held from time to time. 
85 
The pass system which, in exempted Africans' view, was unlawfully applied to them, 
was like a thorn in their flesh, not so much because of the inconvenience it entailed, 
but more so because it was debasing to their dignity and reduced them to the status 
of unexempted Africans.
86 
lnkanyiso YaseNatalreported on a series of meetings 
that were held by Funamalungelo at which they voiced their grievances against the 
government. 
87 
To the unexempted Africans, exempted Africans became objects of derision and 
ridicule for having allowed themselves to be misled by the Europeans. Jn a letter 
dated 9 February, 1894, to the editor of lnkanyiso YaseNatat. an African writer by 
the name of J. Jas Khanyile, ridiculed exempted Africans on the issue of passes: 
"Kade nganitshe/a ngati tatani ipasi njengami nizobotshwa bo,· niti nina: ai 
tlna sltengile, sitengile, tu/a wena awazi luto. Leyo mali enitenga ngayo 
/oku kwenu umhlola wenu kulula mina ngitate ngiyotele/a ngayo ibande 
lenja . . .  "
(I have been telling you for a long time to take a pass like me because you 
will be arrested; you say never, we have bought the right, we have bought 
the right, you be quiet, you know nothing. The money with which you buy 
your thing, this mysterious thing of yours, it is easy for me to take it and 
buy a dog's collar ... ).6
8 
Another reader, who was not identified, criticized the exemption law, and stated that 
for an African to apply for exemption from native law was like moving from worse 
to worst. In metaphoric terms, he explained how exempted Africans were denied 
rights and privileges that were legally conferred upon them by the exemption law: 
85. lnkanyiso YaseNatal, 26 May 1892; 26 January 1894.
86 Ibid., 26 May 1892; 26 January 1894; 21 June 1895.
87. Ibid.
88. Ibid., 9 February 1894.
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" ... kufana nokukumulisa umuntu ibantshi lake, katisimbe ukwamuka umkako enye 
indoda ubekile ... ku ukupuma embizeni etshisayo nokuzifaka emafangabini omlilo; 
... ".( ... it's like forcing a person to take off his coat, or to have your wife taken away 
from you by another man while you are watching, it's like coming out of a hot pot 
and going into the blazing fire.)
89 Some of the officials remained adamant in their 
assertion that, "the exempted African was exempted from customary law only and 
not from various statutes that imposed on a discriminatory basis, restrictions on all 
Africans. "
90 
As a result of their indistinct and ambiguous status in regard to the operation of 
native laws, as from the early 1890s exempted Africans began to see the exemption 
law as being of no benefit to them. In response to an enquiry by the Under­
Secretary for Native Affairs as to the actual legal status of exempted Africans in 
relation to some of the native laws, particularly the pass laws, the Attorney-General, 
H. Escombe, made it clear in 1895 that, "for the purposes of native laws, exempted
natives were not to be regarded as being natives".
91 
This was the actual legal 
status of exempted Africans which some officials refused to recognize. lpepa 
loH/anga (Zulu-language newspaper that was established in 1901) suggested in 
1904 that the exemption law had to be abolished "rather than that things be carried 
on in this way. "
92 
5.6 African responses 
In discussing the grievances of African society under colonial rule, Welsh and 
Lambert identify two categories of people.
93 
The traditionalists or tribal Africans, 
89. lnkanyiso YaseNatal, 29 March 1895.
90. Welsh, The Roots of Segregation, p.240.
91. SNA, 1/1/302, Attorney-General to Under-Secretary for Native Affairs, 29 July 1895.
92. /pepa /oH/anga, 5 February 1904.
93. Welsh, The Roots of Segregation, pp.299-316; Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp.177-189.
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among others, included chiefs, homestead heads and their families, independent 
peasant farmers, tenants, migrant and town workers. The second category 
consisted of amaKholwa or Christian Africans, and, among others, included 
educated and uneducated, exempted and unexempted, teachers, clerks and church 
leaders, independent peasant farmers and .amaKholwa chiefs.
94 
Each of the two broad categories above had its own grievances against the 
government. Some of the grievances were common to both traditionalists and 
amaKholwa, but the response they elicited in each category was, by and large, 
determined by each category's particular circumstances. All Africans were affected 
by the pass system, but the individual response to it was largely determined by the 
category he or she occupied in the society. For example, while on the one hand, the 
traditionalist Africans were less affected by the curfew and pass regulations in the 
towns of Pietermaritzburg and Durban, on the other hand, the amaKholwa urban 
Africans were less affected by the cattle pass laws. A further subdivision specially 
among the traditionalists,. reveals that chiefs and homestead heads and their 
families often responded differently to the pass system. 
In the 1890s and 1900s, some of the grievances which many Africans had been 
nursing since their first contact with whites, such as loss of land and the 
undermining of the authority of some of the chiefs, had multiplied to the point where 
there were signs of growing discontent among all classes of Africans. 
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Broadly 
viewed, the traditionalists' grievances included the shortage of land which resulted 
in the erosion of the homestead economy, the weakening of tribal authority, 
insubordination of younger men, women and wives, heavy taxation, debts as a 
result of rental and tax arrears, low wages, and pass laws. 
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Although amaKholwa
94. Welsh, The Roots of Segregation, pp.299-316; Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp.177-189.
95. Marks, Reluctant Rebellion, pp .119-132; Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp. 177-18 9; Welsh, The Roots
of Segregation, pp.299-302.
96. Welsh, The Roots of Segregation, pp.301-308; Colony of Natal: Native Affairs Commission, 1906-07:
Report (Pieteunaritzburg, P. Davis and Sons, 1907), pp.47-48.
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shared some of these grievances with the traditionalists, like indebtedness, heavy 
taxation and pass laws, they had a number of other grievances which were peculiar 
to their class. These included the refusal of the government to allow them the same 
rights and freedom as whites in terms of the exemption law, the limits on the 
facilities available for the education of their children, difficulty in finding jobs 
commensurate with their training, and what they believed was unfair and unlawful 
subjection to pass laws.
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Little was said in the local press, both English and Zulu, about the views of non­
literate Africans about the pass system. Besides the snippets of evidence that were 
given by traditionalist chiefs and their followers before the Native Affairs 
Commission (1906-1907) that was appointed after the rebellion of 1906, their views 
did not receive much attention from the press. The educated amaKholwa could 
make their voices heard by writing either to the press or directly to the government. 
The Zulu language press. lnkanyiso YaseNata/(1890-1896), lpepa loHlanga(1901-
1904) and llanga (from 1903 onward} was established mainly to advance the 
interests of amaKholwa. 
As mentioned above, the original motive behind the exemption law had been to 
create a loyal class of Africans on whose support the government could count in the 
event of an attack on whites by the traditionalists whom it distrusted. The defeat of 
the Zulus in 1879 and the annexation of Zululand first to Britain in 1887 and later 
to Natal in 1897, had resulted in a change of attitude on the part of the colonists 
where the amaKholwa, with their demands for equality and franchise, were now 
perceived to be more of a threat to white political domination than tribal Africans. 
The rebellion of 1906 represented an expression of anger and frustration on the part 
of many Africans as a result of a multitude of disabilities and injustices to which 
97. Welsh, The Roots of Segregation, pp .295-300; Report of the Native Affairs Commission, 1906-0 7,
pp.48-49
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they had been subjected over the years. The pass system represents just one of 
the wide range of grievances which the African people had against the government. 
One of the general complaints about pass laws which was made by both 
traditionalist and amaKholwa was the way in which Africans were informed of them. 
lnkanyiso YaseNatalcriticized the government's policy of disseminating important 
notices about pass laws through Resident Magistrates.
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Such information did not 
reach the majority of Africans, and this resulted in many Africans having to endure 
arrest for the contravention of pass laws and regulations about which they knew 
nothing. A petition which had been presented by Joseph Zulu and 65 other Africans 
in 1892, requesting the publication of government notices to Africans in the Zulu 
press, was refused by the government.99 It mentioned the expense such an 
undertaking would involve, and the fact that very few African families could read as 
reasons for refusing the petition. 
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By this time lnkanyiso YaseNatal had already 
taken it upon itself to publish important notices about pass laws for the benefit of 
African readers. In its edition of 16 June 1892 information about pass law No. 10 
of 1876 was published. "Ukuquba izinkomo, Abantu abamnyama bangeziquba 
izinkomo bengepete ipasi e/ilotshiweyo" (Driving of cattle. Black people are not 
allowed to drive cattle without a written pass).
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In 1893, lnkanyiso YaseNatal 
questioned the government's sincerity and fairness in expecting Africans to obey 
laws about which they were not notified. "If this is not absurd and childish, it is 
worse", it concluded its editorial of 3 February 1893 on the matter. Pass regulations 
in terms of Law 48 of 1884, as revised from time to time, were from then onward 
published for the benefit of its readers. 
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Another general complaint about passes was the inconvenience caused by the long 
delays at magistrates' offices where they were issued. For example, Africans who 
travelled by train from Johannesburg were expected to disembark at Charlestown, 
where they entered Natal, for the purpose of taking out an inward pass in terms of 
Law 48 of 1884. Because of the long delay in taking out these passes, the train 
would simply leave them behind when the time came for it to depart. "Banele 
ukufika kona amapo yisa nonongqayi bati hehlani. Behle n/alo abantu esitimeleni. 
Kutiwe tatani amapasi, bati bengakawa tali isitimela sisuke sihamba. "10
3 
(On 
arrival there, white policemen and black policemen would order them to disembark. 
The people would get off the train. They would be ordered to take out a pass, 
before they could do so, the train would depart). /pepa loH/anga also reported on 
Africans' complaint about the delays in magistrate offices. Under the article '/pasi 
/esljlana'('ldentification pass'), the editor states: "Kubonakala ukuti kukona uh/upo 
osa/ubonakele ukuti lukona lokuba abantu basuke bayekugugela ezinkantolo 
befuna amapasf (It appears that there is a difficulty that exists when people go to 
the courts for passes and they wait there for long periods of time). 104 In its edition 
of 11 September 1903, /nkanyiso YaseNatal reproduced a letter from Chas. F. 
Parsons (about whom nothing more was said), to The Natal Mercury, in which he 
stated that Africans had indeed a cause for complaint about the long hours they 
spent at magistrates' offices to obtain passes. 
"I now understand, from experience, why Kafirs complain so much of 
waiting long hours at the Pass Office to obtain what the law compels them 
to get - but does not provide the means for obtaining" .
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African witnesses who gave evidence before the Native Affairs Commission (1906-
1907) also highlighted the inconvenience of having to take out a pass. Nkantolo, an 
African from Richmond, "referred to the necessity of natives having to go to the 
103. lnkanyiso YaseNatal, 12 June 1903.
104. lpepa JoH/anga, 15 May 1903.
105. lnkanyiso YaseNalal, 11 September 1903.
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Court House and take out a pass for driving merely a single goat".
106 
Bongoza, 
a headman from Klip River Division, made the same complaint that" ... natives going 
from one kraal to another, it might be to convey a message respecting some person 
who was ill, were summarily arrested on the road. "
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From the evidence 
examined above, traditionalists and amaKholwa alike shared concerns about the 
inconvenience which the pass system entailed. 
The cost of taking out passes was another general complaint that was made by 
both traditionalists and amaKholwa. Africans were made to pay for passes in order 
to contribute towards the administrative costs of the colony. The failure of the 
attempt by the Legislative Assembly in 1894 to raise the fee for an outward pass 
from one shilling to one pound to discourage Africans from leaving the colony was 
applauded by lnkanyiso YaseNatal. The paper described the attempt as "absurd 
and oppressive", as it would have meant an additional financial burden on Africans 
who were already heavily taxed.108 Chief Mkize from Lion's River Division, giving 
evidence before the Native Affairs Commission, expressed concern about the 
hardship of having to pay for passes.
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This was echoed by Twala, a headman 
from Klip River Division. Referring to the payment of one shilling for an outward 
pass, he stated that it added to the costs incurred by Africans who wanted to go out 
to work.
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As mentioned above, amaKholwa (exempted and unexempted) could make their 
grievances known by writing either to the press or directly to the government. In 
1883, the Edendale amaKholwa, Timothy Gule, Stephenus Mini, Samuel Kumalo 
106. Colony of Natal: Native Affairs Comm;ssion, 1906-07: Evidence (Pietermaritzburg, P. Davis and
Sons, 1907), Nkantolo, p.776.
107. Ibid, p.733.
108. lnkanyiso YaseNatal, 1 June 1894.
109. Evidence before the Native Affairs Commission, 1906-07, Chief Mkize, p.716.
110. Ibid., Twala, p.730.
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and Lucas Kumalo, all unexempted at the time, wrote a letter of protest to the 
Secretary for Native Affairs in which they asked to be freed from the operation of 
pass laws. Although the letter was written by educated amaKholwa, their opposition 
to the pass system reflected to a large degree general African opinion about it: 
"We are very much troubled about these passes which we are obliged to 
take with us whenever we go within or beyond the boundaries of Natal ... 
We wish to be freed from passes when we go about our business within 
the boundaries of Natal, its alright enough that we should carry passes 
with us when going beyond the boundaries."
111 
In 1898, exempted Africans petitioned the government through the Legislative 
Assembly, asking to be excluded from the provisions of the Cattle-Stealing Bill and 
the bill relating to the administration of justice that were then being debated. In both 
bills the word 'native' meant all Africans, whether exempted or not. 112 The 
petitioners stressed that in terms of the exemption law, they were, like Europeans, 
subject to the ordinary laws of the colony.
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In 1906, in an article entitled 'An 
address to the Zulu people', the editor of 1/anga LaseNatat. commented on a 
number of grievances the Africans had against the government, including the pass 
system: 
"We are not allowed to travel without a pass. We are not allowed to drive 
a beast, sheep or even a goat without a pass. We are not allowed to be 
in town without a pass. Even if we are driving a beast to sell on the 
market, or be it anything else, we reach the place after business is over 
through waiting on the authorities for the passes; and they enjoy 
themselves at our expense. A friend of ours would even die with a doctor 
close to whilst we were in search of a pass to travel with a sick person 
through the town.
114 
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We have seen in the above survey that pass laws were numerous and that each 
pass was issued for a particular purpose. The multiplicity of passes was another 
source of grievance for Africans generally. Richard Zulu from Port Shepstone, 
described only as a 'native', giving evidence before the Native Affairs Commission 
(1906-1907), remarked: 
"The passes one had to take out were numerous. He thought that if he 
were to attempt to count them, they would amount to ten. There was the 
identification pass, the cattle pass, the horse pass or licence, the pass or 
licence for practising as a medicine man, the pass or licence for working 
as a togt boy in Durban, the outward and so on."
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The same concern about the multiplicity of passes was expressed by Chief 
Mlotshwa from Alfred Division: "On every possible pretext, a pass was rendered 
necessary, whatever they did, and wherever they went, men, women or child, a 
pass was required" .
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Other documents, such as receipts for payment of hut tax, dog tax and poll tax also 
served to control the movements of African people. For example, an African driving 
cattle to the Cape Colony was required to carry the following documents: an 
identification pass in terms of Law 49 of 1901, a cattle pass in terms of Law 1 of 
1899, an outward pass in terms of Law 48 of 1884, a hut tax receipt, a poll tax 
receipt if he was unmarried, and, if he had dogs with him, a dog tax receipt in terms 
of Law 27 of 1875. It was for this reason that some of the Africans who gave 
evidence before the Native Affairs Commission suggested the institution of one 
general pass.
117 
(See appendix 7). 
The evidence examined suggests that the majority of Africans were opposed to the 
pass system. However, some chiefs and elders in the countryside had reason to 
115. Evidence before the Native Affairs Commission, 1906-07, Richard Zulu, p.802.
116. Ibid., Chief Mlotshwa, p.792.
117. Ibid., p.802.
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support it. Some of them had lost control over the young men and women who went 
to the towns to work or to the diamond and gold fields as migrant workers. These 
chiefs and elders complained of insubordination on the part of these young men and 
women and that the chiefs' powers were consequently weakened.
118 
The young 
men and women who became financially independent of thelr parents started 
resisting their authority as well as that of the chiefs.
119 
It was for this reason that 
some chiefs and elders supported the restrictions that the pass system placed on 
the movements of African people. For example, when the Ladysmith police in 1903 
expelled from town all those who were without passes, this action was appreciated 
by some of the elders in the countryside. In a letter to the editor of lpepa loHlanga 
dated 17 July 1903, D.D. Melase [siq of Craigieburn Farm, expressed satisfaction 
with the enforcement of pass laws 
"Ngite ngelinye ilanga ngike Mnambiti ngafundekelwa zimfiliji nekositina 
kwabufigofigo, lite liya utyona elangakusasa ilanga kwabe sekute nya 
lowomsindo; kanti uRulumeni wakiti fwatij mababanjwe bonke 
abengenawo ama Pasi (passes) amakosi abo bonke, zinsizwa nezintombi, 
namadlkazi kwapinda emuva, Ngiyabonga ngoba loku kubuyise 
nabasebeneminyaka babunguka setuke sibabona ngenxa yalomteto 
omuhle, ekwaku loku kutiwa bayosebenza kanti akusetyenzwa Iulo, 
sibabuze imali bati haul satyona, sahlauliswa izimali"
120 
(One day when I was at Ladysmith my ears were greeted by the irritating 
sounds of a mouth organ and a concertina, but by the time the sun went 
down the following day all that noise had disappeared. In the meantime our 
Government had ordered that all those who were without passes be 
arrested the chiefs of all of them, young men and women, and married 
women, were sent back to their homes. I am grateful because this made 
even those who had deserted their homes for some years to return home. 
We were surprised to see them return because of this good law, people 
who were said to have gone to work whereas they were not working. We 
ask them for money; they say we lost our money; we had to pay fines.) 
118. Lambert, Betrayed Trust, pp. 135--136; Report of the Native Affairs Commission, 1906-07, pp.47-48
119. Ibid
120. lpepa /oH/anga, 24 July 1903.
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Some of the chiefs who gave evidence before the Native Affairs Commission 
showed strong support for a policy that would help them exercise more effective 
control over their people, though sometimes without making specific reference to 
the pass system. Chief Mveli of Umgeni Division," ... considered that greater powers 
of control should be given to parents, and that when children ran away from home, 
the police should be instructed to arrest them and bring them back" .
121 Other 
chiefs recommended that the pass laws should be enforced more strictly to check 
on their children who ran off to the white people.
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The above survey shows that by the first decade of the 20th century the colonists 
of diverse interests could speak with one voice regarding the need for the 
implementation of a pass system for security of their persons and property, and for 
the extraction of labour from Africans. The official view about passes changed and 
the government began to implement a pass system to help the colonists to extract 
more labour from Africans and to retain what they already had. Social and economic 
conditions in the colony led to the implementation of a pass system to apply to all 
African workers throughout the colony. The up-country farmers who employed their 
tenants as workers and had all along been opposed to the pass system were bound 
to change their views during this period. Before they had supported it for security 
of persons and their property and not for the extraction of labour from Africans. 
Social and economic conditions now necessitated the establishment of a certain 
degree of control over the movements of their labour-tenants, who were also 
attracted to the diamond and gold fields. 





We have seen in chapter one that African people were accustomed to certain 
controls over their movements before contact with whites. Controls of movement in 
African society were exercised at different levels of authority. Firstly, controls of 
movement were exercised within the homestead by the umnumzane or homestead 
head. Secondly, they were exercised within the chiefdom by the chief. Thirdly, after 
the Zulus had established indirect domination of Natal, new requirements, though 
few, were imposed by the Zulu monarchy in so far as controls of movement of 
people were concerned. Research into this area reveals that controls of movement 
were exercised for different reasons, some of which were similar to the reasons why 
controls of movement were exercised by whites during the period of colonial rule. 
The evidence suggests that controls of movement during the pre-colonial period 
were exercised for orderly and peaceful living and as customary practices. Young 
men, women and married women could not simply go off to visit friends and family 
without the permission of the head of the homestead. We have also seen that it was 
taboo for women to walk in certain areas within the homestead, such as the cattle­
kraal. Control of movement for the extraction of labour from the people was 
exercised by the chief or king when people were called upon to do tribute labour. 
During the period of Voortrekker rule, attempts were made by the Volksraad 
administration for a number of reasons to control the movements of Africans. The 
Voortrekker pass system, like that of the British later, was designed to serve 
multiple purposes, all of which had a direct bearing on the concerns of the 
Voortrekkers to obtain an adequate supply of labour, to establish peace and 
stability, and to prevent crime. Refugees from the Zulu kingdom were regarded by 
the Voortrekkers as both a threat to their security and that of their property, and a 
potential source of labour supply. The pass law of 1842, though never fully 
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implemented, was designed to deal with these twin aspects, security and labour. 
There is no evidence as to how African people responded to attempts to control 
their movement by the Vo/ksraad, as there was no efficient administrative machinery 
to carry out its laws. 
During the period of British rule from 1845 to 1855, pass laws were implemented 
for the security of colonists and their property, and to check cattle-stealing. The 
pass system was used in conjunction with other measures, such as vagrancy, 
squatting and master and servant's laws which were designed partly to control and 
regulate the movements of African people. As we have seen above, the colonists' 
view about passes was divergent. Absentee landowners who depended on rents 
paid by their tenants were opposed to the implementation of a pass system. Up­
country farmers who employed tenants as workers on their farms supported the 
implementation of a pass system for their security and that of their property, but not 
for the extraction of labour from Africans. White merchants in the towns, together 
with the sugar planters, supported the implementation of a pass system, partly to 
try to ensure security of their persons and property, but mainly to try to extract 
labour from Africans. 
The government at this time supported the implementation of a pass system for the 
security of colonists and their property but not for the extraction of labour from 
Africans. Indirect forced labour that the pass system envisaged was in conflict with 
the government's aims of promoting independent African producers and a 'free' 
wage-labour force. 
In 1856 Natal was granted representative government, and a struggle began for 
control over native affairs between the Legislative Council and the Executive 
Council. The official view about passes remained basically unchanged. The major 
concern of the government remained the security of colonists and their property. It 
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did not hesitate to introduce pass legislation in this area. With the discovery of 
diamonds in Griqualand West in 1867, the government introduced pass regulations 
for foreign workers. It remained ambivalent regarding the implementation of a pass 
system for African workers throughout the colony. The government's ambivalence 
in this regard may be attributed to its preoccupation with a Zulu invasion and a lack 
of the necessary administrative machinery to carry out the pass system. During this 
period, the sugar planters, who seem to have been satisfied with the importation of 
labourers from southern Mozambique and from India, began to identify with the 
official view that the implementation of a pass system for the extraction of labour 
from Africans was not necessary. 
The evidence examined suggests that in the 1880s the reasons for the adoption of 
a pass system shifted from the need for peace and security, more to the need for 
an adequate supply of labour. When the Zulus were defeated in 1879, the security 
concerns of the colonists considerably diminished. With the discovery of gold in 
1886, which led to the outflow of labour supply to the gold fields, the implementation 
of a pass system to discourage local African workers from emigrating to the gold 
fields came to the forefront. The sugar planters were bound to change their views 
about the pass system when local and migrant labourers were attracted to the gold 
fields. While the government did not hesitate to take the initiative to introduce 
measures that were designed to restrict the movements of Africans out of the 
colony, it remained ambivalent about the implementation of a pass system to extract 
Jabour from local Africans. It mentioned lack of finances and weak administration 
as reasons for its reluctance to adopt a pass system. Among colonists (i.e. 
employers of labour) only up-country farmers remained opposed to the 
implementation of a pass system for the extraction of labour from Africans. But after 
1895 up-country farmers were bound to change their views about the 
implementation of the pass system when more and more of their labour-tenants 
deserted them to seek work on the diamond and gold fields. 
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During the period of colonist rule (1893-1910), the government changed its views 
about the implementation of a pass system for the extraction of labour from local 
Africans. The social and economic changes at play were responsible for this change 
of policy. The up-country farmers, who were also losing workers to the gold fields, 
began to support the implementation of a pass system for the extraction of labour 
from local Africans and to retain the labour they already had. The crisis of social 
dislocation in African society, that was characterized by drunkenness, cattle-stealing 
and insubordination of young men and women to their elders, was, in the 
government's view, a good reason for exercising greater control ove_r the 
movements of Africans. Ultimately, during the first decade of the 20th century, the 
government implemented a pass system for local African workers throughout the 
colony. The colonists of diverse interests (the up-country farmers, the sugar planters 
and urban business people), pushed together by the social and economic changes 
at play, began to speak with one voice regarding the need for the implementation 
of a pass system for the extraction of labour from Africans and to retain what they 
already had. The evidence indicates that with the discovery of gold in 1886 and the 
annexation of Zululand first to Britain in 1887 and later to Natal in 1897, the need 
for the implementation of a pass system to obtain more labour from Africans and 
for colonists to retain the labour they already had far overshadowed the need for the 
implementation of a pass system for the security of colonists and their property. 
From the 1890s onward control of movement of Africans through the pass system 
became a major and inextricable part of African administration, and was constantly 
reviewed to suit new political, social and economic conditions until the end of 
colonial rule in 1910. By this time the pass system had permeated almost every 
aspect of Africans' life so much so that even a dog tax receipt could be used as an 
instrument of social control in that failure to produce one on demand by a policeman 
anywhere in the colony rendered an African liable to arrest and punishment in terms 
of the relevant dog tax legislation. We have also seen above that pass laws were 
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implemented not only to control the movement of people. They were also 
implemented to check cattle-stealing, discourage drunkenness among Africans, and 
raise revenue for the government. However, control of movement of people, 
particularly Africans, remained the main objective of pass laws. 
The pass system applied mainly to Africans. By 1910, Indians, Coloureds and 
whites had also in varying degrees been subjected to the pass system. It was, 
however, Indians and Africans who were obliged to carry a pass all the time when 
going about their daily business in the colony. Coloureds were obliged to carry a 
pa.ss if they were employed in terms of Law 21 of 1888 within the boroughs of 
Pietermaritzburg and Durban. Whites were only obliged to carry a pass in terms of 
Law 1 of 1899 when driving cattle beyond a certain distance as stipulated in the 
law. 
We have also seen above that Africans responded differently to the pass system. 
Although one can find little evidence on this (i.e. in African responses to the pass 
system), those who were opposed to it probably constituted the majority. These 
included people from both amaKho/wa and traditionalist categories. Exempted 
Africans' major complaint about passes was that pass laws should not apply to them 
because in terms of the exemption law they were to be regarded not as Africans but 
as 'Europeans'. It was degrading to them to have to be compelled to take out 
passes like ordinary unexempted Africans. Unexempted Africans (both educated 
and traditionalist) had a number of grievances about the pass system which 
included the inconvenience the system entailed, the cost it involved and the 
multiplicity of passes they had to take out. Those who supported the pass system 
were mainly some chiefs and elders in the countryside. They supported the pass 
system because it helped them to exert their authority over young men and women, 
and their wives who otherwise simply ran away from them to work for whites in 
town. When the Union of South Africa was formed in 1910, the power to make pass 
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laws shifted to the central government in Pretoria. But Natal had continued 
enforcing existing pass laws until after the end of the first World War, by which time 
the central government was able to develop a uniform national pass system.
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Secretary for Native Affairs Circular to Resident Magistrates, 
28 September 1859.
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APPENDIX 2 
The Togt Minute of 1874
2 
The Togt Minute of 1874 (Cont.) 
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Law No. 48, 1884
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nod conscnt of �l,c l .c;;isl:iti,·c Cc>1mcil tlorrt'Of, •� follo1ts :-
1, 11,e Gon•ru,,r in Ct,rim·i! 111., · frCJ11t tinit to ti1:11c- nnc.l nl ill 
timr� fr:unc-, 1n:tk(', :uul i.H,w �od, i(111,_.� nnd n�gul.'\tinus n.,; m�:· b<: 
�,n�idC'i-�l PIC'l'.f�lnrJ f .. r n, .... 1111rpn�(' 11r n·g-nbth,,!:f 1111<1111.1.kius- 11r,,v[ .. 
l!!lii,n fl1r the c-ntry r,f Nnti\·('.� i11to thi.� C1.,l .. n�-- tl1r.-il' .sojonrn l.l1�rei11, 
-'Hd lhcir n•turn tl1,:rdr11rn, :-111d lo 11m<111tl, n[t<·r, ,·i,n·, or rinnuJ iln,· 
sud, Uuh� :u1J. ]�1c:ol:1ti111,�. ' 
• 
'2, It ,1,.11 •lll" l-e lowfol r .. , 11,e l�o,·crnnt in C,:,mo<il frvm lio,e 
t,• tiUH' ;uul cit :11' 1i11H'.S t•• fr:ttw•, lltl\h'
1 
nnd is:ew: ftttll Rult.>� Asttl. 
llr5ul:1tit)O!< :,� 111:i�· I.,� i:-•·•n!=itl,,,·ccl n"c��·�nr,y l"I' •hr. 1�nrpri�a of rcgtl• 
lid,ia&' :iml mnkiaer 1 1 ro,·l:-L1111 hir tl,n •kp�rttu·,c- �e�·4>nd'the l,n-1mdaric.1 
of N:dnl, nr r<'{nrtt thcn�t•'� (,f ?-inti,·f.� 1t•;�ilinc? <•r \1·!10 h.ul O�cn 
l'(fid�nt in tl,e C.:,•lr,111·. 
3 . . \ny pc1·t".\n ")1�1 il"hnfi IH\rhnur nn.,· i'infrre <'Olllrnn"nin;! any of 
tl1� ltnle:5qr Ik:.i:::ulnlic•u� •n:ulc un,lrr tl1i:li J .. 11.,·. ur "110 !h:...rt ju .1ny 
wny :i.itl or ,'\l�l n11r X:Ui,·-: ifl vi,AA�i•tn of tlti:1 LM1" (ff the flnfos 
nnd n�,;111.i li1111� 111:,J!.! hrn.:tiri1lcir, �h:tll I ll1 dl'1'111'.'d !:'11ilty of ;j\ cn.ntrn­
\'('lltiun or �1,1;� Ln,r n11d n.� n ulc:, '111J ll1•;:,n!11tion� {�$11{1cl in ,·irmc 
11,r.rc,,r. 




[ioffflllllf io l'otior<I m:11oJ 111111111!11 rule. nvu• 
1•tf�tllepa.rtttni horn �, nitun,. � ..... lal o! N3'tJ•� n:t.Metit lu t.be Colo&!. 
flttt&O hvbooJ'. 
"'" at ■idta1 Nau.-. in 1101111,. til'l■ brt,:,;,t l1• bl ci�ll'.W1 i'!!i)tJl!lt 
11, t�nln.�titlob, 
4 ... \n_t· r�r�,rn 1,r l"-'L�9h� l;i,rn,·iu�iy 1:1 •1Jlra,·c11iug .\UJ" or the !::a-.:::r,!:t:ta,.Hulc11m1de u11clt•r 1l1i� 1.!lw :1=11.1ll l,c liabJe ro Jiay n fin� not tXl"et..,J?nr; ndu • 
.tto. ur i11 ,lt":F1,ult ,1( t1.1�·111,•nt tl14,•,1;1;F to im1•ri�1:im .. •ut (fir n lrr1H 1i�\ )lolfl�)' ,n,, bl 
rxc1ictli11;.; Tl1n•i: )J111dlt.�. willt c.,r witl1•Jt1t J1,m.l l1il.,m· 1 or lioth: r�;:�ie;�_ta 
r,,n·iJr-tl tfrnt. ,,111.:-lrnl!' •• r thr. 1•1•11al!.)· i1up1•C:1.!\l lilt\�' lie n,ri,r�lcct 
h\· t.11<: C•,rn·t:. ld',1ri..? \d1id1 1l1r c:1�e i:: LrirLl ,., 1hr ir,f11rnwr 
ti,Mugh wh�c ir,f.11111:1.tiQu �ucl, 11<:r:!on or t�P.r:"n., 1:lmll 11.:n-c l1("('u 
ron ,·ictcd 
5. AU t'flflll'!\\'( nlil)h,5 <:>{ tl,c nuli:-! or RE1:.nlnlinn� m:lde under CcJGtr,.�z,�,. 
t-hi� L:iw sl1nll II() pn•�ccule'l.l ltcforc t!1e C�,urt l)f the Resitlcmt t;o, .. P�ttkd, 
}lA�i�Ll':itr. for th� Ci>lllll}", I •iri:-:i,1n r cir v:�tri'.'t in wl1id1 sw:11 off1�1'C'Q 
sh�U l1.'\\·I'! been (',i1111nitlc,I. ia I h(' C1\!Q uf 1-:uropt':in, 1 ilfld t,cforc tho 
-�- c;,,. ... , or t�c Eolf,'l'CAll .\dlllini,trnt,,r (I/ J\~ntivc ),n\V in the CMC o/ 
� N�ili1'�$. 
:_.•�,
:·· 6. N�tLin.� in thi:\ l..,1u C't'Oll\intd !ilhrtll nUtd or be deenmd to n1a Law at to � · - . .,. k dft'm!J. to 
::·C:- All«:t-, or i11 :m, o·idc n:-1-e..11. tho regulntioJl3 nu\dc it, tcnn3 o( &dM-i n•rutn :;,1 OrtHna1tcc 3, 181 ll1 l''?Q�ttling rcfosel'� C'omiug inlr) the Cohn�· of �::g:�uane-
i\:: Nnt,t. '•'"''· ,. 
�t. 7, Tl1i� Lnw !l1nll h(I i11 force :1nJ e.•drrHl tinlr tr:i tincll Divi5-iriu�, Tbta l,,i1Yonlr l11 
I 
Con1Jtic:;, rtr lJi�ldct.", :1.� tl1� Go,·crrwr 1 IJ,· nnd with t.hc n<hicc or !f��
11
�..=1"4 
l1l� I�xet'tni\·t C,11rncil �lmH, l•y l'roc.:lr\uintil')1l. tlccbrr. to bu under Lhc �:;;!::!-"f • 
..: optr.\Ron of this Ln,r, nor1 for !m:b ptci?tl �nl, 3� fro1n time lt> ti111c �:;�o � 
.fl"!: lll3y l,c dcc�ued. tx1-xiirnt :.ud nr .. -cs�:,rr, opemtfoo. 
w;:· a. 'l'hi3 L:wr !h,,_l[ 1L11t (01114! int�� r:,r11rn.t�on mdcu n.ncl until thu Cop,rueo.OC:lnl!'Clt 
Ollic:cr .i.dmiui:;tcrin,!,t Ll1t' linHrnmcut. 1wtifics- by rroo[nm=-ition lllt1t a{La", 
___ i(_i� Her Mojcity'! j>leoouro no, to disollow th! ,�me, a�_!! 1\oert:_ 
•fter ii ih�ll ,.,.me into "t-.!r.,Li<•n, UJ>QJ! i11d1 doy n� the 011k•r 
:JdtniHiH<'tiuc: tll<' Gotcrnmcnt �l1:i1l ttt1lif,r by th� $:ttnr t1r nny other 
1�f'l)c•Jnu,rit�w1. 
vi,·c" ot Gorcrnt)1e.nt llonsf. Xnlnl, ti.is Sth ,Joi• uf 
Nc•l't"11il1cr, H�S-!. 
lly co1tnn.rnd of lli; E�ccllrur.y tbc Go,·crnor, 
(Siguod) C. D. H. M1rc11E1.1,, 
Cctlc,11i�l Sccrrtnry. 




Law No. 21, 1888
4 
"Tn r�ciliLAt.. tl,e nci;-iatr�tion o/ Nalive S�rnni,J nnd S�rroi�t1/'.i�
0 
belonging i,, Uncivili•etl Hnc,,,. 'll·itl,in Ilic Doroughs.o! .. Piotcr- . A,n,ruit�lmrg nm\ Dllrbnn.". , · . •:·':; ::;►\'. · · .... · •IHj 
. . , ; .. : -��I .� 
W
HE IlE/1.S ii i• ilru,imblo t,, "-'•i•t the To"n Oouodls ol th• : ·.\;,1' 
Dorougl1s of Picl.ormnrit?.htJrg nm] D11rbnn tc, eITcct n rtgis•,. �:��:,..o1 
trntion of Nntivo Sorv""t• nm\ Sen·nnlo belonging to ,Uncivilised \/.f'::'�Il�tc!! l'itl1 in U1e snicl ll�rong��e : 
. . 1• •
• 
: I ·,�·r•�1� . DE IT ·T�P:l\�POl\1' 11:NMTIID by f.!,c Govcr�or nl Nnt.ni, i,itJ, tl,o /"'-!:::·��O(]vi� nn,l con.10111 of tho Logi•looivc Council thcrool, .. followi :�: ; '· 'l1: 
' ' " ' :iii, J;� 
I. In ebn9f..rt1i. ng t.11h1 Lnw tl10 t.orm <, N�tive" flhn.U mcAn a 
N n\i,·o ru, ,lefin"'l in I.he Lnw No. H, 18A8. Tho tom, "Unci-,i6eod. 
ltnc�e 1' sh"nll inclmln nll bn.-rlmrn11:ii1 nr ,-�mi-lmrba.t"OU! rnces, rmd. all 
lndlnns h1hc.xluc�l inlo this Colony. n.s imhmturi:n{ lnbourcn, but wl,o , 
1}1!\II not nt. tl10 timo being l,o !lr.n�ng undor _.e.1.1ch hillt1-nlura 01 a 
ttmcwri.I t.)rnreof. 
2. Tl,o Tnwn Cot1neils. of U,c Boroughs or PictettntttiL1.lrnrg 
nm\ Dor\,nn, '-"'"�titutc:,t 1mder Lnw Nn. I�, 1872, •hnll l,o nnd tho 
some ""' beroby nutl,�risO!I lo eslRhliol, 11 sysl<,m of rngi,tmtion or 
Nnf-i1?eg, or 1�r.;01Js bt?longing (;o nnrivilisml me-as, re9jtlcnt, rmd run• 
ployod hy llw d•y nr n,onU,, or our longer period, or Booking cmplo7-,ne11t, within their rc,pccfivo Jlornng-1.,, 
8. Snch •r•tcm of f('gistmtion shnli' 1:,e �y Dy-lo,.,., lo bo mndo. 
nm! ronfirmed M otl1er JJy-laws of the •niu Doroul(lts, 11mlor the 
pro,·i.,ions of tl,c "M111,idpnl Corpnrntio11s Low, 1872," . 
i 4. A11y Jirrson conl.rilve11i;1g rmy !l( t)u�· Ily-lnw:"11 mo.de mulu tlic pmYl�iorlfi of t.lii.41 Ln,T �1mn be Jj�bfo � rny fl fmc Bl')t, C'XC<'.Cding
£,2, nr in do[nc,lt of pnynicnt, Lo bo imJ,risonod wit.11 or wit.hont lwtl
J.bonr for nnJ )lCriod not. exccc,ling- 1,,,0 lllOllt.lJS. 
n. 11.ll prosccnUons for nny ·s110h contm�cnf-ions mny he i_TI!li­tnfo,\ hclnrc the 1,lngistmfc hn,•i,ig jn,istliction in Bnch Dorough, by 
or on bchnlf of U,e Town Council. 
: G, Tim police "r other proper officer,, of the JJnrough nrc 
hereby cinpowcrc.d snn1111nrily to nrre.,t nll per�on�· con!rnvcnin,:: nlly 
ol tl,e AAid hy-lin,-�, und to lC1t1g-c- them in tl,e �fotion-111:utijC of the llorongl, /or (he pnrpose of hcin� bronght. to f.riol "' U,o flrnt 
nvnllnbla l'.'-J1pr)rtu11ity, �11ch Jmrin<l unt. Lo e:><�er.cl �H houTTC: PrQ1idcU 
tl,nt it �hnll l>c lowf,.J for ·"'°" pnliec or otlior officers t.o rolcnsc n11y 
pE!:TS<"?\ from s11d1 cn!itod_v upon nnsonnhlc Ul'Lil t.o nr,rear n.ml nn!w-cr to tlrn chnrsc kl be brr>11g-ht ngnin;t J,im. 
7. l'ro,·lsion rnny he m.,tl" l,_y the said Dr-I�><-• for �11cl, n 
nmsonnhlc chnrgc for end, �11trr in tl,c resist-Or ns slmll be npprovc<I 
by the Go,cnwr in Conncil. 
8. Pro,·ision may ·he 1111,dc. l,y lite ani,l lly-lnwa for 010 rcgiatrn­
tion of contraels lielwcen inns!crs nnd scttants -.,·ho m•y wish to 
Ti•gistcr su�h contrnrtg, 
n. i\ ny p�r,<111 rc.i::iding whrrc. t.his. LA'l"r i:\ in r.pc-rntion, cmploy­
jng n N n.t.iYC'l or rr.r!'ioH helf}n,[ug to nny 1mci,rili�Nl rnc,•1 llOt. 1•ro-­vid.ml wit,]1 a l'('gi�imtirm tiC'krt\ fll1:lll l,n linl,lt: ton Uni? noL C:,Ce<!cding 
£21 or in <lefa11]l of paym�tLL to impri�onmcnt for g(!\"cn dn.ys. 
JCT. AH fir,("!� n111l monC'y pc11:Ll�iC'� taken nlHl�r �he prolision!i 
of tl1 i� Trnw shall form n porti,m of t.l,c T't'\'ClHIO!i of Llic tc�pccti;-c 
liQrongh.,. 
11. 1'hrJ CO!{t of m:i.int-nlning iu rriso11 nnr prr:5nn impri�on�l 
nmlcr the pNdsions ol the lmu·tl, eection of this Ln1• shall be 
ilofrn.1·c,l hr tl,e re,11r.ctivc Oori1orntion,. 
• 12. No!le or lhc provision� of M,is Low sl1AIJ .ippl)" f.o Enro-pM\n smr-rnnr� or scrvn11l,-5 or E11rop�n,1 tlcsccnt. 
Given nt Govc1111nc.nt lfousc, Not.I, U,is Twcnty-fo11rll1 dny of 
Ort.ot,c r: I I',.� 8. 
Jly comnmnd of His Bxe<>llcncy t.lrn Governor, 
(Signed) 
4. Hitch ins, ed., Statutes of Natal, vol ii, pp.1-2.




Law No. 49, 1901
5 
B1: IT El<ACrJ;l) by the J,;ing·s Mos(. Excellfl1t JIIAjesty, Ly 
and wi(h !lie a,hice <lml c<•nsnit ,:,f th� Legislative Council and 
Le.gislnth·e Assembly• of :-:nlal, ns follows:-
1. This Ad shall no& corne into force nnless :wd uohl the 
Go,.ernor slmll. by Procl:t1llati011 in !he Nn/<11 Gouenwiwt 
Gaulle, noWy that it is His Jlhi�sty·s plea.sure not lo disallow 
the o31ne, and U,�rca!ter it sh�JI · come into opualion on such 
date as the GoYernor JJJay appoint by tho &A.me or any olher 
.Proclamatio□ (a). 
lnltr-l)t"ll:\at.ionDI �ern, •. 'l. In this Act:-
" Servr.ot ·• shall Hl€nn a.Hy n .. tive employed for hire, 
wages, or olbar remuneration to perfor111 any 
handicraft or engage in a.ny bodily labour in 
agriculture or ma,nufactures or otherwise, or in 
dome�i.lc $.Crvice l or 38 a. b�a.hue.nl rortert n}iner, 
driver, herd or other nccupalion of n like nal-ure (b). 
" Master" shal I mean any person em ploying for hire, 
"-n.ges, or other remuoerntion aoy n1ttive serrnnt. 
For the p11rposes of this Act the word " :l'lfo.ster " 
shall menu and inclnde an1· body corp,,i-at�, 
compnny, �ocioty or indi1·idual. 
" Sel'vice,'' "Coutm�I of Senicc," nnd the like expres• 
sions shn ll he understood in refereuce to ibe fore­
!!;Oiog aefiniliollS. 
S. This Ad is rwt to ap11ly to na.(i1·es rendering �ervice t.o a 
hmdlor<l in lieu ol rent, when such scnice is rernlere,l upon the 
farin on which the nn,ti,·es ii,·e, O0r kl n.n:· other serl'ice performed 
on the J:md on which the,· Jiye (rr) 
4. A pa,s grnnt.ed fo nor NatiYe trntler Law No. 4�. lSSJ, 
or trnder any L�w o.- ,\ct for ra;;nlati,w lhe intrnilnction of 
Jnh:mrern i□io .-fataL sh:ill b3 n. sufi cicnt, "iue11tific.it.io11 p�-�l for 





EJ::t · 1Hino of n .. �i,·1!11 
nr",dNlrii: 
f�rm !.l!!l' 't'I!.� 
h:i li'Oll of 1"1.m�. 
"Pau 1u>il�r 




:i. "N:o native sha.ll :tfter the com1ne11ceme,1I of this .-\ct 01,11,,1100 
entrr into ti co:->trn.�t o( $en·ice. oi: offer hi1n'3el r f1lr e11gag1Jn19nt 
,,., a, serra,,1t in 1.his Colon,·, or (sc1,·e a, i� hereinatier exc�pte,l), 
cm1hnue in any e1uplt\Y rr-; :t !St\1·,·aut 1 Of 1,.-, regi�terecl f�S a. togt 
Jabonra1', or tud·ar L1w :-;o. 21. IR:H, nnle;s lie sh3,I) lrn.,·e ob­
t:1ined tile p.,B provid?J for ·in thi� A�t. and eYary parson 
inten<liug lo engage a nnti,·e a;; a .s�r"rnt. �lrnll first reCJ.nirc Lhe 
no.ti,•e to pro1uce hi� p��,. 
Sn�h pa,s is in tl,is k,i reforr�,J to:,.<; ;111 identifi�at.ion pa,�. 
(l. Any n1ti,·e win;� in sen·ica at the ,hteuf the co1n111�nce­
ntenl, of thi.; Act, OL" wh(). dliring a l-�nll nf �erdce lo1e:; his 
ideutificf\tion ins,, 11ny ob\'Li11 a l,emporn ry po.ss, as hnPinnfte,· 
described, from the ofii:e of the M,gistr;t(-� ,,f I.lie ])j,·isio,1 where 
lie is en,ployed. 
7. One of the officers alta.che,l t0 each illa,'!istr,,t.e·s Office in 
the Cokmy shall b, appoinl ed i.>y G0Yern1nent ;_, a l-':1ss Olfice1· 
for lhc pllr_]Jose of siS(oing ".n<l issuing i<lentific:,tion 1'a%es and 
temp�rary passe.�. In bis absen�e. or ii he he, pre,,ent.e,l from 
a.ttenrling, any other o!li ,er of the JJ,,p�rlment lll"'l', wit.Ii the 
?,fo�ist.rate·s wriu�,i �pprornl, si�a "nd issue �uch p-10..;;es on his 
bs"ludr. 
:3. Tloe ollicer shall a\lcnrl ,1:iih· ducing the cwdiunry ollice 
hour,; to recei\·e applic�tio11, fur pass�s. 
\I_ For Lhe pnrp9Se of oht.�i11ing an irlenlificnlion pass a 
n1tirn sh,11 attend beloce the J'a,s Ofti,,er of t.he Didsinn i11 
lll'[ln D&li,·e� 
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which he resides, 3.n,l sbn.11 fumi;;b to the Pa.ss Officer the pa.rti-
cul:i.r~ nece,;.1a.ry to be entered in the register. 
10. Before .,:rrantin!? an idar>tinc.,tion pag.~ m- temprm,t·.Y pa.,~ 
the P:i.s~ Officer shrill in evt-rY i:n.se ,Mi~(v himself, so far :i.s the 
circnmst:i.nces seem to requi~e. tl1:i.t the ··a.pp!ica.cion is prope,-. 
a.od nm_r in his discretit>n withhold the issue of a. pM S u ntil he is 
si1,tisried th.1.t it 011ght to be grn.nted. In c:i.se of doubt t he 
officer may req uire eJ1e na.~irn to be a.cco,upiiaied by hi9 kraal 
be:id, or by some :i.cceptP.d \>er!!l>n, l.O tes~ify to his identity , :i.od 
the correctness of the infornw.tioa given. · · 
~o snch pMs .\ha.11 he ~rnn Lcd i( the Pass O fficer is ~i,.tis!ied 
tha.t the appl icn.nt is a.h·eo.dy umler :i. C(llltmc, of service (11 ). 
ll. The Pa.ss O fficer .•ha ll not issnc:. pa,s~ to n.ny womo.n, Ol' 
to a.n y lemn.le child. or t-0 :my male ch:ld O.f)pP,:trio~ to hin, to be 
under the ri.ze of fifteen Yeo.r.~. "·it bot1t the consent , f the 
husba.nd, p:u•ent or ;.:n a.rdinn: :ts the case mny be. 
12. l<lenti fic:ni(Hl p,L~•e.~, with theit cotmttrfoik shall be in 
the fo,·rn of Schedule .'i., printed :)11 dnrnble material, :i.ml bound 
in books. 
T bev shn-ll he 111rmbe,·eri ,,ousecntiwlv ,·ear b,· ,·ear. a.n,l the 
res:ister ·thereof shn.11 he kept in s:ich ,;1a.1rne1· a.; '111:i.y be pre-
scribed bv tl1e Secratn.n· ror )fatirn ..\.ff:lir~ 
Eve t:_\' n:Lti,·e t,, ,~·hon, nn iuemi!icatio r, p:tss is i~ m ed shall 
kee p it :ilw:i,~·s in his posse.~~ion. and shall exhibit it "·hene,•er 
called npon t,> J o so by his ui11,~tel', or by :\ police ,,fficer or 
const:1,hle. · 
E,·on• m,i.ster e111pll'lying a n.Lt;ve ,;ern nt. Mher th~-n :i. 
regis:erecl togt labo11re1·, s h,dl keep a. labonr book. in which he 
sh:i.11 copy the ideotilic:i.tiou ()1<5s of c,·e1T na.ti\e whom he ni:i.y 
employ. 
•rhe ma.st.er 11hn.ll ou no pretext keep a ~erv3nt·~ irl~ntific:\tion 
pass. unless with the coment o{ t he ~ oti,·e. 
13. (Repe:,.l.:d by Act Xo. 3, rnO-tj 
14. A tempomr:,, 11a.5-<; sha.11 be in the form or 8cheoule B, 
n.ni! the p2ric,r,l thereof sh;i.11 in no c:ise exceed six months, bn t it 
111ay he reae ,vcil u pon the Pn;s Officer being satisfied t.hat the 
former coatra,·• o( ser\"ice ~till snbsists. 
A t.imp,i1·a,·_y p3s~ sh.~11 uot be o.v:i.ilahle for th! pmpo;es of 
any new con ~ract o f service. 
15. A na,tive «·ho h:.s lost his ideotincatioo pn>s$ ni~y oht:iin 
:t fres h pn.1s Crom the office in wl,ich the former p:i.s, wa~ issued. 
"l?On s:,Jis(yiog tho; P a.ss Olliccr ol U1e f:1ct, ancl npon p:i.y111e11t of 
:i. fee- of on~. sl·,illi og. 
--- -------·---- - - --··----
<n-) 'Sea :iddttion ti> !.bis see. 1u1a.r:C@d \ly Act :i.f}_ .'3, l~I. ~ee. iJ. ~o~t-
MQ 
. ,·: 
~IASTER A~ (:-l'ATIVE) RE RVA~T S. 4 
!Ii ' , ½" 'rhis pa_r rne11& shn.ll not h~- re'}nired iu the case or :t llct 19, l901. 
- · -:- temporary p:tSs tc> t.tke the place or :rn ideoti ficati<)ll p:1ss lost 
:~ ,i urin.a: sen ·ice. 
· 16. If rm,• rmti,·e, wh'l h •s obtri.ined .~n identifiMtion P"-~S in o••••••• 
nne ~la.gi.,teri.al Di,;isi,:m ,;h:i.!1 .:ha,u!!e his residence to ano,her ,.,;u■oce. 
Di,·ision he sha.11 p re~ent h is P"'•s to the Pn.ss Officer r:>f the 
Division into which he has removen. The P!l~s Officer sho.11 
record the pass, aod inform the otiicer by who1u the i:m,ss wa.s 
issued, who sho.11 record the chiLnge of residence. 
l'i. If" nn-ti,·e who is in service is COD\'icted of nny of the 
cdme5 to which tbis ~ection a.pplies. the Ciei·k or R~gistmr of 
the Court s hall, M soon :.s conveniently may he, inform &lrn Pn.ijs 
Officer by whom the po.ss wa.s issued of the p:i.rticulnrs of I he 
conviction and sentence, aud such officer shall reco,·d t be sa1u-., 
a.nd shall 1u(l.ke a. note tberet>f :ign.in;t the entry o( tegislr:ltioo. 
This section sha ll nppl)' to L\ll crimes of the £ollow;ng cl:1.sses 
or akin therH-o :- 1'heCL, frJlld. rap~. :rnd a.11 r.rime, o [ indcccnc~·. 
tbcon1k1 
Pata Ollke-r of 
t"" ,·l~•,lont of 
tt-rl&io eri.cnu. 
1S. T he G,o,:e1·11.-w in Couocil.1n:w Iron. time lo t illlt: rnai,e Rat••· 
rule~ lor the purpo~e of c:irryin.i:: on& the 13ro,·isions o1 this Act . 
!l.nd {or regulating nny ,natters neces'i.i.ry foi· ;.;ivin~ foU a.nd co1n• 
plP.te effect to the ~•\rue. All suub 1·ul~, slrn.11 l,c publi~h~d in !he 
Natal Go1·em11tt11t G<,.:tUe. 
10. Any nnti\'e who shn.11 a l ter the 61-,;t ,hy (JI J :\n1L1.ry, 
l!l0·1, enter into a cnutrn,ct of ~or vice, or i>e or co11iin11~ en sel"•if)e 
without b:l'l"in~ :m idc,ntifico.ti,m pa.<-«. as r"qnir.:,d by thi,; Ai:t. 
shall be gniltr or a contrawntion of th is Act. 
Otfnc• or 
1M-tai:l«1 
1.(l rvit"~ ttHh • 
OUL A p111,J l5, 
·2'.l. The following sh:ill a lso b~ cootra,·cntion\ ,,f this ou, .. os.n .. 
:\ct,--
)fokiug (\ny false sta.lemen t or pretence for the pm·pose of 
oht.'\oinio~ or assi~Ung :i.n,·one to obtain :.n i<lenti-
ficn.tioo pn.ss. or a, <luplicot~ or copy thei·eof. 
Usiug:. false r:.ss. or ooe belonging to n.i1other person, Cor 
the pur poses of deceit. 
Usi11g ally deceit for the purpo.~e of eYo.ding tl,c prnt"isioas 
of this Ad. 
Th e wi1hhold i11g of :i. 110.tit"e's identinci\t i,m pn.ss. 
'21. All con tt·:1vention, of tl)i3 .-I.ct. or o( o.nv Rut.,, t liere• J•"'"''"'"" 
under. ~hall be c:<>glll-~a.hle in the CQort..~ o( 1fagist;ate~. an11 shrill ••«•«•" "'· 
be punishri.Llc o.ccot·,lin:,: to the l'ltdinn.rr criminal jllr iscliction of 
the i,:1hl C,,mt~. 
S C!tEOt"LES. 
(l{epeo.lecl b)' Act ::s'o. 3, 1_~0-1.] 
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APPENDIX 6 
Law No. 3, 1904
6 
"To amend Ac\ :N'o. �fl, l\101, entitnle<l Act 'To fneilitate the 
Ideutificatic,n of Natirn SerYants.' ·· 
['281-h March, Hl04.J 






otbl'n a, to 5-er1·,nss. 
1. Ad ?{o. 4\l, H!Ol, shall o.pplr to �ath·es of lhe uuder-rncntioaed cl;isses io the sanfe maun�r as to servants: 
Policemen, 
Per.sons in sen·ice as mc-�sentrf'rs, 
Nnti\·es engagetl in ,ra.s.bing ;nd Ja.und1·,· work. 
.Jobbers, 
Hicksha p11llers. 
Amendtllll't'II of Sttlion l't o, rrh:u.:I ra I ,,.. l-
'2. Section lcl of Act Xo. J!I, Hl(IJ, is he1·eh ,·epealen, :rnd 
,h,, fnllowi1Jg section i.� ,•,.,cteJ in lien thereof: 
Jf :my rna�ter employs a ualive sen·ant witl,out such 3,n 
serva11t ha.ving produced his Identification Pass be Ad!, 19ot. 
slrnll be guilty or FL C(llltr:.,·ention oI U,is Act. 
3. The followiog sh:dl Le :tdded l,o Sectiou 10 or Act No. 4!),
1901: 
The Secret.an· for Nr.ti,·e Alfairs s)m.11 haYe foll nuthoritr
:1.11,l <li;cl'<,lion in any c:i.�e to rml�r t.hat. ,rn T<lenlifi­
c;,.I ion Pass sh:\11 be gr(l,ll ted or refu ,ed. 
4. Nobrith�landin:. the pro,·isions or Sec!iou 3 of Ad No.
.J!'I, ltlOJ, in cases whe.re ::,, NatiH, tenant ha; n-gr�ed wil.h his 
JJ1tnd lord to ren,ler serdcc tn t,he L:1.mllord, it shall be h.wlnl 
/or either party to reqnire tli e otlwl', (>11 rc:1-,01rnhlc notice. tn 
:,ttend, nnd he sh:1.ll bP. bound to ,Mend, b�(orc :,. Jlfagis!J'rite, rnd 
when the M11.gisl.r�te shnll haYc MCertai11ed lhe agreement. 
h�tween the parties, he slin.11 de�t,oy any exi�tin� Tdentific:i..tion 
J'a<fi nnd issue to tl,e Nntive n. now Tclrlll-ificntion r.iss. endorsing 
011 such n�w Pn.s� the periorl dnrini: whid1 the :Naf.jye is to 
render Sfrvicc. ti) _the T1n11dl,1r<l. n.n,1 rl11ring snch rcrind nry person 
other thon tl,e Lnndlor<l sh:ill be ent.itle� to hire the scn·ices d 
sue.It Kati,·e. The appeurnncc or the r�andlrml loc[,.11·p the 11fo:1is­
tmte 111oy be by himself or hy :tn Ag�n t, nr l,y oeli,·ery of thia 
Ln.11,Jloru·s st:tt�1uent in writi11;;" ol tlie t.,·rnis rind p,-,·i,,,] on an,l 
a,.,.;ng ,·,hich tjie Notirn hns agreed (o l'Pll(kr sc1·1·icH. ft shall 
be the <luly ul tloe l\fagi.strnte b �:\tisly himself that !lw N<tt,i,e 
na,srre9 Lo the terms. .-\11y 11<.Jtice m,,l�r this secti<',n by :t Lant1-
k;,.<l to a tfatiYe shall nut be taken Lo lorn·c 1,(-en ,,fTedll:dl)· �i,,en 
unless personally serl'ed or unless left ,1t tile l.r:1.nl of �t1d1 J\'nti,-e 
11.t · a ti,ne whc11 the XntiH, is C\ll the farm irherc his krnal is 
sitnated. 
\Yhene,.cr n Nnti,-e �lrnll ce:i.se t-o resi,le upon pri,·nlc hn<l 
he slrn,ll, Oil girin,: satisfac\My proo[ au.l on surrende,·ing his 
endorsed Pass to :i, )fogi�lrale., he entitled tn obbi11 a new 
Jdentificaii'lu Pass, �nd whenerer a lht.i,·e shnll m,we from the 
land or one prirntc own<'r to nnother the N,1t.iw app,;n.ring hefore 
the )faJ:(istral,e will, the new Lnndlonl slin.11, npQn the, 
snne11de{· 'l[ his P.xisLi tl2: PwH1 he entitlall tt) tlw is�ue tif a. n�w 
Pass with Lhc cn,lo,·senw.nt of Lhe pel'io•l, ;r �-".\', <lnring which 
the Nnli\'e is to rewJer ser1·ice Lo th� Landlord. 
6. Hitchins, ed., Statutes of Natal: Being a Supplement, pp.352-354
A,ldition lo 
i,::�"'i�n Ill of 
J•i·i cfd1111.I ACC., 
J�i:. .. e n r p,. �,.�. 




l n Ji�o ,of r11nt. 
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Law No. 3, 1904 (Cont.) 
5. Schedules A nnd Dor Act No. -J\l, l!J()l, n.nd the tel<>rences
thereto in the Act,, are hereby repealed. Pn�scs �\mil be in 
such lorlll :i8 m:i.:' lie prescribed by rn !es. 
G. Upo·· .. the conviction or nny person ltJ1· hn.vi11g obl-ninctl or
used n. Pass in contrn,·ent-ion or Ad No. JD, HIOL the M:i.g;�tml,e 
1na.y ,lechi.re such P:1.se; to be nul I, :\nd order if io be pro,lucc<l to 




- i1--:-�- --� --�--- ·---
i : Ac! 3, ill04. 
- ·-� � . ' . - � 
7. If :\n)' perso11 contravenes the pro,•i8ioos of Sedions 2or 4
hereof, he sh0,tl be lia.ble to a, fine not exceeding Fi,·e Pounds 
(£5) SLcrling, failing p:l.ym2nt of which lie shall be lia.ble lo
imprisonment for IL period not exceeding one month, 1"ith o�. · 





wi�hout h0,rd 1:.bour, �• r , 
8. This Act" and Act ·No. 411, rnOI, sh.,11 be ren,d n.n� �Qn-







An identification pass issued in terms of Law No. 49, 1901
7 
APPLICATION FOR 




PASS On·1c1:r:, l'Ass 01,•11 1u1m, 
OF 
A -4 Z}ttj.LD"r"-'im.,n. _t/..��_Dh-i�iou. 
Applic11lin11 i� nuull, hy tho malcmn:11�ionod Nat,ivo for n 
rcnowal of Li� ldc11Lifi,:nLion l'ass. 
7. SNA, 1/1/454, Minute Papers, 1910.
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Cl1iof. �� ... .. . .... . 
••••• •••••-• ••-•••••• .. •• •H••·• •• ··  •
•
•• 
\Vhoru l"rorn... .... 
C� ....... .... .............. ....
iurnt.ion of vi�it. �. 
8. SNA, 1/1/267, Minute Papers, 1897.
������:..­ 
,·I/ rr11islmtc nr I J//i/'('J". 
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1870 - March 1878 
vol. 1/8/7 November 1859 - April 1862 
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vols. 2656 - 2657
2667 - 2668







vol. 1212, No. 88, Scott to Stanley, 30 December 1858. 
Incoming Dispatches 
vols. 128, No. 89, Secretary of State for Colonies to Bulwer, 
28 February 1883 
129, No. 202, Secretary of State for Colonies to Bulwer, 
22 March 1884 
144, No. 82, Secretary of State for Colonies to Havelock, 
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vol. XXX 
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